The fourth report in the series on The Future of Banking, part of the Banking Initiative from the IESE Business School, examines the growing impact of technology on financial markets and institutions and identifies the key challenges in three specific areas: payment systems, the use of big data and trading in markets.

Highlighted issues are the suitability of central bank digital currency, the trade-offs involved in the massive use of data in terms of efficiency, privacy and market power, and the changes induced by the electronification of financial markets.

The digitalisation of financial services presents formidable tests for incumbent financial intermediaries, firms, exchanges and regulators. Building a modern, efficient and stable financial system is crucial to harness the benefits of new digital technologies and alleviate current policy concerns.
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Foreword

This is the fourth report in the series on The Future of Banking, part of the Banking Initiative from the IESE Business School which was launched in October 2018 and is supported by Citi.

The goal of the IESE Banking Initiative is to establish a group of first-rate researchers to study new developments in banking and financial markets, paying particular attention to regulation and competition policy and to the impact on business banking models and the performance of markets. It aims to promote a rigorous and informed dialogue on current issues in the fields of banking and financial markets amongst academics, regulators, private sector companies and civil society.

The first report, published in 2019, assessed the regulatory reform of the banking system after the Great Recession induced by the global financial crisis of 2008-2009, and suggested that the next global crisis might have different origins, possibly in entities that perform the functions of banks but are outside of the regulatory perimeter, or in an emerging market where regulation could well be different from the reformed patterns of the West. It concluded that the system had been made more resilient but that further work remained to be done.

The second report addressed the changes in the business models of banks and identified that the challenges that banks faced in the pre-Covid-19 world – mainly low interest rates and digital disruption – will be made more severe in the post-Covid-19 world. Banks have had to deal with an increase in non-performing loans, albeit with temporary relief from strict regulation and with massive liquidity help from central banks. This has accelerated restructuring in the sector.

The third report studied how climate and natural disaster risk is different from other, more familiar forms of financial and economic risk and how banks, asset managers and central banks are beginning to grapple with these risks. Covid-19 has made us aware of the potentially devastating effect of natural disasters and provides a pointer to the effects that climate change may induce. At the same time, the Covid-19 crisis provided a large-scale natural experiment to address this question, and put natural disasters, whether they be pandemics or climate catastrophes, on the agenda of private institutions, bank regulators and central banks.

This fourth report deals with the impact of technology on financial markets and institutions and identifies the challenges in three specific areas: payment systems, the use of big data and trading in markets. Digital technology presents formidable tests for incumbent financial intermediaries, firms, exchanges, as well as regulators. Prominent
issues are the suitability of central bank digital currency, the trade-offs involved in the massive use of data in terms of efficiency, privacy and market power, and the changes induced by the electronification of financial markets. It questions how to balance the bright and dark sides of technology to inform regulation.

The report was produced following the conference on “Technology and Finance”, which was held online on 8 April 2022, and the presentation and discussion of preliminary work at an online workshop on 22 November 2021. The conference programme, together with the comments of the six discussants, are included in this report, as well as the introductory speech by Fabio Panetta, member of the Executive Board of the ECB. The team of authors was brought together and is led by Xavier Vives.

The Banking Initiative has benefitted from the keen support of the Dean of IESE, Franz Heukamp, and the former Dean, Jordi Canals. CEPR and IESE are very grateful to the authors and discussants for their efforts in preparing this report, as well as to the conference attendees for their perceptive comments. We are also grateful to Carlota Monner for her extremely efficient organisation of the conference as well as for providing support for the report, and to Anil Shamdasani for his unstinting and patient work in publishing the report.

The views expressed in the report are those exclusively of its authors and do not represent those of CEPR, which takes no institutional positions on economic policy matters. CEPR and IESE are delighted to provide a platform for an exchange of views on this topic.

Tessa Ogden  
Chief Executive Officer, CEPR

Xavier Vives  
Director, IESE Banking Initiative

May 2022
Executive summary

Technology has historically transformed financial markets and intermediation activities. Recent cutting-edge technologies such as machine learning and artificial intelligence, as well as the expansion of FinTech and Big Tech companies into finance, have accelerated the digitalisation of financial services. While the application of new digital technologies implies efficiency gains, it threatens to disrupt payment systems, data processing and trading execution.

This trend of digitalisation of financial services raises several questions that must be tackled: What are the alternative payment approaches to traditional bank deposits and what is the role of central bank digital currency (CBDC)? What are the efficiency gains and privacy concerns of more data processing capabilities? What are the consequences of the increasing trade on electronic platforms and of algorithmic trading? Is policy intervention needed? If so, what kind?

The aim of this report is to examine how digital technologies may benefit and disrupt finance and to evaluate the policy responses to make the financial system more efficient and stable.

The effect of technology on finance calls for the attention of both private and public sector participants. The new payment environment is fast evolving and poses a threat to the banking sector’s monopoly position in the provision of payment services. The revolution underway in payments services is largely due to technological platforms introducing digital private money-like claims. The entry of new types of providers forces price and quantity adjustments and restructuring among the incumbents. Furthermore, the overall industrial organisation of the market is likely to evolve due to technology-induced changes that impact economies of scale and scope of financial services provision. Technology has also revolutionised the collection and analysis of data, dramatically lowering the cost of acquisition and processing information. Data has become a factor of production, and this raises issues about its measurement and valuation. Trading is another area where technology has had a big impact. Concerns expressed about the impact of technology on market quality, competition and stability open the gate to regulatory measures to address these potential market failures.

The report evaluates three relevant aspects related to the impact of technology on finance: the disruption in payment systems and the role of digital currencies, with a particular focus on CBDC (Chapter 2); the benefits and dangers of the massive use of data and ways to measure its value (Chapter 3); and the implications of the electronification of financial markets, the change of business models and the policy implications that follow (Chapter 4).
A first broad message from the analysis is that it is certainly possible to develop a modern, interoperable and efficient payment system based on bank deposits. The development of a CBDC technology should be clearly targeted to potentially solve market failures and improve the apparently low efficiency of bank legacy payment systems.

A second broad message is that the increasing use of consumer data allows for efficiency gains but also involves potential risks in terms of privacy, diminished competition and increased income inequality. Data presents various challenges, including observability, quality and value to different agents or firms, and its regulation requires the development of several approaches to measuring and valuing it.

A third broad message is that the electronification of market securities has policy and economic consequences that must be addressed. Concerns arise over whether there may be excessive investment in information technology, whether increased liquidity supply may come at the cost of fragility, and whether the possibilities of market instability are expanded in a context where retail trading may gain ground. Furthermore, questions have been also raised about the exercise of market power on data and connectivity by exchange platforms.

**DISRUPTION OF THE PAYMENT SYSTEM**

Most central banks are exploring the development of CBDC and other FinTech approaches to improve payment systems. A first argument for CBDC is as a response to new private forms of digital payment, such as cryptocurrencies or stablecoins, that are innovative in the technology they use but may pose fundamental risks in terms of financial stability. A second argument is to achieve a more open and competitive private-sector payment system, since current legacy bank-railed payment systems are perceived as inefficient (especially in the United States).

The costs and benefits of introducing a CBDC are large and will remain uncertain at least until the design and testing of a full-blown CBDC are much more developed. The potential benefits of CBDC are centred around the efficiency of one system for managing liquidity and payments – something that the private sector might not be able to achieve without coordination. The development of a successful CBDC technology may lead to positive spillovers and foster the private sector’s innovative power. Other possible benefits are financial inclusion and the improvement of the transmission of the monetary policy. But CBDC will not come out without risks. Operational and cyber resilience is one of the most important aspects of CBDC architecture, as cyberattacks might jeopardise financial stability or affect a central bank’s credibility. Additionally, the central bank might be seen as more stable than commercial banks and become a deposit monopolist, attracting all the deposits away from commercial banks and endangering maturity transformation. Another important challenge for the design of a CBDC is how to protect privacy while controlling money laundering and illegal activities.
The development of CBDC or other FinTech payment innovations may have disruptive effects for regulated banking institutions, especially to the extent that they impair credit provision by banks. Yet, this negative influence on credit issuance needs to be supported by economic reasoning and empirical evidence. The case needs to be made that CBDC would impair the current economies of scope between deposits and loans. It must be noted that the relevant cost for credit provision is the marginal funding cost, and this is typically dictated by wholesale/interbank markets.

Finally, the implementation of a CBDC also has an international dimension that may disrupt domestic monetary systems. It has been argued that with the issuance of CBDCs, any national currency will be as easy to use in cross-border payments as any other, which may erode the dominance of the US dollar and allow for a reduction in transaction costs. Yet, provided that CBDCs are not interoperable, forming multi-CBDC arrangements would be required, and the dominant position of the dollar lies in strong fundamentals.

DATA MEASUREMENT AND DATA VALUATION

The application of big data coupled with machine learning (ML) and artificial intelligence (AI) techniques has radically transformed the collection and analysis of data, dramatically lowering the cost of acquiring and processing information.

While data is crucial for financial services provision to screen and monitor potential clients and enforce claims in case of payment difficulties, digitalisation can imply trade-offs. Big data allows firms to make use of a wide range of customers’ data, which improves the capacity they have to offer personalised products. But the misuse of data can be detrimental for consumers if firms employ better data predictions to price discriminate or manipulate preferences to capture consumer surplus. In this regard, consumer protection concerns come to the forefront. Regulators must establish who controls the data (in this area, the European Union seems to be in the lead) and ensure security when transacting on platforms. At the same time, they have to take special care to foster the use of digital technology in a transparent way that minimises the possible behavioural biases of consumers and investors.

Data can also inhibit competition. Firms obtain data from transactions. More data begets more activity and still more data, and returns to scale are obtained as firms increase size. This data feedback loop might create problems for competition since, as a firm becomes larger, it might monopolise the market. If this happens, the efficiency gains may not be passed on to consumers, which could be detrimental for welfare. In financial services, the policy tension is between extending the perimeter of bank regulation to all financial service providers and thus constraining financial innovation (and implicitly extending a state protection umbrella to the new entrants) or keeping the new entrants out of the regulatory perimeter completely and tilting the playing field in their favour.
New data technologies could also reduce the labour share of income. The more effective the data, the more valuable it is and the smaller the share of profits paid to labour. Firms can also use data to replace the labour force. Thus, even though data may increase a firm’s value, some of that is a shift of labour share to capital share of income.

For both the private and public sectors, the use and regulation of data presents the challenge of its measurement. This is not a trivial task, and several approaches are explored: (i) cost and revenue measurement, (ii) choice covariance, and (iii) revealed preference. Finally, data has to be valued, and two methods are considered: (i) intangible capital with Tobin’s q, and (ii) financial portfolio valuation with sufficient statistics.

**TECHNOLOGY, DATA AND TRADING IN SECURITIES MARKETS**

Developments in information technology have changed the form in which security markets share risk and discover asset values. In particular, securities trading is increasingly taking place on electronic platforms run by for-profit companies that, like other FinTech firms, use algorithms to match buyers and sellers, develop innovative pricing schemes and monetise the massive amount of data generated by trading activity on their platforms.

The evolution of electronic trading has four consequences. First, the introduction of new electronic trading platforms and the diversity of investors’ trading needs have resulted in a significant increase in market fragmentation in equities markets. Second, the automation of securities markets has increased the automation of order submission and trading securities leading to a growth in algorithmic trading, and particularly high-frequency trading. However, algorithmic trading and high-frequency trading involve many different types of activities, some of which are beneficial to investors while others lead to informational asymmetries. A third implication of the electronification of trading in securities is the change in the business model of exchanges. The introduction of new trading platforms in stock markets, as well as algorithmic trading, has fostered competition for order flow, resulting in very cheap trading fees. Market data has become a growing source of revenue for exchanges, and pricing markets’ data is a sensitive subject. Fourth, in over-the-counter markets, electronification has resulted in a shift away from highly decentralised, bilateral trading systems in favour of less decentralised trading methods. It has lowered the search cost of clients and, consequently, intensified competition among dealers. Furthermore, it has contributed to the creation of new types of participants in interdealer markets (such as high-frequency trading businesses and hedge funds).
Overall, electronification does not seem to have been detrimental to market liquidity. However, it poses various new policy concerns:

1. Trading platforms have market power regarding data and connectivity, and therefore regulatory scrutiny is warranted.

2. Given market fragmentation, investors need a consolidated real-time view of the market (this is particularly the case in the European Union).

3. Latency arbitrage raises trading costs by increasing adverse selection, but policy intervention should be wary of unintended consequences.

4. Dark trading can be harmful for the liquidity of lit markets and price discovery, but policy interventions should aim to all forms of dark trading after a careful assessment of trade-offs.

5. To avoid flash crashes, changes in market design – such as increased use of periodic batch auctions – should be considered.

6. Given increased interconnection of markets, spillovers across markets from a problem in one market – such as a cyberattack, operational failure or flash crash – are a source of systemic risk. Regulators should identify systemic players and coordinate action across exchanges (for example, coordinate their circuit-breakers).
More than an intellectual game: Exploring the monetary policy and financial stability implications of central bank digital currencies

Fabio Panetta
Member of the Executive Board of the European Central Bank

Thank you for inviting me to this conference.

As it explores the interplay between technology and finance, I have chosen to focus my remarks on retail central bank digital currencies (CBDCs) – in other words, the possibility for everyone to use public money for digital payments.1

It’s hard to think of a better day to discuss the advances of research in this field. Today would have been the 118th birthday of the great economist, Sir John Richard Hicks,2 who once said that “much of economic theory is pursued for no better reason than its intellectual attraction; it is a good game”.3

Sir John Hicks was in fact one of those researchers keen to understand issues that mattered beyond their intellectual attraction. His pioneering contributions, such as his IS-LM model or the ‘liquidity trap’ concept, have been of immense value to macroeconomic policy.

In the same spirit, research about CBDCs is much more than just a game. Issuing CBDCs is likely to become a necessity to preserve access to public money in an increasingly digital economy. At the ECB, last year we launched the investigation phase of our digital euro project. And globally, 87 countries – representing over 90% of global GDP – are currently exploring a CBDC.4

It is therefore crucial that central banks understand the implications of CBDCs for financial stability and monetary policy. CBDCs must do no harm. In particular, they should not become a source of financial disruption that could impair the transmission of monetary policy in the euro area. Research can allow us to draw on sound analysis, informing policy trade-offs and design choices as we prepare to potentially issue CBDCs.

Today, I would like to take stock of the advances in research on CBDCs, looking at their implications for both financial stability and monetary policy. And I will discuss areas where we can further expand the frontiers of our knowledge on this topic.

---

1 A wholesale CBDC, by contrast, would be available to financial institutions – not the general public (see Panetta, 2021e).
2 8 April 1904 to 20 May 1989.
3 Preface to Hicks (1980, p. viii).
4 Source: CBDC Tracker, Atlantic Council.
FINANCIAL STABILITY IMPLICATIONS

Let me start with the implications of CBDCs for financial stability.

Risks to financial intermediation

The question of whether – and to what extent – CBDCs pose risks to financial intermediation is central to this debate.

A widely held view is that CBDCs could crowd out bank deposits and payment activities. They are also seen as interfering with the way in which credit lines and deposits complement each other in modern payment systems.⁵ This would make funding more unstable and costly, dent bank profitability and, ultimately, reduce lending to the economy.

A growing body of research suggests that this view is not so clear-cut, for two reasons.

First, the risks that CBDCs pose to bank intermediation depend crucially on the choices that central banks make.

Central banks can entrust financial intermediaries with distributing CBDCs. This allows central banks to benefit from the experience of intermediaries – especially banks – in areas such as onboarding of consumers and anti-money laundering checks. And it preserves the role of financial intermediaries in providing front-end services.

Central banks can also adapt CBDC design features, which are found to be strong drivers of the potential demand for CBDCs.⁶ Safeguards, including tiered remuneration or holding limits, can be effective ways of mitigating risks.⁷

And central banks can ease liquidity conditions, for instance by providing abundant and favourable central bank funding if required to limit strains from possible changes in the composition of bank funding. Research suggests that such changes are neutral in terms of how capital is allocated in a frictionless economy.⁸

---

⁵ Piazzesi and Schneider (2022). As the authors emphasise in the paper, “banks that jointly offer credit lines and deposits economize on both collateral and liquid assets. Indeed, when a customer makes a payment by drawing down a credit line, the banking system creates a matching deposit account. The loan serves as collateral for these new deposits. At the same time, no liquid assets are needed to handle the payment instruction: the bank creates liquidity on its books. If instead deposits and credit lines are provided by separate banks, then more assets are needed to facilitate payments: loans have to be funded and deposits have to be backed. Moreover, banks that provide credit lines need to hold liquid assets to manage deposit outflows that result from customer payments to banks that provide only deposits”. The alternative payment system is therefore similar to a negative technology shock with real effects on consumption, investment and the allocation of labour, which, ultimately, results in lower welfare.

⁶ Li (2021) uses Canadian survey data to estimate how different design features – such as usefulness for budgeting, anonymity, bundling of bank services and rate of return – would affect demand for CBDCs. Under his baseline design for a CBDC, households’ total CBDC holdings can range from 4% to 52% of their total liquid assets. Remuneration is found to be one of the most important attributes that affects the potential demand for CBDCs.

⁷ As suggested in Bindseil (2020) and Bindseil and Panetta (2020).

⁸ Brunnermeier and Niepelt (2019); CPMI and Markets Committee (2018).
Considering illustrative take-up scenarios of a potential digital euro, ECB staff analysis suggests that the impact on the aggregate banking sector in normal times could be manageable overall, subject to safeguards and a high starting level of central bank reserves and liquidity buffers. However, this effect is likely to vary across banks.9

Second, the issuance of CBDCs can also have positive implications for the financial system.

As the demand for cash weakens, issuing CBDCs could ensure that sovereign money continues to play its role in underpinning confidence in money and payments. By continuing to provide the reference value for all forms of private money in the economy, a CBDC would protect the value of money and monetary sovereignty.10

A CBDC could also improve the allocation of capital by facilitating access to payments and reducing transaction costs, thereby helping to unlock business opportunities.11 Similarly, CBDCs could foster competition in banks’ funding markets by reducing banks’ market power and improving contractual terms for customers, with little effect on intermediation.12

And CBDCs could support the digitalisation of the banking sector by facilitating innovative payment opportunities and levelling the playing field for banks that are more exposed to competition from new players like BigTech firms.

Since I discussed these issues over a year ago,13 new conceptual and empirical studies have further sharpened our understanding of these broader effects of CBDCs on the economy.

A notable conceptual finding is that an interest-bearing CBDC can foster bank intermediation. An increase in its remuneration would force banks to raise the interest on their deposits, leading to higher CBDC and deposit balances. In turn, banks would respond to the increased level of funds by increasing their lending.14

9 Adalid et al. (forthcoming). Research by a group of central banks, including the ECB, also finds that the impacts of CBDCs on bank disintermediation and lending could be manageable for the banking sector (Bank of Canada et al. 2021). These impacts would likely be limited for many plausible levels of CBDC take-up if the system had the time and flexibility to adjust.

10 Panetta (2021b). The point is also emphasised in, for example, Ikeda (2020).

11 Keister and Sanches (2021); Assenmacher et al. (2021).

12 Andolfatto (2020); Chiu et al. (2019).

13 Panetta (2021c).

14 Monnet et al. (2021a).
This ‘crowd-in effect’ of bank intermediation is found to occur even in the absence of remuneration when the role of cash declines in the economy. By offering an outside option to depositors, a CBDC could provide a floor on deposit rates, limiting banks’ monopoly profits in the deposit market and prompting them to increase lending. An empirical study on the US economy suggests that by enhancing competition in deposit markets, a CBDC could raise bank lending by almost 2% and output by about 0.2%.

Overall, the available research suggests that issuing CBDCs with adequate safeguards can mitigate potential risks to bank intermediation. It may even increase intermediation and welfare in certain circumstances.

**Potential effects in times of crisis**

However, the risks to financial intermediation from issuing CBDCs are potentially more elevated when there is a sudden loss of confidence in banks.

The additional risk from CBDCs would be limited in the event of a loss of confidence in a single bank, as bank customers can already transfer deposits to accounts at other banks, including electronically.

Research has therefore examined the extent to which CBDCs can increase depositors’ sensitivity to systemic banking crises. One study shows that the mere presence of safe deposits in institutions other than banks played a significant role in triggering bank runs during the French depression of 1930–31.

The novelty with CBDCs, however, is that they would provide access to a safe asset that – unlike cash – could potentially be held in large volumes, in the absence of safeguards and at no cost, accelerating ‘digital runs’. Such runs could even be self-fulfilling, leading to savers reducing their bank deposits and thereby amplifying volatility in normal times too.

But as I have argued in the past, a number of lines of defence – such as deposit insurance, supervision and the lender of last resort – would have to fail or be perceived as insufficient for such risks to materialise.

---

15 Chiu and Rivadeneyra (2021).
16 Chiu et al. (2021). This paper develops a micro-founded general equilibrium model of payments to study the impact of a CBDC on intermediation of private banks. If banks have market power in the deposit market, a CBDC can enhance competition, raising the deposit rate, expanding intermediation and increasing output.
17 The safe deposits in question were balances in government-backed saving institutions (see Monnet et al., 2021b).
18 Kumhof and Noone (2018).
19 Panetta (2021c).
In the meantime, new research has emerged which shows that the increased risk of bank runs due to CBDCs can be contained. ECB staff analysis, for example, suggests that adequately designing and calibrating CBDC safeguards could help to counteract the adverse effects of CBDCs on bank runs.\textsuperscript{20}

A notable finding is that a CBDC could itself be used as a tool to counter the risks of bank runs. This is because it could provide real-time information on deposit flows, complementing the information on liquidity available to supervisors every day. This would enable the central bank to respond more swiftly if needed, which in turn would help to stabilise expectations by increasing depositor confidence.\textsuperscript{21}

**MONETARY POLICY IMPLICATIONS**

Let me now turn to the implications of CBDCs for monetary policy. Although this topic has been studied in much less depth so far, it is no less important. And it is by no means straightforward, in particular because issuing a CBDC may both weaken and strengthen the transmission of monetary policy.

**Impact on the central bank’s balance sheet and related frictions**

At the most basic level, one question is whether CBDCs can affect the size of central banks’ balance sheets. This is important because the size of a central bank’s balance sheet determines its income (through seigniorage), its footprint in markets and, ultimately, the amount of risk it has to manage.

The impact could be neutral, for instance if a CBDC partially replaces banknotes in circulation, resulting in a swap between these two liabilities on the central bank’s balance sheet. This would also be the case when customer deposits at commercial banks are replaced with CBDC, if banks hold enough reserves at the central bank. The result would be a swap between CBDC and central bank reserves, and the level of excess reserves would decline.

But replacing deposit funding with central bank funding could exacerbate frictions that may have a bearing on the conduct of monetary policy. For instance, greater recourse to central bank credit could increase collateral scarcity. This could affect banks in asymmetric ways, with a potentially greater impact on those that rely more on deposit funding.\textsuperscript{22} And the impact on yields could vary across the different segments of the yield curve.

\textsuperscript{20} Adalid et al. (forthcoming) provide model simulations of bank runs under illustrative digital euro holdings and take-up scenarios. They also show that, if the supply of CBDC is constrained and depending on the calibration of usage limits and/or remuneration, a CBDC may in fact decrease the scale and speed of runs when compared with the scenario with no digital euro.

\textsuperscript{21} Keister and Monnet (2020).

\textsuperscript{22} For instance, the response of stock prices to news on the digital euro is consistent with this narrative (Burlon et al., 2022).
These frictions probably have little significance in the current environment of excess reserves. But in the absence of abundant liquidity, they could give rise to pressures on short-term money market rates. To dampen such pressures, the central bank could increase the amount of liquidity in the system, to the extent that this is consistent with the appropriate monetary policy stance.

**Factors that could weaken monetary policy transmission**

If a CBDC were issued without safeguards to constrain its use, the transmission of monetary policy could be weakened.

An unconstrained CBDC could potentially have an impact on the funding structure of banks, with potential implications for financing conditions. Research shows that the magnitude of these effects depends on the take-up of the CBDC, which in turn hinges on design features such as payment convenience and remuneration. The effects also vary between small and large banks.\(^{23}\)

An unremunerated and unconstrained CBDC could also entrench the zero lower bound for interest rates. I have stressed in the past that, if we were to issue a digital euro, we would not use it as a monetary policy instrument and we would continue to issue physical banknotes. But it is important to bear in mind that in the presence of a liquid central bank liability with zero return and no holding constraints, no other financial asset could yield a negative interest rate because the holders could always arbitrage it with a CBDC.

The main lesson to be drawn from these findings is that a CBDC would need to be carefully designed.\(^{24}\) We need to strike a balance so that the digital euro is not ‘too successful’ – by limiting its use as a form of investment – but is ‘successful enough’ – by avoiding such restrictions becoming inconvenient and by ensuring that the CBDC adds value for those using it.\(^{25}\) In other words, we need to solve the ‘CBDC trilemma’ according to which central banks’ objectives of payment efficiency, financial stability and price stability cannot all be achieved together.\(^{26}\)

---

\(^{23}\) Garatt et al. (2022). As the authors further stress, raising the remuneration rate of a CBDC may enhance monetary policy pass-through, but it has adverse consequences on market composition. By contrast, increases in the CBDC’s convenience value levels the playing field between banks, but also weakens the transmission of monetary policy. A CBDC with a sufficiently high convenience value can strengthen the transmission of monetary policy.

\(^{24}\) Panetta (2021c).

\(^{25}\) Panetta (2022).

\(^{26}\) Schilling et al. (2020).
A ceiling on individual CBDC holdings could go a long way towards mitigating undesired effects on monetary policy or financial stability by preventing large deposit outflows. But a cap on CBDC holdings, for example, would risk reducing the scale and scope of CBDC use and, consequently, its usefulness as a means of payment. To address this issue, solutions linking CBDC accounts to private money accounts could be implemented, allowing large payments to be made. This would require funds in excess of users’ limits to be redirected to or from their commercial bank accounts.\(^{27}\)

Another option would be to make remuneration on CBDC holdings less attractive above a certain threshold.\(^{28}\) Up to that threshold, CBDC holdings would never be subject to negative interest rates, ensuring that it is a means of payment that is as attractive as cash. Above that threshold, however, remuneration would be set below the main policy rate in order to reduce the attractiveness of the CBDC as a store of value relative to bank deposits or other short-term financial assets. ECB research shows that the central bank could steer the quantity of CBDC in circulation by setting its lending and deposit rates as well as collateral and quantity requirements.\(^{29}\)

**Factors that could strengthen and speed up monetary policy transmission**

Conversely, a remunerated CBDC could accelerate and strengthen monetary policy transmission, although using the digital euro as a monetary policy tool is not a motivation for its issuance.\(^{30}\) Indeed, CBDC holdings and bank deposits would depend on both CBDC remuneration and policy rates. This would require coordination between the CBDC remuneration rate and the interest rate for central bank reserves.\(^{31}\) And bank-based transmission would be strengthened because changes in CBDC remuneration would immediately affect the wealth of households and firms and force banks to adjust their deposit rates more quickly to avoid large shifts in their depositor base.

Issuing a CBDC could also lead to a shift from bank borrowing to non-bank sources of finance, with consequences through other channels. For example, a shift in bank funding towards wholesale funding, the cost of which tends to be more sensitive to the central bank’s policy rate, would strengthen the transmission of monetary policy through bank funding costs.

**OPEN RESEARCH QUESTIONS**

Let me now turn to the open research questions.

The speed at which CBDC research has advanced is truly remarkable, considering that it was virtually unexplored just a few years ago.

---

\(^{27}\) ECB (2020).

\(^{28}\) Bindseil and Panetta (2020).

\(^{29}\) Assenmacher et al. (2021).

\(^{30}\) This point was stressed in ECB (2020).

\(^{31}\) Jiang and Zhu (2021).
The research I have discussed today provides academics and policymakers alike with a valuable conceptual framework and solid evidence to guide our thinking and prepare for the possible issuance of CBDCs.

But we all know that research is never complete, and that it is always subject to uncertainties. Would our findings still hold true if the financial system had a different structure? What about if we added new elements to the design of CBDCs and their underlying system? Or if we were confronted with unforeseen dynamics in the cross-border use of CBDCs?

Further research would help us better understand these issues. In particular, research on the monetary policy implications of CBDCs could benefit from greater clarity on how they interact with and affect financial market structures. For example, do these interactions and effects vary between bank-based and capital market-based financial systems?

Another topic which would benefit from further research, given the range and subtlety of the issues at play, is the impact of CBDCs on ‘r-star’ – the real interest rate that is neither expansionary nor contractionary when the economy is at full employment. So far, findings are mixed. For instance, if CBDCs increase the productivity and efficiency of payment systems, r-star increases. But if CBDC issuance results in increased purchases of government bonds, term premia are affected – with unclear effects on r-star.

Research on the implications of CBDCs for financial stability could also benefit from further information about possible spillovers from the cross-border use of CBDCs. There is a wide array of topics to be explored, ranging from capital flight to exchange rate volatility, or even risks of ‘digital dollarisation’ or ‘euroisation’ in countries with weak currencies and fundamentals.32

Field research is also important. Our understanding of the potential effects of CBDCs on financial stability could benefit from observations on the ground from early CBDC launches and pilot projects.

That being said, most topics are at the intersection of monetary policy and financial stability. For example, further discussion of the options and approaches to calibrating CBDCs would be useful for both topics. How do we find the right balance of risks between too much and too little CBDC take-up? What are the implications of quantity constraints and tiered remuneration for the acceptance of CBDCs? What are the effects of the international use of CBDCs? For example, should safeguards be uniform for domestic and foreign users? What are the implications of differences in sectoral usage, such as between households and businesses? How do CBDCs interact with existing bank regulation and crisis management tools? All these questions are not only interesting from a research perspective, they are also important for monetary policy and financial stability practitioners.

32 On these cross-border aspects, see Panetta (2021a).
The final important research topic is the implication for considerations on CBDCs of stablecoins and cryptoassets, whose emergence alongside fiat money in the past ten years has been sudden and had a massive effect – similar to the Cambrian explosion of 20 to 25 million years ago, when a huge variety of complex lifeforms appeared alongside a smaller number of pre-existing organisms. In particular, we should be mindful that the counterfactual to a world without CBDC is not the status quo. Rather, it could be one that sees a diminished role of central bank money and a stronger one for stablecoins and cryptoassets, with risks for monetary sovereignty, the lender of last resort functions of central banks and financial stability.

CONCLUSION

Let me conclude.

CBDC research has made important strides. In just a few years, researchers have moved from the first definitions of CBDC, to studying its effects on the financial system and monetary policy, and now to empirical work on its potential design features. This research is an essential part of the analysis that will guide the decisions of policymakers.

These advances lead me to conclude that, while CBDCs have a number of potentially far-reaching implications for the monetary and financial system as a whole, careful design will be crucial in allowing us to maximise the benefits of CBDCs and manage any unintended consequences. Research is already providing valuable insights for the ongoing investigation phase of our digital euro project, where we are looking at key issues regarding design and distribution.

With the digital euro we want to ensure that, in the digital age, Europeans can rely on a currency that combines the efficiency of digital payments with the safety of central bank money. By continuing to focus on the right topics and contributing to the realisation of this vision, CBDC research is set to become more than just “a good game”, as Sir John Hicks would have said.

33 Panetta (2021f).
34 See Panetta (2021d).
CHAPTER 1

Introduction

Technology has disrupted payment systems, financial markets and financial intermediation. This report addresses some important aspects of the impact of digital technology in finance, both in markets and intermediation. General questions of interest are: What are the benefits and costs of the application of digital technology? Is policy intervention needed? If so, what kind?

Historically, commercial banks have been the principal providers of private payments to the public. The redeemable convertibility of bank deposits into cash is what makes them a recognised safe asset for settling transactions between counterparties and what gives current bank account-based payment systems stability. New payment systems have flourished, from cryptocurrencies to stablecoins, private networks and digital wallets with the potential to reduce transaction costs both for domestic and cross-border operations. Furthermore, during and after the Covid-19 outbreak, digital payments surged dramatically. Regulators have welcomed the efficiency reasons behind this development but at the same time warned about potential anarchy with references to the Far West environment for cryptocurrencies. Central banks around the world are considering the introduction of central bank digital currency (CBDC) in response to some of these challenges. A major influence of information technology lies also in fostering decentralised finance with blockchain technology that allows the use of smart contracts.

Technology has also revolutionised the collection and analysis of data, dramatically lowering the cost of acquisition and of processing information. This has been accomplished with big data coupled with machine learning (ML) and artificial intelligence (AI). Those techniques represent an ‘industrial revolution’ in the use of data and have a large impact on credit provision and competition among intermediaries, with transformed incumbents facing new FinTech entrants. Data improvement promises large efficiency gains, but it also poses risks for competition because of potential monopolisation tendencies and raises privacy concerns. Big data also changes the role of prediction in financial markets and the treatment of market data by investors. Data has become a factor of production, and this raises issues about its measurement and valuation.

35 For example, SWIFT, which is at the center of cross-border payments, has been prompted to introduce improved digital technologies to match the cheaper and faster processes of new entrants such as Wise.
Trading is another area where technology has had a big impact. Indeed, securities trading increasingly happens on electronic platforms where operators use algorithms to match buyers and sellers. High-frequency trading figures prominently among the concerns of market participants and policymakers. Questions arise as to whether there may be excessive investment in information technology (IT) due to the current market design, whether increased liquidity supply may come at the cost of fragility (flash crashes) and whether the possibilities of market instability (or even manipulation) are expanded in a context where retail trading may gain ground (GameStop). Questions have also been raised about the exercise of market power on data and connectivity by exchange platforms. The concerns expressed about the impact of technology on market quality, competition and stability open the door to regulatory measures to address those potential market failures.

In sum, the effect of technology in finance calls for the attention of both private and public sector participants. Indeed, IT raises many public policy issues relating to consumer protection, such as privacy and price discrimination, to competition policy and to regulation at large.

In the rest of this first chapter, we summarise and complement the analysis and results of the chapters that follow. Section 1.1 reviews the disruption in payment systems and the role of digital currencies in general, with a particular focus on CBDC. Section 1.2 explores the benefits and dangers of the massive use of data and ways to measure the value of data. Section 1.3 deals with the consequences of the electronification of financial markets, the change in business models and the policy implications that derive.

1.1 PAYMENT SYSTEM DISRUPTION

*Are legacy bank-railed payment systems efficient? If not, what are their limitations and how should governments address these shortcomings? What are the alternative payment approaches to traditional bank deposits and what is the role of CBDC?*

There are at least two reasons why new forms of digital money (whether public or private) could be preferable to commercial bank deposits in the future. The first is that deposits pay very low interest rates, making them an unattractive investment. The second is the perceived inefficiency (especially in the United States) of bank account-based payment systems. Payment systems are set up as ledger networks. Retail transactions between clients of the same bank are recorded in the same ledger, making them quick and costless. Interbank payments, on the other hand, involve moving funds between banks, which usually entails fees and processing delays. The payment services environment is fast-evolving and poses a threat to the banking sector’s monopoly position in the provision of payment services. This rapid evolution underway is mostly due to new, technology-driven entrants as well as the demands of new generations of customers. With technological platforms introducing digital private money-like claims, payment systems are undergoing significant changes.
Do banks have incentives to provide a more efficient payment system? Why aren’t they already moving ahead on their own?

It is certainly possible to develop a more modern, interoperable and efficient payment system based on bank deposits. Consumers and businesses in many nations, particularly the United States, are now unable to obtain competitive payment-related services from their banks. Their principal means of payment – bank deposits – are rewarded with low interest rates. Furthermore, it is common for US merchants to have to wait more than a day to receive their money.  

Banks and credit card companies operate in a two-sided market. Merchants pay significant payment costs on one side of the market. Consumers, on the other hand, are promised inexpensive direct payment rates and substantial rewards. Most market participants are effectively locked into the bank-railed system when this two-sided market is combined with the network effects of a common payment mechanism that is convenient for consumers to use, making competitor entry difficult. Indeed, as pointed out in the second Future of Banking report, the greater use of technology comes with large upfront entry costs and large fixed costs to maintain a competitive advantage in a market with large network externalities. 

Banks also stand to gain little by making it easier for their clients to move money around cheaply or to put it in accounts with competitive interest rates. Instead, they take advantage of depositors’ loyalty by maintaining ‘walled gardens’ that prevent financial consumers from shopping around and accessing alternative payment service providers. At the same time, instant payment systems provide continuous real-time gross settlement of payments across the economy with settlement finality and quick receiver access to money. Furthermore, banks in the United States have not fully employed the country’s Real Time Payment (RTP) system and other options for rapid, interoperable payment systems. As a result, the Federal Reserve has stepped in with its own real-time payment system, FedNow, an instant-payment service aimed primarily at banks which is due to launch in 2024. Even though RTP and FedNow would reduce payment costs and time, it is unclear by how much they will boost competition and innovation.

Central bank digital currency: Costs and benefits

Central banks have been and are key to the provision of money in both physical and digital form. The accounts of commercial banks at the central bank are used as the ultimate means of settlement for most payments by the private sector. The current

---

36 Disparities in regulation and competition policy in payments are one factor explaining the differences in the competitive landscape between the US and the EU.

37 See Chapter 4 in Carletti et al. (2020).
infrastructure relies on commercial banks to provide indirect access to central bank liquidity via bank deposits. The question arises of whether the central bank should offer a CBDC to everyone and not just to commercial banks by allowing access to its accounts to the public.

Four benefits of having a CBDC can be foreseen:

1. **Incentivising competition and innovation.** Legacy bank-railed payment service providers, such as banks and card payment networks, may face increased competition and innovation because of the technology development process. This process could result in significant long-term improvements, including avoiding potential monopolisation dangers from private digital money and positive technological spillovers into the broader digital economy.

2. **Protecting the payment system.** A CBDC could prevent undesirable forms of speculative cryptocurrencies from gaining ground in payment systems.

3. **Financial inclusion.** In many jurisdictions, even in developed economies, there are important segments of unbanked or underbanked households (for example, a 2020 study by the US Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation revealed that 7.1 million US households were unbanked).\(^{38}\) It is also known that mobile-based payment schemes have a considerable effect in jurisdictions where the share of the population owning a current account is low, such as in Africa.\(^{39}\)

4. **Improving the transmission of monetary policy.** This could be achieved by increasing the efficiency of markets with interest rates mirroring central bank rates, by making real-time measurements of monetary indicators available, and even by offering an interest rate on CBDC. Yet, all these issues require further formal research.

The CBDC may come with associated costs and risks:

1. **Cyber risks.** Operational and cyber resilience is one of the most important aspects of CBDC architecture. A significant accident or cyberattack might jeopardise financial stability and result in millions of customers losing money or experiencing inconveniences. As a result, legislators may feel compelled to intervene more aggressively, thereby limiting the central bank’s independence. This implies that a CBDC should not be deployed in a large economy until its operational robustness is very strong, within the constraints of technology.

\(^{38}\) FDIC (2020).
\(^{39}\) Vives (2019).
2. **Bank instability.** What is the risk of bank runs in the presence of a CBDC? The danger is that when bank solvency or liquidity is threatened, depositors may immediately transfer their funds to the CBDC, hastening a bank run. However, the risk of unexpected, substantial transfers into CBDC could be minimised with limitations on CBDC account sizes or transfers to the extent that a CBDC provides a new, safe option to bank deposits. Indeed, the central bank can introduce a tiered system of interest rates to limit the amount of disintermediation it creates. Furthermore, if the central bank is willing to lend reserves to commercial banks in order to replace the deposits moving away from their balance sheets, the probability of a bank run should remain the same as without a CBDC.

3. **Privacy concerns** also represent a challenge to the design of CBDC. Where will CBDC payment data be stored? Will individual transactions be traceable (as opposed to cash, where they are not)? We could think of a CBDC for transactions of small amounts working anonymously like cash, or a CBDC that is more bank deposits with traceable transactions. The greatest challenge for the design of a CBDC is how to protect privacy while controlling money laundering and illegal activities. China has not hesitated to place CBDC payment data in the hands of its central bank, but personal information stored in centralised databases may not be acceptable in other jurisdictions. As such, a decentralised approach may emerge for storing personal data with banks and other private-sector payment service providers. This two-tiered market structure, however, could become as inefficient as the current bank-railed payment system if appropriate legislation for standardisation and interoperability is not implemented and payment service providers not properly regulated.

It is also worth noting that bank accounts are associated with customer-oriented services in which the central bank need not have a comparative advantage. These range from enforcing regulatory requirements (‘know your customer’, anti-money laundering) to interactions with other banking services such as credit and debit cards or mobile banking. The private sector has developed an expertise not easily replicated by central banks, and competition could be required to keep innovation going. Indeed, the private sector’s innovative power will be required to develop successful CBDC technology, and this may fade in a centralised structure.

In summary, the costs and benefits of introducing a CBDC are large and will remain uncertain at least until the design and testing of a full-blown CBDC are much more developed.
What are the alternative (or additional) means of payment to CBDC provided by non-banks?

The introduction of digital private money by technological platforms or other non-bank firms and disintermediation in the payment system have been labelled as the ‘Uberisation’ of money. It might be possible to extend instant payment systems so that they serve as the infrastructure underlying a CBDC, expanding interoperability, accessibility and modernising payments. What is less clear is how to engage the private sector in developing the associated technology. An example are stablecoins, for which legislation is needed. A crucial aspect may be whether FinTech service providers are granted access to central bank accounts. To be a substitute for commercial bank deposits, non-bank entities issuing these digital coins must commit to guarantee the one-for-one convertibility with public money, in either cash or digital form. The lack of legal eligibility for non-bank payment providers to access to central bank accounts and liquidity facility services complicates such a commitment, which threatens to jeopardise the stability of new digital payments from technological platforms.

The impact of CBDC on bank funding costs and credit issuance: What are the disruptive effects of CBDC for banks?

There is a debate over whether CBDC or other FinTech payment innovations will impair credit provision by banks. So far, competitive entry into the payments market has been difficult, and a protective umbrella of bank regulation further dampens competition. However, the increased money mobility associated with a widely used CBDC would likely drive banks to compete more actively for deposits, resulting in higher deposit interest rates. The argument, then, is that as banks are forced to pay higher interest rates for deposit funding, or turn to more expensive wholesale funding markets, they would reduce loan volumes. If a bank has higher costs for inputs (i.e., funding), then it must charge more for its outputs (i.e., loans). However, if digital currencies enter the market, banks will compete for deposit funding by raising deposit interest rates closer to wholesale market rates, which, ceteris paribus, should result in an increase in deposit volumes. Credit provision would rise in this case. If the deposit flight is due to stability concerns because of the safe haven promise of a CBDC, then the central bank can always compensate it with lender of last resort operations.

41 This is what led Financial Innovation Now (FIN) – an alliance organisation whose members are Amazon, Apple, Google, Intuit, PayPal, Square and Stripe – to propose that the Federal Reserve Board keep institutions with non-traditional, federal and innovative business models eligible (see https://financialinnovationnow.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/fin-comment-letter-re-federal-reserve-bank-access-final.pdf).
42 See Chapter 4 in Carletti et al (2020).
43 See, for example, Matutes and Vives (2000).
44 See Vives (2019), Keister and Monnet (2020) argue that with a CBDC the central bank can respond more quickly to a run and improve financial stability.
While central banks, including the Federal Reserve, have suggested that CBDC and FinTech payment systems would have a negative influence on credit provision, this claim does not seem adequately supported by either economic reasoning or empirical evidence. Banks do not provide unprofitable loans on the basis that they would be able to recoup their losses by taking advantage of their below-market deposit rates. Note that the relevant cost for credit provision is the marginal funding cost, and this is typically dictated by wholesale/interbank markets.45

Another argument for disruption of bank loan provision in the presence of a CBDC or private digital money is that the synergy between loans and deposits will be lost. This argument has merit since the current banking model is founded precisely on the economies of scope, mostly informational, between deposits and loans. While it is true that this complementarity should enable banks to compete effectively against non-bank payment providers who do not have this edge, some new entrants are in fact informationally savvy due to the large amount of customer data that they possess and their ability to exploit this data with machine learning techniques.46

What are the implications of having different national CBDCs?

The implementation of a CBDC has an international dimension that may disrupt domestic monetary systems. For example, a digital dollar or a foreign private digital money that becomes dominant could have an adverse impact on the monetary policy of small open economies. Major central banks, such as those in China, the United States, and the euro area, should avoid competing in overseas markets by making their CBDCs freely available. Instead, central banks should promote the creation of international accords to protect foreign monetary systems against disruption by another country’s CBDC (in accordance with G7 principles announced in 2021). China is planning for cross-border use of the e-CNY, its new CBDC, with other CBDCs – including those of Thailand, Hong Kong and the United Arab Emirates.

The development of CBDC technology in major jurisdictions will give them an advantage in influencing international forums that set technical standards and make intergovernmental agreements for the cross-border use of CBDCs. If CBDC technology uses public–private partnerships, firms in those jurisdictions could provide payment technologies in international markets. This may influence, for example, commercial advantages for Chinese banks in international markets, in part because of US regulations and sanctions.

45 See Chapter 4 in Vives (2016).
46 See Vives (2019). Piazzesi and Schneider (2022) claim that a CBDC may interfere with the complementarity between credit lines and deposits. Keister and Sanches (2021) argue that a CBDC that competes with bank deposits may crowd out them and decrease the investment that banks finance.
It is indeed possible that the e-CNY could reduce the international dominance of the US dollar. It has been argued that with the issuance of CBDCs, any national currency will be as easy to use in cross-border payments as any other, which may erode the dominance of the dollar. Yet, provided that CBDCs are not interoperable, forming multi-CBDC arrangements would be required to offset frictions in cross-border transactions. In any case, these concerns are not a good reason to rush to implement a digital dollar before careful design. The US dollar’s global supremacy is based on the absence of US impediments to cross-border capital movements, the depth and liquidity of US Treasuries and other financial instrument markets, the stability of the US legal system, and the consistency of US monetary and financial policies.

A final consideration relates to the potential links of CBDCs and cross-border payment systems with the weaponisation of finance. Indeed, the implementation of financial sanctions, such as those in response to the war in Ukraine, may change the incentives of different jurisdictions to build structures to bypass the international dollar-based system.

In conclusion, the design of a CBDC should have as priorities efficient payments, privacy, interoperability, financial inclusion and monitoring ability for compliance. A CBDC should be clearly targeted to potential market failures and consideration should be given to whether regulatory and competition policy measures may be more appropriate instruments to deal with these failures instead of CBDC. In most major economies, the decision to deploy a CBDC should be delayed until more is known about its costs and benefits. In small open-market economies, CBDC development should probably be accelerated. The competitiveness and efficiency of payment systems should be fostered by easing the entry of FinTech firms in payment services and by developing fast payment systems to exploit the full potential interoperability of bank-railed payments. The role of regulation in this respect will be crucial.

1.2 DATA POLICY AND DATA MEASUREMENT

Which are the benefits and costs of firms’ modern use of data? Is more data and more information processing capability always good for society? Are there any trade-offs in terms of economies of scale, market power and income inequality? What about privacy and efficiency? How should data be measured? And how should financial data be valued?

Data is becoming central to financial services provision, and calls for specific assessments and related policy recommendations. This is so, for example, because of its use to screen and monitor potential users (e.g., borrowers) and to enforce claims in case of payment difficulties or default. Digitalisation enhances the centrality and importance of data. Big data is mostly about prediction, where the focus of analysis often shifts from causality

47 See Auer et al. (2021) and Eichengreen (2021).
to finding correlations and new patterns. This tendency may bring many benefits, reducing financial frictions, but also raises issues. Note that the private and social values of information need not coincide. There are instances where, precisely because of the progress in information technology, cheap information acquisition tends to induce excessive acquisition and responses to private information in financial markets.\textsuperscript{48}

\textit{The benefits of data improvements}

Data has the characteristics of a ‘club good’ – that is, a good that is non-rival (it can be used by many people without limiting its use by others) and at least partly excludable (its access can be controlled, for example, by encryption technologies). Data is typically produced under increasing returns to scale.\textsuperscript{49} Efficiency gains from the use of data can be achieved from different angles.

\textit{From the supply side (production)}, firms can make use of data to enhance productivity via cost optimisation and inventory management systems. This has been fostered by new technologies such as application programming interfaces (or APIs, standard for data sharing in open banking) and cloud computing (with multiple uses).

\textit{From the demand side (consumption)}, data allows firms to more accurately infer consumption preferences and design products that expand the consumption bundle for households. Demand-side drivers are linked to the greater service expectations of the mobile consumer generation.

The increasing use of big data in the financial industry fosters competition and improves the provision of financial services. FinTech lenders are capable of being more efficient than regulated lenders because of their capacity to process loan applications faster and more accurately, as well as facilitating financial inclusion. This has spillover effects, with the potential to cut capital costs of small entrepreneurs. Additionally, FinTech companies use big data to offer alternative funding sources for consumers and to improve access to credit for underserved segments and market participants. The use of non-traditional data by FinTech thus facilitates efficiency gains, as they complement rather than substitute banks in credit markets.\textsuperscript{50} For now, the incumbent institutions have originated and accumulated the most financial data, but it is FinTechs that exploit data more efficiently. This is reflected in the relative valuations of both types of entities.

\textit{The trade-offs in data improvements}

The increasing use of consumer data allows for efficiency gains, but it also involves potential risks in terms of privacy, diminished competition and increased income inequality.

\textsuperscript{48} See Pavan et al. (2022).
\textsuperscript{49} See Goldfarb and Tucker (2019).
\textsuperscript{50} See Vives (2019).
Privacy versus efficiency. Firms can operate more efficiently if they can get a hold of customers’ data, but at the same time they can use it to influence preferences, extract more consumer surplus with price discrimination and impair the safety of consumers’ information (that is, the risk that it is acquired or used illegally).

A leading example of preference manipulation is the mishandling of data by Facebook and its exploitation by Cambridge Analytica for electoral purposes. In financial markets, this raises the prospect of enhancing the biases of investors and consumers to the benefit of intermediaries. Big data improves firms’ ability to price discriminate and extract more consumer surplus. Indeed, better information allows firms to attract customers more easily, to identify their preferences more precisely, and to make specific recommendations more effectively.\textsuperscript{51}

The effects of advances in information technology, when lenders can price discriminate, depend on whether this improvement weakens the influence of bank–borrower distance (be it physical or the distance between borrowers’ characteristics and the expertise of the intermediary) on monitoring or screening costs. If it does, then bank competition intensifies since differentiation is diminished, which can improve entrepreneurs’ utility but reduce banks’ profitability and stability, with an ambiguous total welfare effect.\textsuperscript{52}

Regulators are devoting a lot of attention to data privacy, with the European Union taking the lead with regulations that display the tension between fostering efficiency and protecting privacy. The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), the most stringent worldwide, restricts the use of personal data, while the Revised Payment Services Directive (PSD2) fosters safe data sharing to facilitate competition and innovation. The regulations aim to strike a balance between the appropriate handling of personal data and the promotion of data sharing to make the banking market more competitive. A recurring policy challenge going forward will be discerning settings in which data sharing is harmful or necessary. In fact, the current legislation in the European Union introduces an asymmetry between incumbent banks that must share the data of their clients if they wish so according to the PSD2, and the platforms that are not under a symmetric obligation under PSD2.\textsuperscript{53} The proposed Digital Markets Act may balance those requirements for large platforms that are deemed to be ‘gatekeepers’ for an important segment of customers.

Efficiency of scale versus competition. Data can also inhibit competition. Firms obtain data from transactions and returns to scale can be obtained as firms increase size – the larger the firm’s growth, the more transactions derived and the more data generated. For example, BigTech platforms can collect massive amounts of data at near zero cost and expand their activities. Yet, this data feedback loop might create potential problems

\textsuperscript{51} Bergemann et al. (forthcoming) study the incentives of a data intermediary to keep data disclosure anonymous or reveal consumer’s identities.
\textsuperscript{52} See Vives and Ye (2021).
\textsuperscript{53} See Vives (2019).
for competition since, as the firm becomes larger, it might monopolise the market. If this happens, the efficiency gains may not be passed on to consumers, which could be detrimental for welfare. The fact is that data growth and efficiency reinforce each other. However, the use of data with new technologies may also help innovative entrants into a market. For example, cloud computing reduces initial setup costs for startups, easing entry.

To evaluate changes in market power, a typical approach is to measure firms’ product markups. The logic behind this traditional measure (associated with the Lerner index in industrial organisation analysis) is that if a firm is using monopoly power to extract consumer surplus, then this should show up as prices above the firm’s marginal cost. However, markups can give a misleading view of market competition when firms use data. Data allows both better demand and costs forecasts. Markups capture not just market competition but also the return to the firm for producing, so they are also a compensation for risk.

Given the tremendous growth of BigTech platforms, legislators, competition authorities and regulators around the world are taking aim at their raising market power. An example is the proposed Digital Markets Act (DMA) in the European Union, which aims to foster innovation and encourage competition by setting a level playing field for new entrants and incumbents. It defines the criteria to identify ‘gatekeepers’ to avoid anticompetitive practices. In the United States, there are parallel initiatives as in China. To identify platform operators with dominant market positions, China’s State Administration for Market Regulation issued “Guidelines for Anti-monopoly in the Platform Economy” in November 2020.

Equality versus efficiency. Returns to scale in data foster productivity, and the higher marginal product of labour should translate into higher wages. Thus, asymmetries in firm size might lead to labour income inequalities. New data technologies may also decrease the labour share of income by replacing human capital. For example, financial workers in firms adopting AI technologies might keep their wages but be paid a smaller share of the overall firm revenue. Furthermore, the use of data may raise market concentration (inequality among firms) because of dynamic economies of scale. For example, the success of ‘superstar firms’ is correlated with IT adoption.54

Data measurement

Data policy (private or public) requires measurement. There are at least three challenges to measuring data: most data from firms is not easily observable; the quality of data matters; and the same data will typically have different values to different agents. To measure data, several approaches might be considered:

54 See Mihet and Philippon (2019).
1. **Cost and revenue approaches.** While these two approaches look similar, they have some key differences. The cost approach works well when data sets are purchased, since it measures the buyer’s willingness to own the data. However, it has the risk of undervaluation since often data is a by-product of economic activity, and there is no centralised market for data exchange. The revenue approach works if data is used for one clear purpose but fails when data has many uses in multiple areas of the firm. It has to take account of risk reduction with risk-adjusted discount rates to calculate the present value of future cash flows.

2. **Choice covariance.** The covariance between actions and forecasted events reflects the value of data. This covariance can be measured if both the agent’s feasible action set and objective are known. A high covariance reflects high quality of information (out of data treatment) that agents use to take actions. For example, in stock markets we can value information by price informativeness, which is a measure related to the covariance of price and future earnings. If we see that the price informativeness of value stocks trends upwards while the one for growth stocks trends downwards, we can infer that data on the former is becoming more abundant. For bank lending, this methodology needs to be adjusted since the counterfactual of not extending a loan must be considered. Markups can also be used as a measure of choice covariance. A multi-product firm can increase profits by using data to skew their product mix towards high-markup products. Then the change in the portfolio composition of goods produced by the firm will show up as a higher firm markup, relative to the average product markup.

3. **Revealed preference.** Data-gathering expenditures of firms may be either unquantifiable or confidential, and product portfolio or manufacturing decisions not observable. Then labour market information on positions and wages may help in inferring how much data firms would need to make sense of their employment and remuneration policies. The application of such a methodology in the financial sector uncovers a large amount of heterogeneity, with a long right tail with a few firms having a huge stock of data.

**Data valuation**

Data is an example of an intangible asset, and as such it can be measured. One approach is to use the ‘q theory’ of investment developed by Tobin, where $q$ is the ratio of the equity value of the firm to the replacement costs of its assets or book value. Recent evidence finds that growing investment in intangible assets jointly may account for rising productivity, weak physical capital investment and increasing industry concentration. Valuing financial data is possible using asset returns in portfolio selection when it is observable. A crucial element is to estimate how large forecast errors would have been for an investor had he known the past values of a data stream in real time in relation to the realised forecast errors. It is found that differences in investor characteristics account for most of the variation in data values. The size, wealth, risk tolerance and amount of previous
data of the investor who buys more data influences the value of the data. Indeed, data that is similar to previously collected data has less value than data that is uncorrelated with their existing knowledge. The facility to obtain and treat order flow or sentiment data with tools such as machine learning has been enlarged with technological change. Indeed, using transaction records or text from finance forums such as Stocktwits may help in predicting market movements.

In conclusion, data has become central in the modern economy and finance. It presents challenges for both the strategy of firms and for the regulators, inducing new trade-offs and the revision of classical ones. Privacy concerns introduce new trade-offs with efficiency, competition and income inequality. For both the private and public sectors, the use of data presents the challenge of its measurement. This is no easy task, and several approaches were explored: cost and revenue measurement, choice covariance and revealed preference. Finally, data has to be valued and two methods are considered: intangible capital with Tobin’s q and financial portfolio valuation with sufficient statistics.

1.3 TECHNOLOGY, DATA, AND TRADING IN SECURITIES MARKETS

What are the consequences of the increasing trade in electronic platforms and of algorithmic trading? What is the impact on market fragmentation and liquidity? What is the role of for-profit platform ownership? Is the current market design appropriate for the electronic environment? Do exchanges have too much market power? Do investors have appropriate and timely information about market developments? Are there excessive incentives to trade in dark pools? Is electronification making the market more unstable? What regulatory changes are needed?

The way security markets share risk and discover asset values has evolved dramatically because of advances in information technology. Securities trading is increasingly taking place on electronic platforms run by for-profit companies that use algorithms to match buyers and sellers, develop innovative pricing schemes and profit from the massive amount of data generated by platform trading activity. Furthermore, prominent exchange operators have lately acquired other data companies (e.g., the purchase of Refinitiv by the London Stock Exchange) and bolstered their links with BigTech (e.g., the Chicago Mercantile Exchange with Google).

The electronification of trading in security markets

Two trading market structures can be distinguished: (i) multilateral trading, where final investors can trade directly without the help of intermediaries; and (ii) bilateral intermediated trading, which can be structured as dealer-to-client (D2C), where clients bargain trades bilaterally via their brokers with dealers, and dealer-to-dealer (D2D), where dealers trade bilaterally with each other. Until the late 1990s, fixed income markets, currencies, repo markets and interbank markets all had this two-tier market
structure. Electronification has significantly altered the trading process in OTC markets over the last two decades. Trading using electronic limit order books is becoming more common in the D2C market and electronic trading techniques have been adopted in the D2D segment. The result is that electronic trading is becoming more prevalent in OTC markets, and the distinction between D2D and D2C trading is becoming less pronounced.

The driving forces behind the explosive growth of electronic trading are advancements in computing and information technology, which have decreased the costs of developing and operating electronic trading platforms; changes in the regulatory environment (such as the Markets in Financial Instruments Directive, or MiFID, in 2007 in the European Union and the Order Handling Rule for US equities in 1997); and the development of institutional ownership. All these forces have led to an increase in competition among exchanges.

The consequences of electronification

The electronification of trading in securities markets has several consequences: (i) increased market fragmentation, (ii) new trading technologies (algorithmic and high frequency trading), (iii) changes in exchanges’ business models, and (iv) lower search costs in OTC markets.

Market fragmentation. The introduction of new electronic trading platforms and the diversity of investors’ trading needs have resulted in a significant increase in market fragmentation in equities markets (that is, the dispersion of trading across various venues). Moreover, trading in these markets is split between ‘lit markets’ (electronic limit order books) with a high level of transparency, and ‘dark trading’ (trading systems without or with limited pre-trade transparency). Market fragmentation with segmentation is undesirable. Investors may be segmented because trading platforms deny them access or because it is too expensive for them to ‘multi-home’ (i.e., to trade in multiple markets). Cheap multi-homing preserves the benefits of dense market externalities and encourages competition amongst trading centres and liquidity providers. Various studies suggest that market fragmentation is beneficial for liquidity if it does not segment investors into different liquidity pools and that the share of dark trading is not too high.

New trading technologies. Technology has contributed to the automation of (i) order submission and (ii) standard strategies, including market-making, arbitrage and directional trading, resulting in an increase in algorithmic trading and high-frequency trading. Algorithmic trading and high-frequency trading cover a wide range of operations, some of which benefit investors (e.g., execution algorithms help asset managers lower transaction costs, and high-frequency market making enhances liquidity) while others exacerbate informational asymmetries. In electronic limit order markets, ‘latency arbitrage’ (i.e., reacting very quickly to public information to pick off stale quotes) has become a major source of adverse selection. Furthermore, sophisticated algorithms can detect institutional investors’ trades and piggyback on these. As a result of such predatory
activity, the profitability of producing information is reduced, and the informativeness of securities prices concerning fundamentals falls. One cause of the rise in dark trading in recent years is the search for solutions to this problem (protection against information leaking).

*Changing the business model of stock exchanges.* The entry of new trading platforms and algorithmic trading has intensified competition for order flow in equity markets, so that exchanges earn very small fees per share traded. In parallel, market fragmentation and the growth of automated trading has increased the demand for market data. Exchanges sell real-time data from their trading platforms, and they provide colocation services that allow investors to rent space to operate their algorithms near the matching engines of exchanges. As a trading platform’s proportion of trade volume grows, so do the amount and quality of market data it generates. It follows that reduced trading fees are a means of generating trade and of increasing sales of trading (technological) services and data. Furthermore, exchanges have more pricing power when selling market data, since market data from different platforms are imperfect substitutes. Market data is becoming a more important source of revenue for exchanges, and pricing their data has become contentious.

*Lower search costs in OTC markets.* Electronification has reduced trading costs in OTC markets for two reasons. First, it has facilitated the emergence of new types of participants (high-frequency trading firms and hedge funds) in interdealer markets and thereby helped dealers to reduce their inventory holding costs. Second, it has intensified competition between dealers by reducing investors’ search costs and the development of trading systems that enable investors to solicit quotes from multiple dealers simultaneously.

*Policy issues*

All in all, this electronification does not seem to have been detrimental for market liquidity. Yet, some policy issues arise regarding (i) market power of trading platforms; (ii) latency arbitrage; (iii) dark trading; and (iv) market stability.

*Platform market power.* Exchanges enjoy market power over data and connectivity services. The policy debate focuses on the pricing of trading services (the maker/taker pricing model) and the pricing and distribution of market data by exchanges. When trades happen, stock exchanges often offer a rebate to liquidity suppliers (makers) and charge liquidity demanders (‘takers’). The discussion about the economic rationale for this maker/taker pricing strategy is related to pricing strategies in two-sided markets and
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55 It is worth noting that a consolidation process of exchanges has occurred. For example, even though there are 16 lit stock venues in the United States, 12 of these (accounting for about two-thirds of daily trading) are controlled by Intercontinental Exchange, Nasdaq and CBOE.
it is still not settled. Given that data from different platforms are not perfect substitutes, non-competitive prices for data can be sustained, while this is not the case for trading. This not only raises the cost of trading for investors but also increases informational asymmetries between those who buy the data and those who don’t.

A similar story holds for connectivity services for traders willing to pay the premium access prices for colocation of their computers close to the exchange. These asymmetries raise illiquidity and harm price discovery, and open the gate for regulation to improve upon the market outcome. The free-market solution may deliver either excessive or insufficient entry of platforms. Moreover, market fragmentation also results in fragmented data sources. Yet, a consolidated view of trading conditions is key for investors, be it to route their orders optimally, to negotiate fair prices, or to check whether their brokers execute their orders in their best interest (‘best execution’). Nevertheless, there is as yet no consolidated tape in EU capital markets, not even one providing post-trade information (despite compelling evidence of the benefit of such a tape in the case of US bond markets).

**Latency arbitrage.** Empirical findings suggest that the aggregate effect of high-frequency traders (HFTs) on liquidity is positive. However, they also show that some HFTs’ strategies have negative effects on market quality by raising liquidity suppliers’ adverse selection costs. Indeed, HFTs obtain very quick access to market data and news feeds, and they can react to information about upcoming price changes slightly faster than other market participants (‘latency arbitrage’), generating a negative externality for them. The advantages of latency arbitrage for price discovery should be minor compared to its costs, which, apart from adverse selection, consist of the investments to be able to react more and more quickly to information. Because HFTs do not internalise the effect of their expenditure on the cost of trading, these investments are likely to be socially excessive. The policy challenge is to reduce this negative externality without simultaneously reducing the benefits of high frequency trading because it is difficult to curb the ‘toxic’ types of high-frequency trading without also reducing beneficial types (for example, the limits on order-to-trade ratios imposed by MiFID2 punish latency arbitrageurs but also affect liquidity suppliers).

**Growth of dark trading.** Dark trading in the EU and US equity markets accounts for almost 50% of the total trading volume. It includes both trading in ‘dark pools’ and internalisation (i.e., trades executed in-house by dealers). Dark trading helps institutional investors to manage order exposure and price impacts. However, it can impair liquidity and price discovery in lit markets. As investors using dark venues have no incentives to internalise this effect, order flow migration to these venues is likely to be excessive. A cap on dark pool volume in the European Union in MiFID2 has redirected trade to other types of non-transparent trading. Regulators should be paying equal attention to the growth of trading in dark pools and internalisation.
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56 Cespa and Vives (2022b) study when excessive or insufficient entry of platforms obtains, and when it is better to regulate platform access rates and when it is better to control the entry of exchanges.
Market stability. Two main new concerns are operational risks and flash crashes (such as in the US equity market in 2010, the US Treasury market in 2014, the US ETF market in 2015, or the sterling-dollar market in 2016). Electronification creates new operational risks for trading platforms due to ill-designed algorithms and cyberattacks, with potentially systemic effects that require regulatory attention. Flash crashes occur when liquidity evaporates quickly due to strong liquidity demand and dramatic price swings over short time intervals, followed by a rapid price rebound. Their causes lie probably in a combination of market design features, regulation, changing nature of intermediaries and deeper interconnection of markets. Markets have created circuit-breakers that cease trading in the event of extreme price swings to lessen the impact of such events. The absence of coordination in these trading halts across markets could magnify rather than mitigate the effects of the shocks that caused these flash crashes.

The main policy takeaways from our analysis are the following. (i) Trading platforms have market power regarding data and connectivity, and therefore regulatory scrutiny is warranted. (ii) Given market fragmentation, investors need a consolidated real-time view of the market; this is particularly the case in the European Union. (iii) Latency arbitrage raises trading costs by increasing adverse selection, but policy intervention should be wary of unintended consequences. (iv) Dark trading can be harmful for the liquidity of lit markets and price discovery, but policy interventions should aim to all forms of dark trading after a careful assessment of trade-offs. (v) To avoid flash crashes, changes in market design (such as an increased use of periodic batch auctions) should be considered. (vi) Given increased interconnection of markets, spillovers across markets of problems in one market (such as a cyberattack, operational failure or flash crash) are a source of systemic risk. Regulators should identify systemic players and coordinate action across exchanges (for example, coordinating their circuit-breakers).

57 Cespa and Vives (2022a) trace flash crashes to an informational friction resulting from lack of market transparency that creates a liquidity externality that induces traders to demand more liquidity precisely when the market becomes less liquid, fostering in turn market illiquidity.
CHAPTER 2

Payment system disruption: Digital currencies and bank-railed payment innovation

2.1 INTRODUCTION

With the primary goals of improving the efficiency and inclusiveness of their payment systems, most central banks are now exploring the development of central bank digital currencies. Many are also grappling with how to regulate other FinTech payment approaches, such as stablecoins. In China, private FinTech payment service providers have been dominating banks for several years, and there are already over 100 million Chinese consumers with digital wallets for China’s new CBDC, the e-CNY.\textsuperscript{58} The ECB has begun a significant CBDC development programme, with a planned decision by 2024 on whether to actually deploy a digital currency.\textsuperscript{59} The US government is far behind other major economies in exploring a CBDC. Ironically, the efficiency and inclusiveness of the US payment system lags those of most developed-market economies.

What are the shortcomings of legacy bank-railed payment systems, why do they persist, and how should governments, particularly the US government, address these shortcomings and upgrade their payment systems for the future digital economy? What are the primary alternative approaches to bringing payment systems into a state of efficiency and inclusiveness that is commensurate with their important role in the new digital economy? What is the potential impact on credit provision? This chapter explores these questions.

For the United States and many other developed-market economies, several policy avenues should be followed in parallel. It would benefit most central banks to develop the technology for an effective and secure CBDC — a direct obligation of the central bank that would, in most cases, be distributed to the public by regulated private-sector payment service providers, including banks. For many countries, especially the United States, it is premature to commit to deploying a CBDC. The costs and benefits are large and

\textsuperscript{58} Source: Mu Changchun, Director of the Digital Currency Institute of the People’s Bank of Canada, speaking at a meeting hosted by the Atlantic Council and IMF on 9 February 2022.

\textsuperscript{59} Lagarde (2022).
will remain uncertain until revealed by technology and policy exploration. At the same time, policymakers should explore the appropriate role and regulation of novel payment arrangements, increase the reach and interoperability of instant payment systems, and regulate for greater competition in the bank-railed payment system.

2.2 CENTRAL BANK DIGITAL CURRENCY

Maintaining cybersecurity and privacy for a CBDC while controlling illegal payments will be a challenging design problem. Without careful engagement of the private sector, a centralised payment system could also impair innovation. As a single point of failure, a CBDC could also increase cyber risk. Nevertheless, it seems likely that CBDCs will ultimately be deployed in most major economies, even including the United States. The challenging required technology development work should begin now. Current work on CBDC research and development around the world, active in over 85 countries, is mapped in Figure 1.

FIGURE 1 CBDC EXPLORATION AROUND THE WORLD

![CBDC Exploration Map](image)

Source: Duffie and Economy (2022). Data for the map was retrieved from the Atlantic Council’s Central Bank Digital Currency Tracker.

Developing effective CBDC technology calls for the innovative power of the private sector and will require significant resources and time, especially given the required feedback between technology exploration and policy formation. However, this process could generate large eventual gains, including beneficial technology spillovers to the wider digital economy. The technology development process may also trigger more competition and innovation by legacy payment service providers, including banks and card payment networks.
In May 2021, Lael Brainard, a governor of the US Federal Reserve System, remarked that the United States should be involved in international discussions of standards for the design and uses of CBDCs. China’s central bank, the People’s Bank of China, has already leveraged its head start with CBDCs by taking an active role in setting out principles for their international use.

Central banks should also prepare strategies for preventing undesirable forms of cryptocurrencies from gaining undue traction in their payment systems. A CBDC can play a role here by providing an officially supported substitute. Improving bank-railed payment efficiency and regulating FinTech entrants to payment service markets can also reduce the desire for consumers to explore options that are less financially or operationally resilient. Central banks of small open economies should further consider the benefit of deflecting invasive foreign digital currencies by ingraining the domestic use of their own CBDCs.

The ECB has begun a substantial CBDC development effort, with the goal of having a design ready within several years. As a starting point in the United States, the MIT Digital Currency Initiative and the Federal Reserve Bank of Boston have made basic research progress with Project Hamilton, concluding that a digital dollar can be found that “meets the robust speed, throughput, and fault tolerance requirements of a large retail payment system”. But this is only the first stage of needed technology work. The next stages of development will require significantly more resources and an implementation plan that balances privacy against protection from illegal payments and is able to reach the unbanked. As technology work reveals the feasible design properties of a CBDC, policy formation can proceed to guide further stages of technology development.

CBDCs could potentially improve financial inclusion. A 2020 study by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation estimated that about 7.1 million US households were unbanked, and that many others are underbanked. Janet Yellen, US Treasury Secretary, stated that “[t]oo many Americans don’t have access to easy payments systems and banking accounts, and I think this is something that a digital dollar, a central bank digital currency, could help with”. However, how CBDCs could improve financial inclusion is not yet established.
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In Sweden, the use of paper money is disappearing. According to McKinsey data, the domestic frequency of use of US paper money declined from 51% in 2010 to 28% in 2020. With the eventual disappearance or lack of acceptability of paper money, those without access to electronic payments may become isolated from parts of the economy. A CBDC could even accelerate this isolation, if not carefully designed, by driving down the use and accessibility of paper cash as a payment medium. Unbanked and underbanked households currently rely heavily on paper cash to make payments.

CBDC technology also offers options for more efficient implementation of monetary and fiscal policy. For example, a CBDC might have permitted much faster dissemination of Covid-19 relief payments to millions of Americans. Central banks might use CBDCs to improve the transmission of monetary policy by increasing the efficiency of markets in which interest rates reflect central bank rates, by making available real-time measurement of monetary variables, and perhaps also by offering an interest rate on CBDC.

### 2.3 CHALLENGES FOR A CBDC

At this point, it is not clear that deploying a CBDC will ultimately be the best option in some countries, when considering the alternative avenues for achieving an efficient and inclusive payment system. The costs and benefits are large and will remain uncertain until the design and testing of a full-scale CBDC are much further along. In particular, the technical challenges facing an effective CBDC design have not yet been overcome. Even the modality of an effective public-private technology development partnership is not yet clear. Is the best model a traditional procurement contract, a national laboratory, or something else? The multi-year development time for an effective CBDC only increases the urgency of an early start, with significant resources.

One of the critical elements of CBDC design is operational and cyber resilience. A major accident or hack could threaten financial stability and cause losses or inconvenience for millions of consumers. Legislatures may then feel obliged to step in more actively, potentially reducing the independence of the central bank. A CBDC should not be deployed in a major economy until, within the limits of technology, its operational robustness is extremely high.

Another concern raised about a CBDC is that when risks to bank solvency or liquidity rise, depositors could quickly shift their funds into the CBDC, accelerating a bank run. On the other hand, in recent decades it has always been relatively simple for institutional investors to redeem their bank deposits on short notice of concerns about a bank’s credit
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quality. The key mitigants to bank-run risk that exist today – deposit insurance and central bank lending of last resort – will remain in place. To the extent that a CBDC provides a new, safe alternative to bank deposits, the risk of sudden, large transfers into CBDC can be controlled with caps on CBDC account sizes or transfers.

The greatest challenge for CBDC designers is protecting privacy while detecting money laundering and financing terrorism. If there is a central regulator, data will also need to be protected from cyberattacks and surveillance. China, a special case given its form of government, has not hesitated to concentrate CBDC payment data in the hands of its central bank. Centralised databases containing personal information may not be popular in the United States. Along with a digital dollar, Americans could be given an option to access the payment system with standardised biometric identities – as deployed for India’s UPI interoperable payment interface, from which the United States can learn.\(^{69}\)

Alternatively, the United States could opt for the decentralised approach of having personal data reside with banks and other private-sector payment service providers. However, without effective regulation for standardisation and interoperability, this two-tiered market structure could become as clunky as the current bank-railed payment system. To avoid this, payment service providers should be tightly regulated to ensure open access, service levels and – importantly – interoperability.\(^{70}\)

Another potential downside of a CBDC is that technology innovation could become more centralised within government – not usually a formula for success. This can be overcome with carefully designed public–private partnerships.

### 2.4 MORE OPEN AND COMPETITIVE PRIVATE-SECTOR PAYMENT SYSTEMS

While the underlying technology and effectiveness of CBDCs are being explored, the official sector can simultaneously aim for more competitive and innovative private-sector payment systems. Why aren’t banks already moving ahead on their own? In the United States, banks could implement an effective low-cost payment system, but they have not done so because of a protective umbrella of regulation, network effects that limit entry, and profit incentives.

For centuries, Alice has paid Bob by asking her bank to debit her deposit account in favour of Bob’s account at his bank. This is the most common payment method around the world today and can be implemented with direct account transfers, credit-card payments, paper cheques and many other methods. Moreover, banks are generally able

\(^{69}\) D’Silva et al. (2019).

\(^{70}\) Duffie et al. (2021).
to protect the privacy of their customers while monitoring payments for their legality (with some notable exceptions). Eventually, commercial bank deposits can be provided in interoperable ‘tokenised’ forms suitable for smart contracting. A much more advanced, interoperable and efficient payment system based on bank deposits is certainly feasible.

Currently, however, consumers and businesses in many countries, particularly the United States, are not getting competitive payment-related services from their banks. Their primary payment instrument – bank deposits – is compensated with extremely low interest rates. When wholesale market interest rates rise, consumer bank deposit interest rates usually stay near zero. It often takes more than a day for US merchants to receive their payments, or for consumers to be able to spend their paycheques. According to McKinsey data, North Americans pay over 2% of their GDP for payment services, more than in other parts of the world, in particular because of extremely high fees for credit cards (as illustrated in Figure 2).

**FIGURE 2 A BREAKDOWN OF PAYMENT REVENUES BY TYPE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>North America</th>
<th>Rest of world</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cross-border transactions</td>
<td>33.3%</td>
<td>11.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Account-related liquidity</td>
<td>9.1%</td>
<td>25.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domestic transactions</td>
<td>14.5%</td>
<td>3.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial cards</td>
<td>3.6%</td>
<td>18.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cross-border transactions</td>
<td>10.7%</td>
<td>11.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Account-related liquidity</td>
<td>9.1%</td>
<td>6.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domestic transactions</td>
<td>15.1%</td>
<td>9.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Credit cards</td>
<td>1.1%</td>
<td>11.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Data for this figure was retrieved from McKinsey and Company (2021).

US banks and credit card providers operate what economists Jean-Charles Rochet and Jean Tirole call a two-sided market. On one side of the market, merchants pay high payment fees. On the other side, consumers are offered low direct payment fees and hefty rewards. Once this two-sided market approach is combined with the positive network
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71 See Drechsler et al. (2017) and Driscoll and Judson (2013).
72 See Rochet and Tirole (2003).
effects of a common payment system that is convenient for consumers to use, most market participants are effectively bound to the bank-railed system, making competitive entry difficult. Even an extremely efficient CBDC might have difficulty gaining traction if credit cards offer consumers roughly the same payment experience and also rewards that a CBDC probably would not match. Competitive entry into the consumer payment services market might call for tighter regulation of the card interchange fees that fund these rewards. Ultimately, consumers bear some of the burden of merchant interchange fees through higher prices for goods and services. To make their payments, moreover, many consumers borrow money at high interest rates on their card accounts or set aside cash in bank accounts that offer woefully low interest rates.

Banks also have little to gain by making it simple for their customers to move their cash inexpensively without relying on revenue-generating payment schemes, including cards, or to more easily shift their deposits to other banks offering superior interest rates. Instead, banks tend to take advantage of the stickiness of depositors and to maintain ‘walled gardens’ that discourage financial consumers from shopping around and easily accessing competitor payment service providers.

As a potential antidote to these frictions, ‘fast payment systems’ are being provided in many countries, as illustrated in Figure 3. These instant payment services offer real-time gross settlement of payments across the economy on a 24/7/365 basis, with instant settlement finality and immediate access to the funds by the receiver.

FIGURE 3 THE DEVELOPMENT OF FAST PAYMENT SYSTEMS

Source: Duffie and Economy (2022). Data for the map was retrieved from the Atlantic Council’s Central Bank Digital Currency Tracker.

In the United States, however, banks have not fully exploited the Real Time Payment (RTP) system and other opportunities for fast, interoperable payment technologies. So, the Fed has stepped in with its own fast payment system, FedNow, expected to be online by 2024. This service will be offered mainly to banks, which can use FedNow to broaden and improve the services that they offer to their customers. Although RTP and FedNow will improve payment cost and speed wherever they are used, the manner in which fast
payment services are offered to consumers and businesses will be chosen largely by legacy commercial banks. It is not clear, therefore, that RTP and FedNow will significantly increase competition and innovation. Left to their own, banks will tend to offer real-time payment services in a manner that supports their existing walled gardens.\textsuperscript{73} For example, without new regulatory mandates, there is no compelling reason to expect that RTP and FedNow will significantly reduce the hefty interchange fees charged to merchants for card payments.

However, if FedNow is also deployed as the backbone of a highly interoperable common payment app offered directly to consumers and businesses, competition could take a serious grip on payment service markets. For example, a fast payment system can be provided through a payment ‘super app’ that allows consumers to directly link their bank accounts, merchants, other frequent payees, and each other. This is already being done in Brazil, where the central bank offers Pix, an instant payment system that allows consumers and businesses to make cheap, simple and instant money transfers. As a consequence, competition to provide payment services is increasing. For example, Bank Itau’s card processor, Rede, does not charge payment fees to merchants using Pix for the first six months.\textsuperscript{74} In only its first year, Pix went from zero to 110 million users.\textsuperscript{75} Perhaps because Brazil has required that Pix be offered interoperably by payment service providers, the speed of adoption of the system has exceeded that of fast payment systems in other countries, as shown in Figure 4. And as shown in Figure 5, the cost to merchants for using Pix is far lower than that for credit and debit cards (except in the European Union, which tightly regulates card interchange fees).

Although the common payment app for Pix is provided by Brazil’s central bank, interoperable hubs for fast-payment apps could also be provided by the private sector. Either way, instant payment systems might not get significant traction without regulation for standards of interoperability and open access. Europe’s PSD2 regulation may help in this respect.\textsuperscript{76}

\textsuperscript{73} Large banks lobbied against FedNow on the basis that it would add nothing important to what banks were already doing to expand real-time payments. At this point, ironically, the suggested effectiveness of FedNow is used by others, such as former Federal Reserve Vice Chair Quarles, to support the view that a CBDC would not add much. For example, a December 2018 letter of the Bank Policy Institute to the Fed’s Board of Governors stated: “In fact, as the Federal Reserve acknowledges in the proposal, private sector initiatives are already well underway to bring real-time payments to American consumers and businesses in a manner that satisfactorily meets the criteria identified by the Faster Payments Task Force as key features of a real-time payments system, including efficiency, safety and security, speed, and the likely achievement of ubiquity. Simply put, and consistent with the Federal Reserve’s approach until the recent release of the request for comment, we believe that the Federal Reserve should not directly enter the marketplace with its own faster payment product and system, unless and until the private sector has shown it has not and cannot do so.” In December 2018, The Clearing House made related arguments against FedNow, specifically noting that banks were working to expand its service, the RTP Network. This network does not include many small and mid-sized banks, many of which supported FedNow.

\textsuperscript{74} McGeever et al. (2020).

\textsuperscript{75} Capurro and Sims (2021).

\textsuperscript{76} European Commission (2021b).
Alternatively, or in addition, it might be possible to extend instant payment systems so that they serve as the infrastructure underlying a CBDC, further expanding interoperability, accessibility and payment modernisation features. What is less clear is how to engage the private sector to develop the associated technology.
Effective FinTech payment services might some day also be provided with well-designed stablecoins, a form of cryptocurrency.\textsuperscript{77} For the time being, however, stablecoin payment arrangements have no clear path to acceptance by the official sector. The US President’s Working Group on Financial Markets suggested that stablecoins should be issued only by insured depository institutions.\textsuperscript{78}

We have discussed CBDCs, stablecoins and fast payment systems. In addition, low-cost FinTech payment service providers, especially if given central bank accounts, could offer improvements over legacy commercial-bank payment services and gain significant adoption. This has happened in China, where 94% of mobile payments are now processed by Alipay and WeChatPay, with 90% of residents of China’s largest cities using these services as their primary method of payment.\textsuperscript{79} In the United States, payment services like Paypal, Venmo and Zelle have some of this potential, but they are somewhat limited in the set of payment use cases that they can handle and their adoption rates are not yet significant relative to those of more conventional bank-railed payments.

\textbf{2.5 WILL FINTECH COMPETITION FOR BANK DEPOSITS REDUCE CREDIT PROVISION?}

New FinTech payment arrangements will likely increase competitive pressures on the bank deposit market. Whether through a CBDC, other new FinTech payment solutions, or a highly interoperable fast payment system, the increased mobility of money or the use of alternative payment media would likely force banks to compete more aggressively for deposits, driving up deposit interest rates. For a CBDC, this would be the case whether or not the CBDC is remunerated with interest, although the competitive pressures on bank deposits would clearly rise with the rate of interest on CBDC.\textsuperscript{80}

While the resulting improvement in payment system efficiency and inclusion would be good for consumers and depositors, bank shareholders would probably suffer. The primary payment instrument of Americans, their bank deposits, is compensated with extremely low interest rates, relative to wholesale money-market rates. When wholesale market rates rise, bank deposit interest rates remain much lower, and typically near zero for most depositors.\textsuperscript{81} High consumer switching costs and the positive network effects of a common payment system that is convenient for consumers and tend to bind depositors to their banks. So far, competitive entry into this market has been difficult. Competition is further dampened by the protective umbrella of bank regulation.

\textsuperscript{77} Catalini (2021) and HKMA (2022).
\textsuperscript{78} US Department of the Treasury (2021b).
\textsuperscript{79} “Alipay retains leadership position with 55% market share in China’s mobile payments market,” Business Today, 9 July 2020, and Klein (2020).
\textsuperscript{80} Garrett and Zhu (2021).
\textsuperscript{81} See, for example, Drechsler et al. (2017), Driscoll and Judson (2013), FDIC (2020) and FDIC historical data.
A prominent argument against CBDCs, stablecoins and other FinTech payment innovations is that as banks are forced to pay higher interest rates for deposit funding or turn to wholesale funding markets, they would reduce credit provision. Ostensibly, if a bank has higher costs for inputs (in this case, funding), then it must charge more for its outputs (in this case, loans to others). This is the main argument against CBDC put forward by Greg Baer, CEO of the Bank Policy Institute, who writes: “A necessary consequence of any CBDC would be to shift money out of bank deposits and into cash – in this case, digital cash. As a result, those deposits would no longer fund bank loans, which are the primary asset of banks, as well as Treasuries and other assets. Banks’ lending would decrease in supply and increase in cost as banks paid higher rates to persuade businesses and consumers to hold deposits rather than CBDC.”

The suggestion that CBDC and FinTech payment methods will adversely impact credit provision has been repeated by central banks including the Fed, which expressed the view that “[a] widely available CBDC [...] could reduce the aggregate amount of deposits in the banking system, which could in turn increase bank funding expenses, and reduce credit availability or raise credit costs for households and businesses”. This view is not, however, well supported by simple economic logic, empirical evidence or the best available theories. Banks do not currently offer unprofitable loans using the irrational justification that they can recoup the associated losses by exploiting their below-market deposit rates. Banks always have the opportunity to invest deposits in marketable securities. This is at least a breakeven marginal activity when funded at any interest rate at or below the wholesale risk-free rate. Interest rates offered on consumer-level savings and checking deposits and on corporate transaction deposits are in practice significantly below risk-free rates whenever wholesale risk-free rates are above zero. So, it is not correct that closing some of the gap between consumer deposit interest rates and risk-free rates would necessarily make a previously profitable bank loan unprofitable.

Another argument that credit provision could be impaired by more competition for bank deposits can be based on the idea that banks have market power in both deposit markets and in lending markets. In that case, a bank’s profit-maximising amount of lending would depend on the bank’s marginal funding costs. For the simplest case, consider a monopolistic bank that funds all of its loans with deposits. In that case, the bank’s profit-maximising quantity \( q \) of loans equates the marginal profit \( M(q) \) on lending with the marginal cost \( C(q) \) of deposit funding, as shown in Figure 6. Suppose FinTech competition – for example, through enhanced interoperability of a fast payment system

82 Baer (2021).
83 See Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System (2022). Separately, the BIS and G7 central banks, including the Fed, suggest that “[i]f banks begin to lose deposits to CBDC over time they may come to rely more on wholesale funding, and possibly restrict credit supply in the economy with potential impacts on economic growth” (BIS, 2020a).
In a separate proposal of rulemaking, Fed also suggested that permitting neo-banks to earn interest on their Federal Reserve deposits would shift deposits from conventional banks to narrow banks and that “[t]his shift in investment, in turn, could raise bank funding costs and ultimately raise the cost of credit provided by banks to households and businesses” (Advanced Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, Regulation D, March 2019, at 8830). One of the authors is a non-compensated member of the board of directors of TNB Inc., a would-be narrow bank that would be affected by the proposed rulemaking, although not as a participant in the payment services market.
or the emergence of a CBDC – causes the marginal deposit funding cost curve $C()$ to shift up to some more costly schedule $C^*(())$. Because the marginal profit $M(q)$ on lending increases as the quantity $q$ of loans is decreased, the new profit-maximising quantity of loans would decline to a level $q^* < q$ that equates $M(q^*)$ to $C^*(q^*)$. In this case, the concern raised by central banks and others that credit provision could decline if banks are forced to compete with FinTech solutions by offering higher deposit interest rates does seem to apply.

**FIGURE 6 MONOPOLISTIC LOAN PROVISION WITHOUT WHOLESALE FUNDING**

While this decline in lending may describe the situation faced by a small bank that acts monopolistically and raises most of its funding in deposit markets, large US banks (which supply the bulk of US loans) also raise funds in wholesale markets, at interest rates well above those that they offer on transaction deposits and retail deposits. Even if large banks exercise market power in both deposit and loan markets, the optimal quantity $q^*$ of loans equates the marginal profit $M(q^*)$ on loans with the bank’s marginal funding cost, which is the wholesale funding rate.\(^{84}\) Thus, when FinTech competition raises the cost of deposit funding, the profits of large banks decline but the quantity of loans that they supply should be relatively unaffected. Recent research supports this finding.\(^{85}\)
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\(^{84}\) See Chapter 4 of Vives (2016).

\(^{85}\) In a new 2022 research project, “Central Bank Digital Currency and Banks”, Whited, Wu and Xiao provide a detailed calibrated model of a representative US bank, allowing for frictional access to wholesale funding markets. This representative bank could be thought of as a composite of large banks, which have almost no frictions for accessing wholesale markets, and small banks, which have high costs for accessing wholesale markets. After calibrating their model to US data and allowing for the equilibrium impact of a CBDC on both funding and loan markets, these authors find that credit provision is relatively insensitive to the emergence of a CBDC.
Further, the argument that when FinTech competitors arrive, banks will lose deposits is not well supported. Because cheap deposit funding is so attractive, banks will compete to retain their deposit funding (albeit with reduced profits) by bringing deposit interest up closer to wholesale market rates. Naturally, the resulting increase in deposit interest rates would likely increase the volume of deposits. This is especially likely for the case of a CBDC that pays no interest. For most central banks, including the Fed, an interest-bearing CBDC is unlikely. Recent research shows that in the most plausible scenarios, once accounting for market equilibrium forces, a CBDC bearing offering a low interest rate would cause credit provision to increase.\textsuperscript{86}

Taking advantage of an natural experiment regarding the impact of an increase in funding costs on credit provision, Federal Reserve Board research finds that when large US banks lost access to roughly $1 trillion of below-market-rate funding due to the 2016 reform of money-market mutual funds, these banks did not cut back on lending.\textsuperscript{87}

Finally, one may ask whether the effective subsidy currently afforded to banks by depositors is a socially effective way to support credit provision, even if it were to work. Why should depositors bear the cost of this subsidy? It seems unlikely that overall social welfare is enhanced by supporting inefficiencies in payment and deposit markets. Rather than regulating against FinTech competition in bank deposit and payment markets, it seems more welfare-enhancing to regulate in support of this form of competition, subject of course to safeguards for consumer protection and other compliance standards.\textsuperscript{88}

Another argument that has been offered against disrupting banks with FinTech payment approaches is that bundling deposit taking with bank lending is synergistic, and that this synergy could be lost if banks are unable to compete effectively against FinTech entrants. Revolving credit lines, in particular, allow effective cash management by borrowers and banks, because borrowers find it convenient to deposit their bank-loan funding. Although there exist conditions under which a CBDC can be sufficiently preferred by depositors that this synergy may be lost,\textsuperscript{89} when the synergy is important enough, it should allow banks to compete effectively against entrant non-bank payment service providers, which have no such advantage.

As Mark Carney expressed it, “[…] to be clear, these higher funding costs should not dissuade central banks from pursuing reforms that offer the public greater choice and better service. Banks are a means to an end – not ends in themselves – and they will have to adapt to a much more competitive environment.”\textsuperscript{90}

\textsuperscript{86} Chiu et al. (2021).
\textsuperscript{87} Anderson et al. (2021).
\textsuperscript{88} Keister and Sanches (2021).
\textsuperscript{89} Piazzesi and Schneider (2022).
\textsuperscript{90} Carney (2021).
The potential for disrupting banks, while real, should not be a reason for avoiding CBDCs or private FinTech payment service providers. The banking industry is likely aware that disruption is coming, one way or another, and should prepare to offer a better payment system.

### 2.6 INTERNATIONAL IMPLICATIONS

Most of the world’s central banks are now exploring CBDCs. And while few have specific plans yet to issue such currencies, many have moved from research to active development. Active CBDC developers include the People’s Bank of China (PBOC), the Sveriges Riksbank, the Bank of Canada, the ECB, the Bank of Korea, and the Bank of Japan. But among the major economies, only China has committed to deploying a CBDC.

China’s CBDC, the e-CNY, is part of an already rich payment ecosystem. Over 120 million consumers in China have already set up e-CNY wallets. Some of this adoption, however, arises from pilot tests in which e-CNY was simply given away. It remains to be seen how many consumers in China will eventually prefer e-CNY over WechatPay and Alipay.

Although representatives of the PBOC have emphasised that the e-CNY is not intended for the ‘yuanisation’ of the economies of other countries, China is making arrangements for cross-border use of the e-CNY with other CBDCs, including those of Thailand, Hong Kong and the United Arab Emirates. The PBOC is also developing arrangements with the Monetary Authority of Hong Kong (HKMA) by which consumers can make payments in Hong Kong from their e-CNY wallets that cause merchants to receive the equivalent value in Hong Kong dollars through HKMA’s Faster Payment System.

There are also potentially important business-to-business cross-border applications of the e-CNY. It could open up international commercial opportunities for Chinese firms and could increase the influence of China in emerging market economies. However, major central banks, such as those of China, the United States and the euro area, should avoid competing abroad by making their CBDCs widely accessible in foreign economies. A
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95 "S. Korea’s c.bank moves to develop pilot digital currency", Reuters, 24 May 2021.
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98 Source: Mu Changchun, Director of the Digital Currency Institute of the People’s Bank of Canada, speaking at a meeting hosted by the Atlantic Council and IMF on February 9, 2022.
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digital dollar could have an adverse impact on small open economies through its potential for interference with local monetary policy. Consistent with G7 principles promulgated in 2021,\textsuperscript{102} central banks should support the development of international agreements to protect foreign monetary systems from disruption by another country’s CBDC.

\begin{center}
\begin{tabular}{|l|}
\hline
\textbf{BOX 1. G7 PUBLIC POLICY PRINCIPLES FOR RETAIL CBDCS}\textsuperscript{103} \\
\textbf{1.} Any CBDC should be designed such that it supports the fulfilment of public policy objectives, does not impede the central bank’s ability to fulfil its mandate, and does no harm to monetary and financial stability. \\
\textbf{2.} G7 values for the international monetary and financial system should guide the design and operation of any CBDC, namely, observance of the rule of law, sound economic governance, and appropriate transparency. \\
\textbf{3.} Rigorous standards of privacy, accountability for the protection of users’ data and transparency on how information will be secured and used are essential for any CBDC to command trust and confidence. The rule of law in each jurisdiction establishes and underpins such considerations. \\
\textbf{4.} To achieve trusted, durable and adaptable digital payments, any CBDC ecosystem must be secure and resilient to cyber, fraud and other operational risks. \\
\textbf{5.} CBDCs should coexist with existing means of payment and should operate in an open, secure, resilient, transparent and competitive environment that promotes choice and diversity in payment options. \\
\textbf{6.} Any CBDC needs to carefully integrate the need for faster, more accessible, safer and cheaper payments with a commitment to mitigate their use in facilitating crime. \\
\textbf{7.} CBDCs should be designed to avoid risks of harm to the international monetary and financial system, including the monetary sovereignty and financial stability of other countries. \\
\textbf{8.} The energy usage of any CBDC infrastructure should be as efficient as possible to support the international community’s shared commitments to transition to a ‘net zero’ economy. \\
\textbf{9.} CBDCs should support and be a catalyst for responsible innovation in the digital economy and ensure interoperability with existing and future payment solutions. \\
\textbf{10.} Authorities should consider the role of CBDCs in contributing to financial inclusion. CBDC should not impede, and where possible should enhance, access to payment services for those excluded from or underserved by the existing financial system, while also complementing the important role that will continue to be played by cash. \\
\textbf{11.} Any CBDC, where used to support payments between authorities and the public, should do so in a fast, inexpensive, transparent, inclusive and safe manner, both in normal times and in times of crisis. \\
\textbf{12.} Jurisdictions considering issuing CBDCs should explore how they might enhance cross-border payments, including those through central banks and other organisations working openly and collaboratively to consider the international dimensions of CBDC design. \\
\textbf{13.} Any CBDC deployed for the provision of international development assistance should safeguard key public policies of the issuing and recipient countries while providing sufficient transparency about the nature of the CBDC’s design features. \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{center}

\textsuperscript{102} G7 (2021).
\textsuperscript{103} Source: G7 (2021).
Other G7 CBDC principles, shown in Box 1, include “rigorous standards for privacy” and support for interoperability.

While it has been suggested that CBDCs would allow an end run of international sanctions, how a CBDC could be used in practice for this purpose remains unclear. Stablecoins and other cryptocurrencies, on the other hand, unless appropriately regulated, could eventually become a go-to approach for sanctions avoidance.

2.7 CONCLUSIONS

Most central banks would benefit from beginning the years-long development of CBDC technology. A CBDC design should prioritise the efficiency of payments, privacy, interoperability, financial inclusion and the ability to monitor payments for compliance. In most major economies, the final decision to deploy a CBDC should be delayed until more is learned about its design, costs and benefits. Delaying the start of development until the point in time that the need for a CBDC becomes obvious is a poor strategy. In smaller open market economies, however, CBDC development should be accelerated as an approach to shoring up the vibrancy of local-currency payment arrangements against possible invasions by foreign digital currencies, whether public or private.

The G7 should continue to take a leadership position in international official discussions on use, domestically and cross-border, of CBDCs. Eventually, G7 principles should be converted into concrete standards at the level of international colleges of financial regulators.

In parallel, efforts should continue to be made to improve the competitiveness and efficiency of payment systems by allowing FinTech firms to more easily enter the market for payment services, and by using fast payment systems to exploit the full potential interoperability of bank-railed payments. Success with these alternatives could improve payment system efficiency and inclusivity, and perhaps relieve central banks of an eventual need to deploy a CBDC. Regulation could be used to further encourage innovation and competition for payment-related services. The Fed, for example, has recently considered offering accounts to ‘novel’ payment firms under appropriate conditions. Effective and compliant stablecoins can also play a positive role.

104 US Department of the Treasury (2021a).
President Biden’s recent Executive Order on Digital Assets\textsuperscript{106} suggests that the US government is finally waking up to the benefits of improving its payment systems and taking a greater leadership role in international forums that address cross-border payments. A CBDC may or may not turn out to be an effective solution to weaknesses in US payment systems, but it will take years to reach that conclusion and to close the necessary technology gaps.\textsuperscript{107}
CHAPTER 3

Data policy and data measurement

While data is as old as bookkeeping, new data technologies (such as machine learning and artificial intelligence), as well as low-cost data storage, have made data more useable, more valuable and more dangerous than ever before. This chapter explores the great benefits and perils of firms’ modern use of data, particularly consumer data in the context of financial markets.

Section 3.1 starts with an exploration of some of the many ways in which data, particularly financial data, has benefitted society. Because modern discussions of data often feature the most dramatic, negative outcomes of data misuse, it is easy to overlook all the ways in which data has improved business efficiency, and in turn, improved citizens’ lives. Financial data, in particular, can help to remedy financial frictions that prevent credit markets from reaching entrepreneurs with good ideas and it can help include smaller firms or borrowers that might traditionally have been denied financial access.

Section 3.2 explores some of the fundamental trade-offs involved in firms’ use of data and explores examples of these trade-offs operating in financial markets. Obviously, privacy concerns loom large. But other, less salient concerns involve the market power and the income inequality that data may fuel. Data makes market power more of a concern because it offers increasing returns to scale. Large firms are more likely to pay the fixed costs of a sophisticated data collection system. Higher quality data enables the firm to grow larger. Having large, dominant firms in a market makes the use of market power, manipulating prices to the detriment of customers and market efficiency, likely. In financial markets, such large firms create risks of collusion and market manipulation. However, when there are returns to scale, large firms are more efficient. Removing or breaking up large firms would result in efficiency losses that could also result in higher prices. Balancing these concerns is the focus of that discussion.

Data is intertwined with income inequality because it can be labour-replacing. Big data technologies remove discretion from model building. Knowledge databases codify the experience of seasoned workers, making their human capital replaceable. Just like the Industrial Revolution replaced artisanal workers with factory machines, making factory workers a small share of production inputs, data replaces artisanal knowledge workers, who hand-crafted insights from experience, with a scalable data tool that can be operated with less labour input and offers equally precise predictions. By replacing labour, evidence suggests that many uses of data may be lowering the labour share of income, particularly in financial markets. Workers earn less, while firm owners and data owners earn more. As a result, incomes diverge.
Good policy begins with good measurement. Striking the right balance between these delicate data trade-offs requires some understanding of the magnitude of the problem or benefit. While this sounds simple, measuring data is anything but simple. Section 3.3 describes why measuring data is so challenging and then introduces a number of approaches economists have used to develop estimates. The approaches range from using the transactions price of a data set, when it is available, to economic detective work, looking at the number of data managers a firm employs to manage its data sets and using that information, along with other statistics, to arrive at a value of their data. Different measurement approaches can give us micro or market-wide estimates of data and are applicable when empirical evidence is abundant or scarce. But what is for sure is that measuring data well will advance our knowledge, understanding and management of its consequences.

Finally, while machine learning has made data more valuable, this chapter is not about machine learning, artificial intelligence or any other specific data algorithms. Instead, it is about the ways in which firms’ use of data, using any algorithm, modern or not, is reshaping the economic and financial landscape and the resulting policy priorities.

3.1 DATA ENHANCES ECONOMIC EFFICIENCY

As a new factor of production in the digital economy, data affects economic activities in multiple stages. Therefore, efficiency gains associated with data can be manifested in various forms.

*Production/supply side*

Data enables firms to produce more efficiently. As an input in the production stage, data allows firms to optimise their costs and inventory management system, thereby effectively improving productivity. Digital technology reduces overall costs in search, replication, transportation, tracking, and verification,\(^{108}\) while the adoption of data-driven decision-making (DDD) is positively correlated with firm size, with larger firms enjoying higher productivity gains.\(^{109}\) An instrumental-variable (IV) approach provides sharper estimates on productivity gains: the adoption of DDD by firms leads to 6% higher productivity and output than would otherwise be expected from their normal investments and information technology usage.\(^{110}\)

A large-scale field experiment to analyse the impact of data regulation on e-commerce markets – in collaboration with one of the largest e-commerce platforms in China, Alibaba – shows that restricting the use of personal data makes its automated matching algorithm in the product recommendation system less effective.\(^{111}\) The consequences further extend

\(^{108}\) Goldfarb and Tucker (2019).

\(^{109}\) Brynjolfsson and McElheran (2016).

\(^{110}\) Brynjolfsson et al. (2011).

\(^{111}\) Sun et al. (2021).
to reduced customer engagement (click-through rates) and a sharp decrease in market transactions, which disproportionately hurt smaller online merchants. Based on these results, the authors argue that stringent data regulation could potentially reduce product variety in the long run.

Consumption/demand side
Data allows firms to capture consumer preferences more accurately, and produce products better suited to their needs. Furthermore, through more effective advertisement with the aid of data, consumers are now faced with more options for goods. This effectively expands their consumption sets and increases welfare. An assessment of gains from e-commerce shows that online services increase consumption by 1%. Data regulation that inhibits customers matching with desired goods and services might also create labour market losses. Survey data from the Pew Research Center reveals that in 2015, roughly 24% of American adults earned money in the digital economy through various non-traditional activities, such as performing online tasks, ride-hailing services or selling personal creations. Regulating firms’ use of personal data could increase the matching frictions between people in need of particular goods and services and those who are able to meet these demands. Similar examples can also be found in the housing markets. Online platforms such as Zillow and Airbnb allow people to trade houses or find rentals more conveniently, and effectively release the idle stock in housing markets.

Data and finance
The increasing use of big data in the financial industry enables financial services to be delivered more efficiently. The efficiency is manifested in multiple dimensions. For example, a 2019 study found that FinTech lenders process mortgage applications 20% faster than other traditional lenders, and that faster processing time does not lead to higher default rates. Rating grades of a US lending platform, LendingClub, have been found to predict loan performance well based on non-traditional data, and allow certain borrowers to obtain more favourable terms. Such evidence is found across countries. For example, a German peer-to-peer (P2P) lending platform can predict default more accurately based on non-traditional data (e.g., digital footprints) than based on credit
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Data also allows firms like FinTechs to improve credit access to borrowers. In the United States, while P2P lending competes with banks to lend to infra-marginal (risky) bank borrowers, it complements bank lending in terms of small-scale loans.\textsuperscript{118} However, it should be noted that although the market for FinTech credit is rapidly growing, its size is still small relative to the overall lending market. Moreover, FinTech companies are not regulated to the same extent as banks, so the efficiency gains discussed earlier naturally come with higher risks. Countries around the world are actively debating the regulation of FinTech companies. This is likely to have significant impact on the future landscape of competition between traditional financial intermediaries and FinTech companies.

3.2 DATA POLICY TRADE-OFFS

Firms’ growing use of data, particularly customer data, creates three main policy trade-offs. Each of these trade-offs involves the efficiency gains that firms derive from data, on one side. However, the large potential costs of that efficiency include customers’ loss of privacy, the loss of market competition and the growing rift of income inequality that tears at the fabric of society.

3.2.1 Privacy versus efficiency

Firms can operate more efficiently if they can make use of all customers’ data. What does this mean for the customer? The information that can help a firm direct the products a customer values most to the top of her browser is the same information that allows a company to present a curated selection of goods, or sales pitch, designed to lead to a particular purchase. Data can be used to manipulate preferences, extract consumer surplus and can compromise consumers’ safety.

Data and preference manipulation

The infamous Facebook–Cambridge Analytica scandal is an illustration of the potential dangers of preference manipulation. The British consulting firm, Cambridge Analytica, was accused of having acquired a massive amount of personal information on Facebook for political campaigns, without users’ consent. Up to 87 million Facebook profiles were used by Cambridge Analytica to infer users’ personal, political and psychological tendencies. This information was used to craft advertisements tailored to sway individual users’ political beliefs. “An ad like that [preference-manipulating] doesn’t make you..."
contemplative or curious, it makes you elated, excited, sad or angry. It could make you so angry, in fact, that you’ll share it and make others angry — which in turn gives the ad free publicity, effectively making the advertiser’s purchase cheaper per viewer, since they pay for the initial outreach and not the shares.”

The mishandling of data by Facebook, and the deliberate exploitation of data by Cambridge Analytica, point to the link between data privacy and free choice. In this case, user preferences could be unknowingly manipulated via data. Cambridge Analytica efficiently and accurately depicted user preferences. But data was leveraged against users, instead of using that technology to help customers make utility-maximising choices. In this case, efficiency was welfare-reducing, because the objective that data was used for was preference manipulation.

“If there is anything we should learn from the Cambridge Analytica revelations, it is that unless things change, we can expect the spread of disinformation and the systemic manipulation of voters to happen all over again, not only in US national elections but throughout the world. Because if there’s one thing everyone can agree on, it’s that these tools are effective.”

In the financial realm, this raises the risk that psychometrics may be used to manipulate households’ financial choices. Financial scams already abound. Personal data could cause them to be disturbingly effective.

*Data to extract consumer surplus*

Big data significantly improves firms’ ability to implement price discrimination, a business strategy that allows firms to charge different prices to different customers. The most obvious way that data can be used to extract consumers’ surplus is through first-degree price discrimination. A firm can use data to estimate each customer’s willingness to pay for a good. By setting the price close to this willingness to pay, the firm can extract nearly all the consumer surplus. Consumers would be left nearly indifferent between buying or not buying everything they purchase.

Another possibility is second-degree price discrimination, where a firm’s pricing strategy depends on the quantity demanded. A common example is that bulk buyers often enjoy discounts. For example, digital libraries offer one-time download fees or a monthly subscription. On a per-unit basis, the latter is often less costly. Third-degree price discrimination occurs when a firm is able to charge different prices to various groups of customers based on their characteristics. For instance, commercial databases charge different prices to academic researchers and enterprises. In either form of price discrimination, firms can no longer extract consumer surplus to the full extent, but they can still extract some consumer surplus if they can differentiate customer types and estimate the valuation of each group.
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The concern is that data helps firms to make better predictions of consumer surplus and thereby to extract more of it. For example, if a firm can use data to identify that a set of observable characteristics is highly predictive of customers’ valuation of their good, and to identify which customers have these characteristics, this firm can extract almost all consumer surplus.

In principle, price discrimination does not necessarily need data. Offline stores with physical locations can still implement price discrimination without data. But in the digital era, the internet has revolutionised the traditional shopping experience. Online shopping has become a vital component in sales. Data allows firms to attract customers more easily, to identify their preferences more accurately, and to make tailored recommendations more effectively. The identification, matching and recommendation processes require less time and less resources, thereby improving firms’ abilities to carry out price discrimination. Data plays a crucial role here, because the degree of price discrimination depends on how effectively firms can forecast valuations. Data is what enables precise forecasting.

While most firms do not charge different prices to different consumers, many will show different products in response to the same online search. Based on one’s location, purchase history and other cart items, a seller could choose additional or related products they think a customer will most want. That sort of tailored search result is efficient. However, another way results may be tailored is to direct customers to more expensive products. For example, if customer A buys goods only when they are low-price, then the search algorithm shows the customer low-price goods. But customer B may be a less discriminating purchaser. This customer would prefer the low-price option, but he typically still purchases if the price is high. For customer B, the search algorithm may hide the low-cost options at the end of a long list of search results, in order to induce B to purchase a high-priced good. In this way, firms can effectively price discriminate, without showing customer-specific prices.

Data and safety
Data privacy and data safety are two issues that need to be addressed separately. Data privacy involves the collection, analysis and use of personal information, and how it was obtained by legal means. Data safety refers to the risk that personal information is acquired or used illegally, or for an illegal purpose. For example, hackers can find enough personal information to steal one’s identity; real-time location data may reveal whether someone is at home or not. Mishandling of this data poses a risk to users’ physical or financial wellbeing.

Given the privacy and safety concerns surrounding personal data, many new regulations around the world require companies to erase customers’ personal data upon request. Such regulations embody a new data right – the ‘right to be forgotten’.
The examples of loss of privacy and safety are the very worst uses of data. Policy could prevent them by not allowing any collection of personal data that might allow the firm to predict customers’ actions. But such a coarse policy tool would also remove many of the efficiency gains described in the previous section.

Data privacy regulation

With the explosive growth of data usage, many countries have come to recognise the importance of data privacy and security, and have made data regulation a key issue on their policy agenda. Europe is taking the lead with a nuanced approach. While one regulation restricts the use of personal data, another increases safe data sharing, in order to facilitate competition.

The GDPR governs data privacy and protection in the European Union and the European Economic Area (EEA). The GDPR was passed in the European Parliament, and put into effect in 2018. This is the most stringent data protection law worldwide. The regulation includes seven principles of data protection and eight privacy rights that must be honoured. Any institution, even if not in the European Union or EEA, is required to comply by the GDPR if it processes personal data on people in these areas. The GDPR has provided a useful legal framework for other countries to adopt. Argentina, Brazil, Japan and South Korea have all adopted similar regulations, while in 2018, the State of California in the United States passed the California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA), which shares many similarities with the GDPR.

Additional laws are being proposed to address new challenges raised by the fast-growing digital economy. The Digital Services Act (DSA) is a new legislative initiative proposed by the European Commission that aims to protect users’ fundamental rights. Based on a transparent reporting and accountability framework for online platforms, the DSA places users at the centre of the legislative design and ensures they have less exposure to illegal content and disinformation, while enjoying more choices and lower prices listed on the online platforms.

While the GDPR works to prevent most data sharing, the Revised Payment Services Directive (PSD2) aims to increase data sharing in the EU payment systems, in order to drive innovation and competition. In particular, banks are required to share their customers’ data to the third-party providers (TPPs). With the consent of customers, TPPs will be able to initiate payments on behalf of customers and access their bank account information. For instance, a customer wishing to buy a product from an online merchant could choose to make the payment via a TPP without interacting directly with her bank. Instead, the authorised TPP communicates with the merchant and the customer’s bank to initiate and confirm the payment. Traditionally, banks have an information advantage over new entrants. The high barriers to entry in the banking industry have largely stifled competition. When banks are forced to share their data with other authorised parties, EU customers can access more banking and payment options.
While it seems that the GDPR and PSD2 push data sharing in opposite directions, PSD2 still has to be implemented in accordance with the GDPR. In other words, the increased data sharing in the payments industry needs to be carried out with consent and appropriate handling of personal data under the GDPR framework. However, the contrast in the two laws highlights that in some circumstances, customers benefit from tougher regulation on data usage, while in other settings like banking and payments, consumers gain from more data sharing. Going forward, determining settings in which data sharing is either harmful or necessary may pose a recurring policy challenge.

3.2.2 Efficiency of scale versus competition

*Returns to scale and monopoly power*

Returns to scale from data arise when a firm derives data from its transactions. For example, an online retailer may learn the zip code of its customers, as well as what items they typically purchase at what times of year. As the firm grows larger, more transactions give the firm more data. This larger data set helps the firm operate more profitably. For example, the zip code information could help the firm target its advertising to convert more ads into sales. The timing of purchases may help the firm to optimise inventory and transport logistics more efficiently. Whether the firm uses data to grow demand or cut costs, it profits. A more profitable firm typically grows faster. Such a firm attracts more investment for expansion because it offers a higher return on investment. By growing, the firm participates in more transactions, which, in turn, generate more data, which fuels more firm growth. Figure 7 illustrates this virtuous cycle, often referred to as the ‘data feedback loop’.

**FIGURE 7 DATA FEEDBACK LOOP**

Another version of this data feedback effect applies when firms that produce data are not the same as the firms that use the data. When efficient producers of data sell that data to others, data sales may quickly become their main source of revenue. The good or service they sell is not a profit centre, but simply a mechanism for acquiring more data to sell. Such firms often subsidise their good or service sale to grow their business. For example, many trading platforms catering to retail customers offer free or nearly free
trade executions. They lose money on the intermediation part of their business to attract customers, who reveal their data, and boost their revenues from data sales. The feedback loop in this case is that the firm with more data invests more in data infrastructure and analysis, which raises the quality of the data services they sell. This firm has a high marginal product of additional data. Therefore, it has an incentive to lower the price of its financial service or good in order to attract more customers and acquire more data.

The virtuous cycle of data and firm growth sounds like a good thing. In many ways it is. But it also creates potential problems. We consider two such problems here: competition and data poverty traps.

If one firm is an early leader in the efficient use of data, that firm may grow very large, relative to its competitors. With any efficiency enhancement, there is this possibility that firms that adopt it first, become more efficient and grow. That should happen. It is part of the process of economic progress. However, data supercharges this process. In other realms of efficiency improvement, there is an improvement, firm growth, and that’s it. With data, growth and efficiency are mutually reinforcing. It is as if the more efficient a firm grows, the more new cost-saving technology is bestowed on it, causing it to grow again.

As one large producer grows larger and larger, this may lead to the firm gaining monopoly power. If this happens, the efficiency gains of the firm may be captured by the firm and not passed on to consumers. Monopolists often restrict their quantity of production in order to charge a higher price. In doing so, they produce too little, relative to a socially optimal amount, and create efficiency distortions. Economists estimate that growing monopoly power has been a drag on the US economy for the last 20 years.\textsuperscript{121} They show that this trend is associated with lower investment, higher prices and lower productivity growth.

\textit{Data facilitates firm growth and competition}

Data does not always inhibit competition. There are also examples where data facilitates competition. For instance, spillovers from big data technology have the potential to reduce capital costs of small firms. There is evidence that big data technology benefits startups, especially in the internet industry. A study suggests that the introduction of the Amazon’s Web Services (AWS) in early 2006 has changed the investment approach of venture capitalists (VCs) investing in internet startups.\textsuperscript{122} In particular, cloud computing significantly reduces the initial setup costs for internet startups, allowing entrepreneurs and investors to more accurately assess risks and viability embedded in these startups. Quantitatively, the authors show that startups in the sectors that benefited most from the AWS required significantly less capital than others, which allows greater efficiency gains.

\textsuperscript{121} Covarrubias et al. (2020).
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FinTech companies use big data to offer alternative funding sources for consumers and businesses, and to improve access to credit for underserved segments and market participants. For example, new information technology has enabled P2P lending platforms in Germany to serve a segment of the consumer credit market often neglected by banks.\textsuperscript{123} In the United States, the (borrowers’) rating grades assigned by the P2P lending platform, LendingClub, have low correlation with the traditionally used FICO scores, yet the rating grades perform well in predicting default.\textsuperscript{124} Borrowers otherwise classified as subprime under the traditional lending standards are able to obtain cheaper loans from P2P lending platforms like LendingClub. These examples highlight the use of non-traditional data by FinTech companies and how they complement, rather than substitute, banks in credit markets.\textsuperscript{125} However, it should be noted that these new types of FinTech companies, while performing similar services as banks, are not regulated to the same extent as banks. Consequently, investors need to bear higher risks. The debate on how the regulation of FinTech companies should be carried out is still ongoing around the globe.

\textit{Data and product markups}

A typical approach to measuring changes in market power, such as the potential changes described above, is by measuring a firm’s product markups. A markup is the amount added to the cost price of a good to cover overheads and firm profit. This is typically measured as the sales price of a good divided by the marginal cost of production of that good. The logic behind using markups to measure lack of competition is that if a firm is using monopoly power to extract consumer surplus, then this should show up as prices that are far in excess of the firm’s marginal cost.

However, markups can give a misleading view of market competition when firms use data. The relationship between data and markups is more nuanced than markups just capturing market competition; markups are also the return to the firm for producing. As such, these returns are also a compensation for risk.\textsuperscript{126}

Data should increase markups when it strongly lowers firms’ marginal costs or boosts their demand. Either way, it raises markups – the gap between prices and costs. However, data may also lower markups. The reason is that firms’ markups are also compensation for risk. A firm will only undertake a risky investment project if it believes it will earn returns sufficient to compensate it for the risk of that investment. Data lowers the risk of investments because it allows firms to forecast future outcomes better. Data allows better demand forecasts. Data allows firms to predict movements in marginal costs. New big data technologies are prediction technologies that are designed to make predictions less uncertain. Firms that are less uncertain require less compensation for risk. This
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lower required compensation for risk shows up as firms producing more. When data-rich firms produce more, they lower the market price of the goods they produce. Increasing supply always lowers prices. Lowering the price lowers the markups. In this way, data may, in fact, lower markups, especially in settings where the price of risk is high (i.e., in uncertain environments).

This two-pronged view of the relationship between data and markups is also consistent with the findings of Covarrubias et al. (2020). For each year, they assign a score capturing good industry concentration that benefits customers. This includes increasing returns to scale and intangible capital deepening. They also assign a score capturing bad, welfare-reducing industry concentration. This includes firms using their dominant market position to create barriers to entry and raise prices on customers. The authors find that good competition is substantially higher than bad concentration from 1997 to 2002. But bad concentration caught up afterwards and was the dominant force from 2000 onwards (see Figure 8).

**FIGURE 8 DECOMPOSITION OF CONCENTRATION: INEFFICIENT VERSUS EFFICIENT CONCENTRATION**
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Source: Covarrubias et al. (2020).

While this measure is applied to primarily non-financial firms, a similar approach could be used to diagnose changes in competition in the financial sector. Of course, in the financial sector, the benefits of competition may differ because of the trade-offs between bank competition and financial stability. Banks that compete vigorously are also more likely to take risks that earn higher returns, but risk bank failure and triggering systemic crises. Thus, while the connection between data and competition is similar in the financial sector, the benefits of competition for society are likely attenuated in the financial context.
In the past two decades, many internet and technology companies have grown exponentially and risen to global prominence. In 2008, Apple had a market capitalisation of $76 billion; it has now reached $2.7 trillion. Concerns about their rising market power and potentially monopolistic actions are urging authorities around the world to address these challenges.

The Digital Markets Act (DMA) proposed by the European Commission aims to foster innovation and encourage competition in the digital markets by establishing a level playing field for new entrants and incumbents. In particular, the DMA defines a narrow set of criteria to identify large online platforms (‘gatekeepers’) and prevents them from implementing unfair business practices towards users as well as businesses that rely on these platforms’ services. BigTech companies such as Google, Facebook, Uber and Amazon are all likely to fall into the list of gatekeepers. In fact, many of these companies have been repeatedly fined by the European authorities, including a $2.8 billion fine imposed by the European Commission on Google for its anti-competitive practices.

China’s rapid economic growth in the last two decades has given birth to several of the largest big tech companies in the world. As of February 2022, BAT (Baidu, Alibaba and Tencent) stocks have a total market capitalisation of roughly $1 trillion. Bytedance, the parent company of Tiktok, and the Ant Group, an affiliate company of Alibaba, have post-money valuations of $400 billion and $150 billion, respectively. Amid concerns of monopoly power, data privacy and security, China has strengthened its data regulation.

In November 2020, China’s State Administration for Market Regulation issued “Guidelines for Anti-monopoly in the Platform Economy” (hereafter, ‘the Guidelines’) in order to prevent companies with large online platforms from conducting monopolistic business practices. In particular, the Guidelines lay out factors to identify platform operators with dominant market positions and prohibit such platform operators from exercising collusive agreements, including vertical and horizontal ones. While horizontal agreements are often reached by fixing prices in one market, vertical agreements involve coordinated practices to fix resale prices. For instance, an online platform sometimes coordinates with business users to set a minimum price for a particular product. This horizontal monopoly agreement raises the profits of both the platform and its business users, at the cost of higher prices faced by consumers. On the other hand, a platform can still force its users to operate exclusively on their platform by requiring contracts ex ante or introducing punitive measures should users choose to use competing platforms. Such vertical agreements allow an online platform to accumulate users at a much faster rate, but significantly limit competition between platforms and leave consumers with fewer choices.

In early 2021, 12 companies in China were fined for monopolistic behaviour, including Alibaba, Baidu, Tencent and Didi. Alibaba, in particular, was fined $2.8 billion for its violation of anti-monopoly regulations.
3.2.3 Equality versus efficiency

There is a trade-off between equality and efficiency in many realms of economics. Data economics introduces some new trade-offs because of the returns to scale in data, because of the way in which new data technologies change the diminishing marginal returns to data, and because data can be used to transfer ownership of human capital from workers to firms.

Returns to scale in data, or the data feedback loop, encourage the growth of large, productive firms. Since such firms have a higher marginal product of labour, they should logically pay higher wages. The divergence in the firm size, described earlier, could therefore be a source of labour income inequality. Indeed, the majority of the rise in earnings inequality comes from the top earners at mega firms with 10,000 or more employees.127 These mega firms are exactly the ones that likely have large data sets and use them effectively.

New data technologies may also decrease the labour share of income. If data is more effective, then it is more valuable and earns higher rents. That implies that a smaller share of profits is paid out to labour.

Research on this change in the labour share of income in the financial management industry has found that, while financial workers in AI-adopting firms do not get paid less, they get paid a smaller share of overall firm revenue.128 In financial firms that have adopted big data technologies, more of their income is paid to firm shareholders (the owners of the firm’s data). As a result, workers earn 5% less in total income, as a share of the firm revenues.

Among financial workers, the workers who benefit are the ones with the most technologically advanced skills. Workers with machine learning skills earn about $20,000 more annually than those who without such skills.

*Using data to extract worker surplus from human capital*

One of the ways in which firms have used data is to replace human capital. Suppose a firm used to have experienced workers that knew what to stock on the shelves when, when to sell an asset, or who would be a productive team member to hire. The firm had to pay those workers for the value they add. Now, all those same insights can be generated by an algorithm. The firm owns the data and algorithm. This allows the firm to pay the worker less. In short, data is severing the tie between knowledge and workers. Data may increase the firm’s value but not all of that is value creation; some of it is a shift of labour share to capital share of income.

---
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3.3 DATA MEASUREMENT AND VALUATION

To implement policies that target any of the data policy trade-offs described, we would first want to have some idea of the amount of data. Measurement precedes good policy. However, the simple advice to measure first is incredibly difficult in practice. There are three main challenges to measuring data. First, most firms’ data is not easily observable. This is not buildings that we can count or workers who file taxes. Measuring data requires approximating the information content of digital records on a hard drive. The contents of this data are often highly guarded secrets that the firm derives value from.

Second, data quality matters. Even if one were granted access to all of a firm’s servers and drives to see all the data they have collected, how would one measure it? Of course, one can use the storage capacity of the server or drive as a measure of bits saved. But much of that data is not strategically relevant for a firm. One wouldn’t want to value a firm more highly simply because it saved all deleted or junk emails. Firms gain value from having data that can effectively forecast uncertain outcomes.

Third, the same data may have a different value to different agents or firms. Unlike financial assets, which we typically think of as common value assets, data as an asset has a large private value component. Data that is useful to forecast one firm’s sales might not help in forecasting another’s. Data that can help one financial trader profit can be of no help to another trader who follows a different trading strategy. Accurate data valuation at the firm level requires considering this private value component of data.

Despite these challenges, economists are devising a new toolkit for measuring data at the firm and aggregate level. This is not a one-size-fits-all measurement strategy. Instead, there are a variety of approaches that fit different situations with different data requirements. Each approach has its own strengths and weaknesses, as described below.

3.3.1 Measuring data: Cost and revenue approaches

Cost and revenue approaches are two sides of the same mirror. The inherent duality offers different perspectives for data valuation. While these two approaches look similar, some key differences need to be addressed.

*The cost approach works well when data sets are purchased.* In this scenario, the cost of acquiring a dataset measures the buyer’s willingness to own the data. Although this approach provides a clean way to think about the value of data, it has the risk of undervaluation. The cost approach often fails because data is a by-product of economic activity. Lots of data is the recorded outcome of an economic transaction; there is no separate cost to generate it. Furthermore, while some data is traded, there is no centralised market for data exchange. The market for data is fragmented at best. This market segmentation breaks the law of one price condition.
The revenue approach works if data is used for one clear purpose. There are two ways to interpret this approach, and thus the corresponding measures are different. The first way is to measure how much additional revenue a firm was able to generate after it had owned the data. This measure is backward-looking. The other way is to measure additional revenue (in discounted present value) that a firm can generate in the future if it owns the data. This measure is dynamic and forward-looking.

However, the emphasis on the transparency of data use-purpose is important, because the key is to distinguish cash flows, either past or future, that can be solely attributed to data usage. The revenue approach fails when data has many uses in multiple areas of the firm. For either the backward- or forward-looking measure, if two departments within a firm share the same dataset but use it differently to generate revenues, it will be difficult to disentangle the exact or expected cash flows due to this particular dataset from other cash flows.

Another important point related to the forward-looking measure is that data may also reduce risk – for instance, better data usage can reduce forecast errors of sales. Therefore, risk-adjusted discount rates employed to calculate the present value of future cash flows could yield higher value of data.

3.3.2 Measuring data: Choice covariance

Data allows firms or agents to choose actions that co-vary with forecasted events. This covariance reflects the value of data, which can be measured if an agent's feasible action set and objective are known. The idea is that agents can only choose actions that co-vary with events they observe. A high covariance reflects the high quality of information (data), which agents use to formulate their actions. This approach can inform us about the amount of data a firm has, but additional information or assumptions would be needed to value that data.

To understand the relationship between data and covariance, consider a bank that has abundant, high-quality data on default risk. This bank can make loans with terms that correlate closer with repayment. Every bank would like to make such loans, but only banks with sufficient information can make them systematically. Similarly, in equity markets, if an investor's trades co-vary with realised asset returns, she must know something about what the return on that asset will be. Otherwise, she cannot possibly buy before the asset has positive returns and sell when it has negative returns. Without forecasting information (data), such a trading strategy is desirable but not feasible.

Covariance can help a policymaker infer an individual entity’s data set. Aggregate covariance may also help a policymaker understand the total amount of data being used by market participants in a market. For example, in equity markets, if many investors demand more shares when firms are expected to earn more, then prices rise before earnings rise. In other words, today’s prices are informative on tomorrow’s earnings. Price-informativeness, measured based on the covariance of price and future earnings,
is one way to value information (data) in financial markets. But this idea generalises to other domains. Figure 9 shows a diverging trend of price-informativeness between large growth and value stocks. This implies that data on large value stocks is becoming increasingly abundant for the value-weighted average investor in such stocks.

**FIGURE 9 PRICE INFORMATIVENESS OF LARGE GROWTH VERSUS VALUE STOCKS**
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Similar metrics might be used for banks, individually or in the aggregate, to determine which types of loans have higher repayment rates, perhaps relative to the rates of other banks, or how loan size or interest and repayment are correlated. However, measuring data in bank lending has some complicating factors, relative to equity data. One complication is that it is hard to determine what the repayment would have been on loans not extended. A selection problem that only the outcomes of promising loans are observed requires careful adjustment and consideration, perhaps with the use of a structural model. Another complication is that a particular loan application is often either accepted or denied, with the outcome being binary. Binary outcomes complicate accurate measurement of covariance because such a variable contains less nuanced information than a continuous variable such as the amount of money invested in equity.

This covariance or ‘success’ metric of banks’ or investors’ data is also commonly referred to as lending or investing skill. This raises the question of how much of the covariance of actions with outcomes comes from having more data to work with and how much comes from human capital, or a superior ability to forecast given similar information? Covariance measures assume that all data is being used efficiently. In other words, it is how much data would be required to make actions feasible, given perfect skill. Most skill is not perfect. An imperfectly skilled worker who makes mistakes would need more
data to achieve the same rate of loan or investment success. That makes covariance an underestimate of a firm’s data stock. However, this approach cannot tell us how much additional data or how much skill is present. The next approach offers a way of measuring worker and data contributions separately.

**Markups as a measure of choice covariance**

In Section 3.2, we discussed the nuanced relationship between data, market power and markups. This nuanced relationship also gives rise to a way of measuring firms’ data. This is important because a growing fraction of firm value is derived from a firm’s data. Measurement can facilitate accurate valuation, and it is more feasible for data to serve as lending collateral in the future if it can be measured and verified.

Firms with data can profit from that data if they can use it to predict which products will have high demand or low cost, and then produce more of those goods. In other words, firms extract profit from data when they can use it to tilt their product mix towards high-markup products. This change in the composition of goods a firm produces shows up as a higher *firm* markup, relative to a *product* markup. The difference between a firm-level markup – measured as the revenue of a firm divided by its variable cost – and the average product markup of the goods the firm produces is a measure of the amount of data that the firm must have to make that production choice feasible.¹²⁹

### 3.3.3 Measuring data: Revealed preference

The data acquisition costs for many firms are either non-measurable or non-public. There are not enough details on their revenue streams to be able to measure the benefits of their data. It might also be difficult to observe a choice, such as a portfolio or production decision, in order to use the covariance approach. In these instances, job market postings and market wages can be helpful to infer how much data firms would need in order to rationalise their hiring and wage payments. Measuring the data–labour ratio of firms in an industry helps to disentangle the role of more data versus greater skill. One can also measure the fraction of profits being paid out to workers versus data owners. Finally, large, valuable data sets should be supplemented with lots of maintenance. This maintenance is often done by specialised workers, and we can observe the hiring of such workers in the job posting data. These clues can help to piece together both the amount and value of data for a given firm.

Consider two types of workers. One type, which we call a data manager, cleans, organises and maintains data sets and data storage for firms. A second type of worker uses the data, combining labour and data to produce actionable knowledge. This knowledge might take the form of a loan recommendation, an investment strategy or a strategy for where to invest marketing resources. Some detective work on firms’ job postings – identifying each type of worker, counting and cumulating up hires, and estimating the

¹²⁹ Eeckhout and Veldkamp (2022).
number of workers in each role – can reveal how much data the firm must logically have to maintain. Hiring and wages of the workers who work with the data allows one to make more precise inference about the data–labour ratio in use in a firm, and thus the size and value of the data stock.

Financial sector job postings and wage data have been used to structurally estimate a firm’s optimal-choice condition.\textsuperscript{130} Suppose the firm is choosing workers optimally, what do their choices reveal about how much data they must have? Or equivalently, what amount and value of data equate the marginal benefit of each type of worker with their marginal cost?

The results reveal an enormous amount of heterogeneity, even just within finance. The left panel of Figure 10 shows the estimated distribution of data stock in the financial sector. There is a long right tail, which implies that few firms have orders of magnitude more data than the median firm. The right panel of Figure 10 presents the time-series evolution of cumulative value of data. From the estimation, the cumulative value of data grew by 39\% between 2015 and 2019.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure10.png}
\caption{Stock and Value of Data}
\end{figure}

Notes: The left panel shows a histogram of the cross-section of firms’ data stocks in the financial analysis sector, measured during the period 2015–18. Most firms have almost no data, while a few have enormous stocks. The right panel shows the total value of all firms’ data, measured monthly between 2015 and 2018. The quantity and value are estimated using the structural model from Abis and Veldkamp (2020).

Source: Abis and Veldkamp (2020).

\subsection*{3.3.4 Valuing data as intangible capital}

Data is an example of an intangible asset. It is an asset because it can be accumulated, stored and valued. But data is intangible, not physical. Other assets in this class include patents, a valuable firm brand, and organisational capital embedded in a firm’s culture and processes. Human capital is also an intangible asset, but one typically not owned by a firm; workers are owners of their own human capital.

\textsuperscript{130} Abis and Veldkamp (2020) used job postings from Burning Glass and wage data from PayScale.
There is a set of measurement techniques designed to value such intangible capital. In cases where most of a firm’s intangible assets are likely to be data, such approaches would yield reasonable estimates of the value of that firm’s data.

One approach to valuing intangibles is to use the q theory of investment. Tobin’s q\textsuperscript{131} refers to the ratio of a firm’s equity value to its book value. One reason a firm might be valued more by equity holders than it is by accountants computing book value is that book value often does not include the value of intangible assets. For example, if a data set is purchased from another firm, it may be included as a firm asset. However, if a data set is generated from a firm’s transactions with its customers, GAAP accounting rules would typically allow the value of this data to be included in book value. At the same time, the data may help the firm to be more profitable. It may help a firm to advertise more effectively or manage its inventory more efficiently. These advantages of data should be acknowledged and valued by equity holders, who would benefit in terms of higher future dividends. Thus, data, or intangibles more broadly, creates a wedge between the market value and the book value of a firm. It raises Tobin’s q.

Tobin’s q theory has been used to infer the stock of intangible assets for a broad range of companies.\textsuperscript{132} Of course, intangible assets are not the only way in which the equity and book values of firms may differ, and these studies carefully adjust for many other relevant factors. In the end, their conclusions mirror the themes of this chapter. They find that growing investment in intangible assets can jointly explain rising productivity, weak physical capital investment and growing industry concentration.

A second approach to measuring the value of firms’ intangible assets is to structurally estimate a firm production model, formulating a structural model where various types of intangible capital augment the firm’s output.\textsuperscript{133} Observable macro and micro data is then used to find the parameters of the model that best fit the data.\textsuperscript{134} Studies all find that intangible capital constitutes a large and growing share of firms’ value. The challenge in applying these tools is to distinguish data from other intangible assets.

### 3.3.5 Valuing data used for portfolio choice

Vast amounts of financial data are used for portfolio choice. Investors use this kind of data to forecast which assets will have high future returns and then invest in these assets. When data has a clear purpose like this and it is observable ex post, we can use moments of the data in question and asset returns to determine the value of the data.

\textsuperscript{131} Tobin (1969).
\textsuperscript{132} Crouzet and Eberly (2018); McGrattan (2020).
\textsuperscript{133} Belo et al. (2014, 2017, 2021); Peters and Taylor (2017).
\textsuperscript{134} Eisfeldt and Papanikolaou (2013) focus on organisational capital; Kung and Schmid (2015) use this approach to value research and development.
Farboodi et al. (2019) use a canonical asset market structure with many added degrees of flexibility and heterogeneity among investors. They allow investors to have different wealth and risk preferences, different private and public information, imperfect competition with differing degrees of price impact of a trade, and differing investment strategies or mandates.

From this flexible setting, the authors find that the value of a piece of data can be estimated by knowing five facts:

1. the size of the investor’s forecast errors in the past;
2. how large those forecast errors would have been if the investor had known the past values of this data stream in real time;
3. the average returns of assets or risk factors;
4. the investor’s own price of risk; and
5. the historical price impact of the investor’s own trades.

Note that the value of data here is the dollar-equivalent value. It is a risk-adjusted value such that an investor is indifferent between receiving this piece of data for one period and paying the fixed dollar amount.

*What makes data more valuable? To whom?*

The findings are that different types of data have very different values. But even more important than that are the characteristics of the data purchaser. Most of the variation in data values is due to differences in investor characteristics. Data has a large private value component.

What makes data particularly valuable is the size, wealth or risk tolerance of the investor who buys the data. There are investors who, given a slight information advantage, will go big with it and gamble, with high expected returns. While data does help to reduce uncertainty and resolve risk, the most risk-averse investor is not the one who benefits most from data. This investor will value the uncertainty reduction, but will not use the information aggressively enough to extract its full value.

Another feature that makes data valuable is an investment mandate that aligns well with the data. Small stock investors don’t value large stock data if their mandate doesn’t allow them to make use of it. Investors with broader investment mandates generally value data more because they can use it more flexibly and extract more value from it.

Finally, the value of data to an investor depends greatly on what other data that investor already has. Data that is similar to existing data offers less value than data that is less correlated with their existing stock of knowledge.
While each of these features is intuitive, what is not easy to reason through is exactly how they trade off quantitatively. How much does investor size trade off with a narrow investment mandate?

**Order flow data**

In most of the discussions at the start of this chapter, the data in question was user-generated. It was evidence of economic transactions. In this section, we have referred to data used for portfolio trading, which is typically on firms’ cash flows or aggregate market characteristics. One important class of financial data bridges the gap between these two types of data. Customer or user data in financial markets is often called ‘order flow data’. Order flow or ‘sentiment’ data may take the form of transaction records or text from finance forums such as Stocktwits. These user-generated data streams are becoming increasingly valuable with technological change. As more traders become better informed about asset fundamentals, strategies of trading on order flow and retail noise trades become more and more appealing.

The sufficient statistics approach described above can also value such order flow data. As long as it predicts future returns, it will yield a value for an investor who trades on it, regardless of the nature of the data.

### 3.4 CONCLUSIONS

Keeping data regulations up to speed with the use of data is a challenge. Understanding the general trade-offs and principles can guide good policymaking and facilitate policy revision as practice evolves. The key policy trade-offs we have explored are privacy versus efficiency, competition versus efficiency of scale, and the classic trade-off of equality versus efficiency.

Policy to balance these competing objectives will need to involve measurement to be effective. It is nearly impossible to regulate what cannot be measured, and measuring data is no simple task. We have explored six approaches: cost and revenue measurement, choice covariance, revealed preference, Tobin’s-q approaches, and valuing financial portfolio data with sufficient statistics.
CHAPTER 4

Technology, data and trading in securities markets

4.1 INTRODUCTION

Securities markets provide a forum to share risk and discover asset values. Progress in information technology has profoundly changed how markets perform this central economic function. Increasingly, securities trading takes place on electronic platforms (e.g., limit order markets) operated by for-profit companies (e.g., the Intercontinental Exchange, Deutsche Börse, Euronext, Nasdaq Inc., the London Stock Exchange, or the Cboe). These companies increasingly look like FinTech – they use algorithms to match buyers and sellers, develop innovative pricing schemes, and monetise the huge amount of data generated by trading activity on their platforms. In fact, major exchange operators, including the London Stock Exchange, have recently acquired other data companies (Refinitiv, in the case of the London Stock Exchange) and strengthened their ties with the BigTechs.135

The electronification of securities markets began long ago, especially in equity markets. However, the process has accelerated since the turn of the millennium. The market share of electronic trading in many asset classes (e.g., FX and fixed-income markets) is growing fast, which is changing how investors value and consume market data and the nature of intermediation in securities markets. Understanding the effect of this evolution on liquidity and price discovery is important since these market attributes affect, for instance, investors’ returns on their portfolios, the cost of capital and the effectiveness of monetary policy. This chapter analyses the consequences of electronification on market quality and identifies related policy issues.

Section 4.2 provides a brief overview of electronic trading in various financial instruments. In particular, it highlights how electronification is changing the nature of trading in OTC markets, achieving a compromise between decentralised bilateral trading, which used to be their hallmark, and continuous electronic limit order markets used in stock markets.

135 See “How exchanges operators have grown bigger and bigger”, Financial Times, 12 December 2020 and “Google strikes $1bi cloud deal with exchange operator CME”, Financial Times, 4 November 2021.
The electronification of securities markets has four consequences, described in Section 4.3. First, it has increased market fragmentation in equity markets by facilitating entry of new trading platforms and investors’ access to these platforms. Moreover, trading in these markets is split between ‘lit markets’ (electronic limit order books) with a high level of transparency and ‘dark trading’ (trading systems without or limited pre-trade transparency). Various studies suggest that market fragmentation is beneficial for liquidity, provided that it does not segment investors in different liquidity pools and that the share of dark trading is not too high.

Second, the electronification of securities markets has fostered the automation of (i) order submission and (ii) well-trodden strategies such as market-making, arbitrage and directional trading, leading to a growth in algorithmic trading and high-frequency trading. Algorithmic trading and high-frequency trading encompasses many different types of activities, some beneficial to investors (for example, execution algorithms help asset managers to reduce execution costs and high-frequency market-making improves liquidity) and some that aggravate informational asymmetries. In particular, growing evidence suggests that ‘latency arbitrage’, which consists in reacting very quickly to public information to pick off stale quotes, has become an important source of adverse selection in electronic limit order markets. Moreover, sophisticated algorithms can detect institutional investors’ trades and piggyback on these. Such predatory behaviour reduces the profitability of producing information and can therefore reduce the informativeness of securities prices about fundamentals. Finding ways around this problem (i.e., protection against information leakage) is one reason why the volume of dark trading has increased in recent years.

Third, the business model of stock exchanges is changing. The entry of new trading platforms and algorithmic trading has intensified competition for order flow in equity markets, so that exchanges earn very small fees per share traded. However, market fragmentation and the growth of automated trading has also increased the demand for market data. Exchanges have more pricing power when selling market data than when selling trading services because market data from different platforms are imperfect substitutes. Thus, exchanges derive an increasing share of their revenues from market data and the pricing of their data is a contentious issue.

Fourth, electronification has reduced trading costs in OTC markets for two reasons. First, it has facilitated the emergence of new types of participants (high-frequency trading firms and hedge funds) in interdealer markets and thereby helped dealers to reduce their inventory holding costs. Second, it has intensified competition between dealers by reducing investors’ search costs and allowing the development of trading systems that enable investors to solicit quotes from multiple dealers simultaneously.
Over the long run, the electronification of securities markets has coincided with a decline in trading costs in various asset classes (see Section 4.3.5) and many factors that explain this decline are related, directly or indirectly, to electronification. Thus, all in all, electronification has been beneficial for market liquidity. However, as discussed in Section 4.4, it raises some new policy issues regarding (i) trading platforms’ market power, (ii) latency arbitrage, (iii) dark trading and (iv) market stability.

There is a vigorous policy debate about whether trading platforms have too much market power. This debate focuses on the pricing of trading services (the maker/taker pricing model) and the pricing and distribution of market data by exchanges (see Section 4.4.1). When trades happen, stock exchanges often offer a rebate to liquidity suppliers (makers) and charge liquidity demanders (‘takers’). The economic rationale for this strategy (maker/taker pricing) is not well understood. One possibility is that limit order markets are an example of two-sided networks (or markets), with makers on one side and takers on the other. The economics of two-sided networks implies that differentiating fees between makers and takers can be a way to maximise trading volume and gains from trade. In the case of the United States, rebates for makers may also be a strategic response to the Order Protection Rule, which implies that exchanges displaying the best quotes gross of fees are more likely to attract trades (even if these quotes are not competitive net of fees). Policymakers should take steps to push trading platforms to simplify their tariffs (their extreme complexity can increase platforms’ market power) and make sure that trading rebates do not aggravate agency conflict between brokers and their clients, for example by requiring periodic disclosures of brokers’ routing practices.

As data from different platforms are not perfect substitutes, it is easier for the platforms to sustain non-competitive prices for data than for trading services. This raises the cost of trading for investors. It is also concerning because a high price for market data increases informational asymmetries between those who buy the data and those who don’t. These asymmetries raise illiquidity and harm price discovery. Thus, regulators’ attention to the pricing of market data and the speed at which real-time data is available at low cost is warranted.

Market fragmentation also results in fragmented data sources. A consolidated view of trading conditions is key for investors, be it to route their orders optimally, to negotiate fair prices or to check whether their brokers execute their orders in their best interest (i.e., they deliver ‘best execution’). However, there is as yet no consolidated tape in EU capital markets, not even one providing post-trade information (despite compelling academic evidence of the benefit of such a tape in the case of US bond markets; see Section 4.4.1.3). A consolidated tape for EU equity and bond markets is under discussion between

---

136 We use the terms “exchanges”, “trading platforms” and “trading venues” interchangeably. The terms correspond to distinct legal statuses in Europe and in the United States.

137 See Rochet and Tirole (2003).
policymakers and industry participants. For such a tape to fully achieve its potential benefits, its latency should be minimal as delays in the dissemination of consolidated data aggravate informational asymmetries between those who obtain real-time data and those who just observe the consolidated tape.

Another, related policy issue is ‘latency arbitrage’ (Section 4.4.2). Empirical findings suggest that the aggregate effect of high frequency traders (HFTs) on liquidity is positive (see Sections 3.2 and 4.4.2). However, they also show that HFTs’ strategies are heterogeneous and that some have negative effects on market quality. In particular, some forms of latency arbitrage raise liquidity suppliers’ adverse selection costs and thereby impairs liquidity. Indeed, HFTs obtain in various ways very quick access to market data and news feeds. They can therefore react to information about upcoming price changes slightly faster than other market participants (‘latency arbitrage’). As a result, adverse selection costs increase, which is a negative externality (mutually profitable trades are less likely to occur when trading costs are larger). The policy challenge is to reduce this negative externality without simultaneously reducing the benefits of high-frequency trading, because it is indeed difficult to curb the ‘toxic’ types of high-frequency trading without also reducing the beneficial types (see Section 4.4.2).

A third policy issue is the growth of dark trading (see Section 4.4.3). Dark trading, broadly defined, accounts for almost 50% of the total trading volume in the EU and US equity markets. This includes trading in so-called ‘dark pools’, but also internalisation (i.e., trades executed in-house by dealers). As mentioned previously, dark trading helps institutional investors to manage order exposure and price impacts. However, theoretical and empirical findings suggest that dark trading can impair liquidity and price discovery in lit markets (see Section 4.4.3). As investors using dark venues have no incentives to internalise this effect, order flow migration to these venues is likely to be excessive. In the European Union, to mitigate these concerns, regulators capped the volume of trading in dark pools in 2018. Market participants responded by using close substitutes to dark pools (internalisation, auctions, and block trades that are exempted from pre-trade transparency). This response shows that regulation of dark trading should not specifically focus on dark pools. In particular, the growth of internalisation in the European Union should be as concerning as the growth of trading in dark pools (in both cases, this growth can increase illiquidity in lit markets). Thus, we recommend paying equal attention to the growth of trading in dark pools and internalisation. In this respect, empirical studies about the effect of internalisation on market quality in EU markets would be useful (so far, such studies are scarce in comparison to those regarding the effect of dark pools).

Finally, electronification raises concerns about market stability (Section 4.4.4). First, it creates new operational risks for trading platforms due to ill-designed algorithms and cyberattacks. To alleviate these risks, regulators should identify ‘systematically important’ participants (trading platforms and trading firms whose failure can spillover to other participants) and regularly assess the safety procedures used by these
participants (as is done in other industries). Second, various markets have experienced so-called flash crashes (or rallies)\textsuperscript{138} – sudden evaporations of liquidity in conjunction with strong liquidity demand and extreme price changes over short time intervals, followed by a quick price recovery (in contrast to traditional crashes).

These phenomena are new and their cause(s) not well understood. We conjecture that they might be due to a combination of new factors: (i) the difficulty to quickly accommodate spikes in liquidity demand in continuous electronic limit order markets; (ii) a decrease in market-makers' risk-bearing capacity due to regulations and a change in the nature of intermediaries (the emergence of high-frequency, lightly capitalised market-makers); and (iii) stronger interconnections between markets for related assets. To mitigate the impact of such events, markets have developed circuit-breakers that halt trading in case of extreme price movements. However, lack of coordination of these trading halts across markets may amplify rather than dampen the effects of the shocks at the origin of these flash crashes.

4.2 THE ELECTRONIFICATION OF TRADING IN SECURITIES MARKETS

4.2.1 Electronic trading systems

There is a wide variety of trading mechanisms in securities markets. Ultimately, however, they boil down to combinations of two polar market structures: (i) multilateral (all-to-all) trading, and (ii) bilateral intermediated trading.

With all-to-all trading (Figure 11, Panel A), all market participants interact on a trading platform and their orders are matched multilaterally according to some trading protocol. Trading is ‘all-to-all’ in the sense that final (‘buy-side’) investors can potentially directly trade with each other – that is, without intermediaries (dealers) stepping in-between. To express their trading interests, market participants can submit non-marketable limit orders (i.e., buy or sell offers for a given number of shares at a price for which there is yet no contra-side interest) or marketable orders (i.e., buy or sell orders that can be immediately filled against contra-side limit orders). In continuous limit order book markets, buy (sell) market orders execute upon arrival against resting sell (buy) limit orders according to price priority and, in case multiple limit orders are posted at the same price, various tie-breaking rules (e.g., time priority). In batch auctions (or call markets), market and limit orders are matched at periodic points in time (e.g., market openings and closings) at the price that maximises trading volume given standing orders (like in a Walrasian auction).

\textsuperscript{138} Examples include the US equity market in 2010, the US Treasury market in 2014, the US ETF market in 2015, and the sterling-dollar market in 2016.
Equity and derivatives (futures and options) markets are the archetype of this type of mechanism. Major stock exchanges, including the NYSE, Nasdaq, Deutsche Börse, London Stock Exchange and Euronext, open and close trading sessions with batch auctions and run continuous limit order book markets in-between. Most stock exchanges in the world shifted from floor trading, where limit order books were maintained by humans (e.g., the NYSE specialist in the United States) to electronic limit order books in the 1980s and 1990s.\textsuperscript{139}

\textbf{FIGURE 11 SCHEMATICS OF MULTILATERAL TRADING AND BILATERAL TRADING}

\textbf{A) ALL-TO-ALL/MULTILATERAL TRADING}

\textbf{B) BILATERAL INTERMEDIATED TRADING}

\textit{Note: C: customer; D: dealer; PTF: proprietary trading firm.}

\textsuperscript{139} See Jain (2005), Table 1. Island, one of the first electronic limit order markets in the United States, was founded in 1996.
In contrast, markets that rely on bilateral intermediated trading do not allow for direct interactions between final investors. They are structured around two distinct segments: (i) dealer-to-client (D2C) and (ii) dealer-to-dealer (D2D). In the D2C segment, clients (via their brokers) negotiate trades bilaterally (‘over-the-counter’) with dealers, while in the D2D segment dealers bilaterally trade with each other, either directly or via interdealer brokers (IDBs). Trading in these markets is decentralised in the sense that, in contrast to limit order book markets, they do not provide mechanisms for aggregating and confronting orders from different participants at the same time. This two-tier market structure was the hallmark of fixed-income markets (corporate bonds, Treasuries, interest rate swaps), currencies, repo markets and interbank markets until the late 1990s.

However, over the last 20 years, electronification has substantially changed the trading process in OTC markets (see Figure 11, Panel B). In the D2D segment, trading increasingly takes place on electronic limit order books such as eSpeed or BrokerTec in US Treasury markets (introduced in the late 1990s), MTS in European sovereign bonds (introduced in 1999), and Thomson Reuters (now Refinitiv) and Electronic Broker Service (EBS) in currencies markets (introduced in 1992 and 1993, respectively). Moreover, prime brokers have allowed new participants – so-called principal trading firms (PTFs), which are mainly high-frequency trading firms and hedge funds – to access interdealer limit order books. PTFs now account for a significant share of the trading volume in D2D markets and are therefore a key determinant of their liquidity. For instance, they account for more than 60% of the trading volume in the D2D segment of the US Treasury market.

In the D2C segment, market participants now rely on various electronic trading systems to source liquidity in a more efficient way than sequential bilateral negotiations. For instance, in FX markets and bond markets, bank dealers or independent firms (including non-banks such as Bloomberg, TradeWeb and MarketAxess) have introduced so-called request for quotes (RFQs) systems that enable clients to request quotes from multiple dealers simultaneously. In addition, the major banks have developed single dealer platforms (SDPs) to internalise their clients’ orders – i.e., to execute them either as principal or agent (matching buy and sell orders from different clients).

---

140 See Bech et al. (2016).
141 Another example is the European secured repo market, in which interdealer trading takes place on two limit order books, BrokerTec, Eurex Repo and MTS Repo.
142 See, for instance, Schrimpf and Sushko (2019b) for FX markets.
144 The first RFQ trading platform in a FX market, Currenex (acquired by State Street in 2007), was launched in 1999 and was soon followed by other multi-bank trading platforms such as FXall and Reuters Trading for FX. (King et al., 2012). There are many types of electronic trading protocols in OTC markets; SIFMA (2016) describes more than 40 different electronic trading protocols in US bond markets alone.
As a result of these evolutions, the share of electronic trading in OTC markets is increasing (see Figure 12 for European bond markets) and the clear-cut segmentation between D2D and D2C trading is becoming blurred.¹⁴⁵

FIGURE 12 MONTHLY VOLUME OF BILATERAL AND ELECTRONIC TRANSACTIONS (TOP) AND ELECTRONIC TRANSACTIONS EXCLUDING BILATERAL (BOTTOM) (€)

Panel A

Panel B

Source: European Commission (2017), based on data provided by the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) for a set of French and UK bonds (with 9190 daily transactions on average) from 2011 to 2016.

¹⁴⁵ Schirmpf and Sushko (2019a) estimate that electronic trading accounts for 60% of total turnover in FX markets, while O'Hara and Zhou (2021) estimate the market share of MarketAxess Inc (the dominant electronic trading platform in U.S corporate bonds) at 17%. The Covid-19 pandemic has accelerated the shift from voice to electronic trading in bond markets (see “Bond trading finally dragged into the digital age”, Financial Times, February 2021).
4.2.2 Driving forces

The growth of electronic trading is due to multiple factors. First, progress in computing and information technologies has reduced the costs of designing and operating electronic trading platforms. Moreover, electronic trading enables ‘straight-through processing’ (i.e., electronic clearing and settlement), which reduces operating and compliance costs for users of electronic platforms.

Regulatory changes have played an important role as well. In the European Union in 2017, the Markets in Financial Instruments Directive (MiFID) suppressed the so-called ‘concentration rule’ (whereby, in many jurisdictions, trading in a stock listed on a particular exchange had to take place on that exchange), which almost immediately triggered the entry of new trading platforms for European stocks (Chi-X, Turquoise and BATS Europe in 2007 and 2008). In US equity markets, the implementation of the ‘Order Handling Rule’ in 1997 triggered a sharp increase in trading volume on new electronic limit order markets such as Island. In 2005, the SEC reorganised existing rules and introduced new ones under a new regulation (RegNMS) with the explicit intent of promoting competition between trading venues. In particular, the Order Protection Rule (OPR) of RegNMS requires exchanges to protect market orders from trading at prices worse than the best publicly displayed prices (to the extent that these prices can be automatically accessed). One consequence is that a trading platform receiving a buy (sell) marketable order must re-route this order to a competitor if the latter posts a better ask (bid) price. Thus, the OPR (sometimes called the ‘no trade-through rule’) prevents violations of price priority (‘trade-throughs’) when a stock trades in multiple limit order books, which facilitates entry by new trading platforms.

In addition, the amount of capital available to bank dealers in various asset classes (e.g., bonds and FX) has declined because of an increase in the balance sheet cost of market-making for banks due to new regulations (the Dodd-Frank Act, Basel III and the Volcker Rule) in the aftermath of the global financial crisis. As a result, bank dealers’ ability to supply liquidity has decreased since the crisis even though liquidity demand has not (for example, the outstanding amount of the European or US corporate bond market has more than doubled over the last decade). The electronification of OTC markets

---

146 See Bessembinder (1999). The Order Handling Rule required Nasdaq dealers to (i) display limit orders received from their clients that improve upon their quotes; and (ii) display and honour the quotes that they were posting on private electronic trading platforms (ECNs), which often were better than those posted for their clients.

147 In its description of the objectives of RegNMS, the SEC (2005) writes: “The NMS thereby incorporates two distinct types of competition – competition among individual markets and competition among individual orders - that together contribute to efficient markets. Vigorous competition among markets promotes more efficient and innovative trading services, while integrated competition among orders promotes more efficient pricing of individual stocks for all types of orders, large and small.” See Comerton-Forde (2021) for a comparison of MiFID and RegNMS, and more generally the differences between the regulation of EU and US equity markets.


149 See Duffie (2012a).

has helped, at least partially, to resolve this mismatch between liquidity supply and demand by (i) fostering entry of new intermediaries (e.g., proprietary trading firms in interdealer markets); and (ii) facilitating direct (all-to-all) trading between investors (and compliance with new mandatory clearing and reporting requirements).\(^{151}\)

Lastly, electronification reflects the secular growth of institutional ownership. Institutional investors are sensitive to execution costs, including brokerage fees and price impact costs\(^{152}\) (henceforth, ‘trading costs’), because these costs significantly reduce the returns on their portfolios. Thus, they play a growing role in shaping the organisation of trading in securities markets, encouraging exchanges to adopt trading protocols that suit their needs.\(^{152}\) Electronic trading enables them to use execution algorithms to optimally spread large orders over time and across trading venues, which reduces their trading costs (see Sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2). Moreover, dark pools enable institutional investors to execute large orders at pre-determined prices without revealing their trading intentions (see Sections 4.3.1 and 4.4.3).

### 4.3 CONSEQUENCES

The electronification of trading in securities markets has several consequences: (i) increased market fragmentation, (ii) new trading technologies (algorithmic and high frequency trading), (iii) changes in exchanges’ business models, and (iv) lower trading costs in OTC markets. In this section, we present each of these and discuss their effects on market liquidity and price discovery.

#### 4.3.1 Market fragmentation

In equity markets, the entry of new electronic trading platforms (Section 4.2.2) and the heterogeneity in investors’ trading needs have triggered a sharp increase in ‘market fragmentation’, i.e., the dispersion of trading across various venues (Section 4.3.1.1). Whether this evolution is good or bad for liquidity depends on investors’ ability to easily access various sources of liquidity (Section 4.3.1.2). For this reason, market fragmentation has bolstered the automation of the order submission process (algorithmic trading) and the demand for market data, as discussed in Sections 4.3.2 and 4.3.3.

---

151 For instance, Moore et al. (2016) note a bifurcation of banks’ role in FX market making over the last decade, with a concentration of liquidity supply by a few large banks while other smaller banks moved to an agency model. Over the same period, electronic non-bank liquidity providers (PTFs such as Virtu Financial, Citadel Securities, XTX markets) have become important players in liquidity provision both in D2D and D2C segments of FX markets (Schrimpf and Shushko, 2019a).

152 The price impact of an order is the difference between the average execution price of the order and a benchmark price (typically, the bid and ask midpoint) when the order is submitted multiplied by +1 for a buy order and -1 for a sell order. For market orders, price impacts are in general positive on average.

153 Another, related factor, is the growth of exchange-traded funds (ETFs). Efficient pricing of ETFs relies on the activity of arbitrageurs (in particular, so-called ‘authorised participants’) exploiting deviations between the price of an ETF and the price of the basket of securities underlying the ETF. This requires a fast and easy access to the market for these securities, which is facilitated with electronic trading.
4.3.1.1 Lit and dark trading
Consider an investor who must buy 10,000 shares of AXA stock, the French insurance company. As shown in Figure 13 (in a simplified way), this investor (C1 in the figure) has several options to execute her trade. First, she can submit market or limit orders on various electronic limit order markets, namely, the primary (listing) market for AXA, Euronext (limit order book A in Figure 3.1) and competing limit order markets such as Cboe Europe, Turquoise Europe or Aquis (limit order book B in Figure 3.1), provided she (or her broker) is connected to them (as assumed in Figure 13 for C1). Limit orders and trades in these markets are displayed and reported in real time. Thus, these markets are highly transparent and called 'lit markets' for this reason.

In addition, the investor can choose to submit orders to dark pools or systematic internalisers. Dark pools (e.g., Virtu Posit, Liquidnet, or UBS MTF in Europe) are electronic trading platforms in which investors can submit buy and sell orders matched at discrete points in time at a ‘reference price’ derived from prices in external venues. Systematic internalisers (SIs) are single-dealer platforms operated by broker-dealers, banks or high-frequency trading firms that execute ('internalise') orders as principals. Dark pools do not have to display orders that they receive. SIs must continuously post bid and ask quotes during continuous trading sessions of lit markets. However, this

Note: C: client; HFT: high-frequency trader.

154 The reference price might be, for instance, the mid-point between the bid and offer price for a stock (in this case, AXA) on the primary exchange for the stock. There is no price discovery mechanism in European dark pools.
obligation holds only for sufficiently liquid stocks and up to a certain size (which varies across stocks). Thus, SIs and dark pools are not as transparent pre-trade as lit venues, even though they must report trades in real time. For this reason, trading in these venues is often referred to as ‘dark trading’.

In practice, investors use all these sources of liquidity, which fragments trading. Figure 14 shows the breakdown of trading volume between various trading venues for the constituent stocks of major European indexes (CAC40, DAX, and FTSE100) from 2009 to 2021, including trades in dark pools reported to these platforms. Figure 15 provides a different perspective by providing a breakdown of dark trading volume between SIs, trades conducted off-exchange but reported to exchanges (off-book/on-exchange) and trades conducted OTC (off-book/off-exchange). The market share of these trades (i.e., dark trading) relative to trades in lit limit order books was 55% in 2021. The share of internalised trades has increased noticeably since 2018, probably due to new rules mandated by MiFID II (the 2018 revision to MiFID) regarding OTC trading.

The US equity market landscape is similar. It features 16 registered national securities exchanges operating electronic limit order markets and off-exchange (dark) trading venues, including so-called alternative trading systems (ATSs; mostly dark pools) and broker-dealer internalisers (e.g., Citadel Securities, Virtue Securities, Jane Street), which are not subject to any pre-trade transparency requirements. In 2019, registered exchanges had a 65% market share of total trading volume (none with a market share exceeding 20%), while the share of dark trading was 35% (27% for internalisers and 8% for dark pools).

---

155 Specifically, SIs must publish bid and ask quotes for a size at least equal to 10% of the standard market size (SMS), which depends on a stock liquidity. AMF (2020) reports that transactions by SIs with pre-trade transparency accounts for only 22% of their total trading volume in French stocks.

156 For instance, in November 2021, the market shares of ‘lit’ and ‘dark’ trading for AXA stock were, respectively, 64% (78% on Euronext, 12.17% on Cboe, 5.46% on Aquis and 3.6% on Turquoise) and 36% (of which 5.08% was in dark pools) (source: authors’ calculations based on Cboe data).

157 About 6-7%, according to Oxera (2021).

158 Trades conducted off-book but reported on exchanges are trades that use pre-trade transparency waivers such as block trades (‘large-in-size’ trades; more on this in Section 4.4.3) and trades negotiated off markets but formalised on markets.

159 44% if one excludes off-book/on-exchange trades (see Figure 3.3 in Oxera, 2021). There are debates about the relative shares of dark and lit trading in EU equity markets. The lack of agreement on this point reflects the difficulty of obtaining data with clear and standardised reporting rules to compute these shares.

160 Before MiFID II, many large brokers and banks used broker crossing networks to match client orders in-house. These trades were reported as OTC transactions. MiFID II banned the use of broker crossing networks for OTC trades, leading banks and brokers using these systems to adopt SI status.

161 Thirteen of these exchanges belong to only four different groups (Intercontinental Exchange Inc., Nasdaq Inc., CBOE Global Markets Inc and IEX), each operating multiple exchanges for the same stocks. For instance, Intercontinental exchange (ICE) operates five exchanges: NYSE, NYSE American, NYSE Arca, NYSE National and the Chicago Stock Exchange. Three new exchanges were launched in 2020 (the Long-Term Stock Exchange, MIAX, and MEMX).

162 SEC (2020).
FIGURE 14 MARKET SHARE OF PRIMARY MARKET, CBOE, TURQUOISE AND OTHER COMPETING PLATFORMS IN VARIOUS EUROPEAN STOCK INDEXES (% OF TOTAL EURO TRADING VOLUME)

A) CAC40

B) DAX40

C) FTSE40

Note: Dark blue: primary market (e.g., Euronext for the CAC40 index); dark red: Cboe; light blue: Turquoise (including the dark pools operated by these platforms), light red: Other competing platforms (e.g., Aquis, SIX Swiss Exchange, dark pools such as Virtu Posit etc.).

Source: Author’s calculations using Cboe data (https://www.cboe.com/europe/equities/market_statistics/venue/).
Trading in fragmented markets is complex. In particular, traders must choose how to allocate their orders between various trading venues. For instance, consider again the trader in charge of buying 10,000 shares of AXA stock. She has many ways to execute this order. For instance, she can submit a buy market order for 2,000 shares on Euronext, a buy limit order for 3,000 shares on Turquoise (a competitor of Euronext) and an order for 5,000 shares in a dark pool. Moreover, as market conditions evolve, the investor can revise her order submission strategy (e.g., if her 5,000 share order does not execute, she can execute it with a series of market orders on Euronext). To minimise trading costs, the investor needs (i) real-time information on market conditions (e.g., liquidity of the various lit venues) and (ii) algorithms that can implement in real-time the optimal trading strategy given this information. For these reasons, market fragmentation has been a key driver of the automation of the order submission process (algorithmic trading; see Section 4.3.2) and the demand for market data (see Section 4.3.3).

4.3.1.2 Market fragmentation, liquidity and interconnections between markets

Market fragmentation raises two questions: Wouldn’t trading centralisation in a single limit order book (a central limit order book, or CLOB) improve liquidity? And does dark trading improve or impair liquidity? In this section, we focus on the first question and defers the discussion of the second one to Section 4.4.3.

---

163 This is an old question; the SEC was already considering a CLOB in US equity markets in 1976.
The theory of trading in limit order markets developed by Lawrence Glosten offers a useful starting point to analyse the effect of a CLOB. In this theory, the consolidated depth of the market (i.e., the total number of shares supplied or demanded at a given price and aggregated across limit order books for a stock) does not depend on the number of competing limit order markets. Thus, market fragmentation is neutral (‘irrelevant’) – it has no effect on prices and allocations. Of course, this intriguing result depends on several assumptions (there are no trading fees, the tick size is zero, splitting orders across markets is costless, etc.). However, as with other irrelevance results in economics (for example, the Modigliani-Miller theorem), it helps to better isolate the reasons why market fragmentation might not be neutral in reality.

In particular, one important assumption in Glosten’s model is that traders can post limit orders at any price. In reality, limit orders must be positioned on a pre-determined grid (the difference between two prices on the grid is called the ‘tick size’), set by trading platforms or regulators. In this case, consolidated depth with two limit order books can, in theory, be greater than with a single limit order book because the coexistence of two limit order books intensifies price competition between liquidity providers. For instance, suppose that the best bid and ask quotes for AXA stock are, respectively, €99.99 and €100 on Euronext and €99.99 and €100.01 on Cboe with one-hundred shares offered at each price. The tick size is 1 cent. Now consider a trader willing to submit a sell limit order at €100. On Euronext, this order will execute only after the resting order already posted at €100 due to time priority. On Cboe, on the other hand, the order may execute before the sell limit order with time precedence on Euronext because time priority is not enforced across markets. Thus, other things equal, the second option is more attractive for the trader. In effect, she can use Cboe to bypass time priority on Euronext (or vice versa), i.e., she can ‘jump the queue’ of orders at a given price in a given market by using the other market. To the extent that liquidity suppliers’ expected profits are not zero (which is the case when the tick size is strictly positive), this possibility encourages limit order submission and raises consolidated depth. Intuitively, it replaces price competition (which is limited because undercutting prices is costly as one must improve prices by at least one tick) with quantity competition.

The entry of a new electronic limit order book, EuroSETs, operated by the London Stock Exchange in the Dutch equity market in April 2004 offers an interesting field experiment regarding the effect of fragmentation on consolidated liquidity. Before this entry, trading in Dutch stocks was largely centralised in one limit order book (operated by Euronext, the primary market for Dutch stocks). After the entry of EuroSETs,
consolidated depth (across EuroSETs and Euronext limit order books) increases in line with the hypothesis that the coexistence of multiple limit order books for the same asset intensifies competition between liquidity providers. However, the depth of the incumbent market (Euronext) declines, suggesting that investors who did not connect to the entrant market (EuroSETS) were worse off. Indeed, investors can benefit from an increase in consolidated depth only insofar that they can easily access all markets on which a security is traded. For instance, consider investors C2 and C3 in Figure 13. These investors are only connected to limit order book A. Thus, their trading costs are determined by the depth of this limit order book, not by consolidated depth (in Europe, MiFID II does not require market participants to connect to all platforms). If entry of market B reduces the depth of market A, then traders who trade only in A are worse off, even though consolidated depth improves.

In fact, if investors operating in different platforms cannot interact together, either directly (by accessing all platforms) or indirectly via intermediaries (e.g., dealers operating in multiple platforms; see Section 4.3.2), fragmentation can impair liquidity because it prevents traders from benefiting from so-called ‘thick market externalities’.\textsuperscript{168} Intuitively, a larger number of participants in a market improves risk sharing or increases the volume of uninformed trading.\textsuperscript{169} Thus, by joining a market, an investor improves other participants’ expected utility (the thick market externality). In this case, moving from a market structure with segmented pools of traders to a centralised market structure can maximise investors’ welfare and reduce trading costs because the centralisation of trading fully exploits thick market externalities.\textsuperscript{170}

Thus, market fragmentation with segmentation is not desirable. Segmentation can arise either because trading platforms deny access to some investors or because it is too costly for investors to ‘multi-home’ (i.e., to trade in multiple markets). If this is not the case, investors can behave as if, in effect, all orders were consolidated in a single marketplace, which preserves the benefits of thick market externalities while fostering competition between trading centres and liquidity suppliers. Thus, ultimately, the effect of market fragmentation on liquidity and investors’ welfare depends on investors’ incentive to use technologies, such as smart order routing systems, that facilitate multi-market trading (investors who don’t adopt these technologies are more likely to be hurt by fragmentation) and the cost of market data. Indeed, to optimally route their orders in a multi-market environment, investors need real-time information about quotes posted in different limit order books. If obtaining this information is too costly, some will choose to trade in one market (as if in fact markets were segmented).

\textsuperscript{168} Pagano (1989).
\textsuperscript{169} Pagano (1989) and Admati and Pfleiderer (1988).
\textsuperscript{170} Pagano (1989).
Several empirical studies have analysed the effects of market fragmentation on investors’ trading costs in US equity markets and European equity markets. In general, these studies find a negative association between market fragmentation and trading costs.\(^{171}\) However, some have identified three possible harmful effects of market fragmentation. First, as already mentioned, even though fragmentation raises consolidated depth, it can reduce the depth of incumbent markets.\(^{172}\) Second, an increase in the volume of dark trading beyond a certain threshold has a negative effect on liquidity.\(^{173}\) Last, market fragmentation can increase liquidity suppliers’ exposure to the risk of being picked off (see Section 4.3.2.2).\(^{174}\)

### 4.3.2 Algorithmic and high-frequency trading

#### 4.3.2.1 Automated trading and automated markets

The electronification of securities markets enables brokers and proprietary trading firms to directly connect trading algorithms to trading platforms’ matching engines and proprietary data feed, via automated programming interfaces (APIs). Thus, it has been a critical step for the automation of order submissions (‘algorithmic trading’). Algorithmic traders use computer programs to generate, route, and execute orders for mainly two purposes: (i) trading costs management and (ii) high-frequency trading.

*Trading cost management.* Institutional investors often need to execute large orders when they rebalance their portfolios. To do so, their trading desks or their brokers use execution algorithms designed to minimise the total price impact of their orders (the ‘implementation shortfall’)\(^{175}\) and thereby the negative effect of illiquidity on their returns. To this end, these algorithms slice the actual number of shares that a manager wants to buy or sell (the ‘parent order’) into small (‘child’) orders and spread them automatically over time across various trading venues. Moreover, they continuously adjust their execution strategy (e.g., the rate of trading) based on information, received from trading platforms, about the status of their orders (e.g., the fill rate of their limit orders) and market conditions (e.g., changes in limit order books).\(^{176}\)

---


172 See Foucault and Menkveld (2008) and Degryse et al. (2015) for evidence. One issue is whether increases in consolidated depth reflect ‘real’ liquidity. Indeed, after execution of limit orders in one market, a fraction of limit orders in other markets are cancelled. Van Kervel (2015) and Degryse et al. (2022b) study possible reasons for this behavior. Degryse et al. (2022b) find that duplicated depth is not large enough to affect the conclusions of existing empirical studies on the effects of market fragmentation on consolidated depth.

173 See Degryse et al. (2015).

174 See Baldauf and Moliner (2021) and Haslag and Ringgenberg (2021).

175 The implementation shortfall is a measure of the price impact of an order, accounting for the possibility that the order has been executed with multiple child orders. For a given order, this is the difference between the average execution price of the order (across all child orders) minus a benchmark price (e.g., the midpoint price when the parent order was issued) normalized by this benchmark price.

High-frequency trading. High-frequency traders use algorithms for market-making, arbitrage or directional trading (trades in anticipation of short-term price movements).\(^{177}\) Their performance relies on extremely fast access and reaction to new information, in particular changes in market conditions (e.g., quote updates), and a quick turnaround of their positions to maintain their inventory risk in tight limits. HFTs account for a relatively large fraction of trading volume in electronic markets. For instance, the European Securities and Markets Authority (ESMA) estimates that HFTs account for more than 60% of total trading volume in the lit segment of the EU equity market.\(^{178}\)

Market fragmentation (see Section 4.3.1) is an important driver of high frequency trading because it (i) creates opportunities for intermediation across trading platforms, and (ii) generates frequent arbitrage opportunities. For instance, consider Figure 13 and suppose that C2 submits a buy market order in limit order book A (say, Euronext) while C3 places a sell market order for the same stock in limit order book B (say, CXE, one of the electronic limit order books operated by Cboe Europe). As C2 and C3 submit their orders on different trading platforms, they cannot directly trade together. However, an intermediary active in both trading platforms (the HFT in Figure 13) can buy the asset from C3 and resell it quickly to C2.\(^{179}\) Alternatively, suppose that C2 places a buy limit order in market A at a price that exceeds the price of the best offer in market B (for example, because C2 lacks information on offers standing in B or trading in B is too costly for C2). This generates an arbitrage opportunity (a so-called ‘crossed market’). Such opportunities deliver a small profit per trade but, as they are very frequent, they generate substantial aggregate profits.\(^{180}\) Moreover, they are usually very short-lived. Thus, only traders equipped with very fast connections to trading platforms have the ability to spot these opportunities and grab them before other traders do. This has triggered a sharp increase in the demand for fast access (‘low latency’) to market data and trading platforms’ matching engines (see Section 4.3.3 and 4.4.1.2).

\(^{177}\) See SEC (2010) and Boehmer et al. (2018). There is no regulatory definition of high-frequency trading. Well-known high-frequency trading firms include Virtue Financial, Citadel Securities, Two Sigma Securities, Jump Trading, FlowTraders and Optiver.

\(^{178}\) ESMA (2021).

\(^{179}\) See Menkveld (2013) for evidence.

\(^{180}\) For instance, using a large sample of stocks, Wah (2016) finds that arbitrage opportunities due to crossed quotes in US equity markets are frequent (she finds 69 opportunities per ticker per day on average), very short-lived (their median duration is 870 milliseconds) and deliver a small profit ($81 per opportunity). Overall, she estimates potential arbitrage profits on these opportunities at $3 billion in her sample. In FX markets, Chaboud and Vega (2014) and Foucault et al. (2017) provide evidence of frequent but very short-lived triangular arbitrage opportunities between the limit order books operated by EBS and Reuters for different currency pairs. The proliferation of ETFs also creates frequent short-lived arbitrage opportunities between ETFs markets and futures markets or underlying assets (Budish et al., 2015).
In turn, the growth of algorithmic trading has accelerated the electronification (and fragmentation) of securities markets. Greater emphasis on execution costs has led asset managers to generalise the use of execution algorithms, not only in equity markets but also in FX markets and bond markets. Moreover, HFTs’ demand for speed of execution and access to information has triggered a race to ‘zero latency’ amongst trading platforms, with frequent upgrades in the speed of their matching engines and proprietary data feed.

The effects of algorithmic trading, especially high-frequency trading, on market quality are much debated. This controversy reached a climax with Michael Lewis’s best seller *Flash Boys* and his claim that the US stock market is “rigged by insiders” because HFTs use their technological advantage at the expense of other market participants. As explained below, academic studies paint a more nuanced and complex picture of the effects of algorithmic trading and high-frequency trading on trading costs and price discovery.

### 4.3.2.2 Automated trading and trading costs

The effect of algorithmic trading and high-frequency trading on trading costs is theoretically ambiguous. On the one hand, execution algorithms reduce search costs because it is easier for algorithms to quickly identify trading venues offering the best opportunities for executing an order. Moreover, algorithmic market makers can detect and undercut more quickly non-competitive bid-ask spreads (e.g., following the arrival of market orders). Thus, algorithmic trading could intensify competition between liquidity providers and thereby improve liquidity.

On the other hand, high-frequency trading increases liquidity suppliers’ exposure to the risk of being picked off – that is, the risk of trading at stale quotes when the value of an asset changes due to news arrivals. For instance, suppose that bad news for a security arrives. It takes some time for liquidity suppliers to cancel and reprice their limit orders to reflect the news. In the meantime, faster traders can submit sell market orders that execute at ‘stale’ prices. This strategy is almost without risk and is therefore a form of arbitrage (‘latency arbitrage’). However, latency arbitrageurs’ profits correspond to losses for traders on the other side of their trades, i.e., liquidity suppliers who trade at stale quotes. These losses are a particular form of adverse selection cost (losses incurred when trading with better informed agents), due to asymmetries in the speed of reaction to

---

181 See BIS (2016) for bond markets and BIS (2020b) for FX markets. See also “The next quant revolution: shaking up the corporate bond market”, Financial Times, 7 December 2021.

182 See Hendershott and Riordan (2013) for evidence.

183 See Bongaerts and Van Achter (2021) and Cordella and Foucault (1999) for theoretical analyses. Conrad et al. (2015) find a negative association between the frequency of quote updates (a proxy for liquidity supply by high frequency traders) and realised bid-ask spreads (a measure of trading profits for liquidity suppliers net of adverse selection costs), after controlling for the number of trades and trade size for the entire cross-section of U.S stocks (over the 2009-2011 period). This finding is consistent with the idea that high-frequency trading intensifies competition between liquidity suppliers. However, for other industries, concerns have been voiced that algorithmic pricing can lead to non-competitive outcomes (Competition and Market Authority, 2018).

184 See Chordia et al. (2018) or Hu et al. (2017) for evidence that some HFTs trade on news.
public information. To cover these costs, liquidity suppliers must buy at deeper discounts or sell at larger markups, so that trading costs increase (see Box 2). Thus, latency arbitrage is a negative externality for all market participants, at the root of policy debates about high-frequency trading (see Section 4.4.2).

**BOX 2 ON THE SUNNY SIDE OF THE STREET**

To measure the effect of latency arbitrage on adverse selection costs, the ideal experiment consists in comparing these costs in securities that are similar in all respects, except in liquidity suppliers’ exposure to latency arbitrage. Finding empirical settings for running such an experiment is challenging.

Shkilko and Sokolov (2020) offer an interesting and compelling approach to address this challenge. Their study focuses on arbitrage between ETFs and the E.mini futures on the S&P500 index. These securities are claims on the same underlying asset (the S&P500 index) and their returns are therefore highly correlated. Thus, high-frequency arbitrageurs often use quote updates in one market (e.g., the E.mini futures) to identify and pick off stale quotes in the other (e.g., ETFs). However, these two markets are in distinct geographical areas (the market for ETFs is in the New York area, while the market for E.mini futures is in the Chicago area) and delays in information transmission between these areas reduce high-frequency arbitrageurs’ ability to swiftly exploit latency arbitrage opportunities. Bad weather conditions increase these delays because high-frequency arbitrageurs rely on microwave networks to transmit information between their trading algorithms located in different geographical areas. Thus, bad weather reduces liquidity suppliers’ exposure to the risk of being picked off in the ETFs and E.mini futures on the S&P500. Accordingly, variations in weather conditions offer a way to generate exogenous variations in this exposure (as one would like to do experimentally) and study whether adverse selection costs increases when it increases.

Shkilko and Sokolov (2020) find empirically that this is indeed the case. More specifically, during bad weather episodes, permanent price impacts (a measure of adverse selection costs) and effective bid-ask spreads of the ETFs on the S&P500 are reduced by 3.8% and 2.5%, respectively. Rain is not good for latency arbitrageurs.

This problem predates the emergence of electronic trading. However, instead of mitigating it, electronification made this problem more acute for two reasons. First, automation requires quotes to be ‘firm’ (i.e., liquidity suppliers cannot rescind a trade or reprice it after execution). This feature intensifies liquidity suppliers’ exposure to the risk of being picked off. For instance, the automation of quote execution on Nasdaq in the 1990s immediately triggered a sharp increase in the picking-off risk for Nasdaq dealers and became controversial for this reason. Second, automation enables traders to access

---

185 See Foucault (1999) and Hoffman (2014).
186 See Copeland and Galai (1983) for an early theoretical analysis of limit orders’ exposure to the risk of being picked off (which they call the ‘free option problem’).
187 See Harris and Schultz (1998) or Foucault et al. (2003). Another example is the controversy around the ‘last look’ practice in FX market, which gives FX dealers the option to reject market orders that execute automatically at their quotes. This option can be seen as a defense against the risk of being picked off (Norges Bank Investment Management, 2015).
and act upon information (e.g., newswires or exchanges’ data feeds) with extremely low latencies. This induced some market participants (HFTs) to make massive investments in fast trading technologies both to be first to pick off stale quotes and to get protection against the risk of being picked-off by being first to cancel quotes when news arrives (very much like in an arm’s race).

In sum, algorithmic trading and high-frequency trading can simultaneously reduce liquidity, suppliers’ rents and possibly the real costs of liquidity supply and inventory holding costs (as HFTs’ holding periods are short) while increasing adverse selection costs. It is therefore possible that the overall effect of algorithmic trading and high-frequency trading on total trading costs is negative, even though their effect on the adverse selection cost component of total trading costs is positive. This has two implications. First, to better understand how algorithmic trading and high-frequency trading affect trading costs, it is important to analyse their effect on each source of illiquidity – market power, order processing costs, inventory holding costs and adverse selection costs – separately. Second, even though the overall effect of algorithmic trading and high-frequency trading on liquidity is positive, it could be even more beneficial by eliminating the toxic forms of latency arbitrage. Finding ways to do this is an important policy issue (see Section 4.4.2).

4.3.2.3 Automated trading and price discovery

By trading fast on news and exploiting short-lived arbitrage opportunities, HFTs make securities markets more informationally efficient. However, this does not mean that algorithmic trading and high-frequency trading make asset prices more informative about fundamentals, such as future earnings for a firm. Informational efficiency and price informativeness are distinct concepts. In an informationally efficient market, one cannot predict returns (adjusted for risk) using available information. However, this does not imply that current prices are very informative about future cash flows. For instance, even if prices quickly reflect investors’ private signals, their informational content about firms’ future earnings will be low if traders’ signals are imprecise.

One concern is that algorithmic trading and high-frequency trading could lessen incentives to produce information about asset payoffs, and thereby reduce the informativeness of securities prices about future cash flows for two reasons. First, news-reading algorithms enable traders to quickly extract signals about firms’ prospects from
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188 For instance, Hendershott et al. (2011), Brogaard et al. (2015) and Malceniece et al. (2019) find a positive effect of algorithmic and high-frequency trading on measures of liquidity (e.g., it reduces effective and realized bid-ask spreads). However, Foucault et al. (2017), Brogaard et al. (2017), Chakrabarty et al. (2020), Shkliko and Sokolov (2020) and Aquilina et al. (2022) show empirically that high-frequency trading increases adverse selection costs.

189 For instance, Brogaard et al. (2014) find empirically that they trade against pricing errors, and Conrad et al. (2015) that they make prices closer to a random walk.
new data. This allows prices to quickly reflect some information in this data. However, it undermines the profitability of trading on more accurate signals that take more time to produce because they rely on human expertise. This effect can ultimately reduce the quality of signals produced by investors and therefore price informativeness.

Second, algorithms can be used to free-ride on other traders’ efforts in producing information. For instance, as explained previously, institutional investors split large orders to reduce trading costs. In doing so, they leave footprints in the data (e.g., persistent buys in a stock signal that a large, potentially informed investor is accumulating a position in this stock), which allows ‘sniffing’ algorithms to infer their intentions and piggyback on their trades. As more traders exploit the same signal, the price impact costs of those who produce this signal get larger and their ‘alpha’ smaller. To defend themselves, institutional investors must find tactics to make their trades less predictable (e.g., by slowing their trading rate), which hinders price discovery. Moreover, their incentive to produce information is lessened because the returns on doing so become smaller. Consistent with this possibility, some recent studies document a negative effect of algorithmic trading activity on the production of fundamental information and price informativeness.

4.3.3 Toward a new business model for exchanges

Exchanges derive revenues from different types of services: (i) listing and issuer services; (ii) trading and post trading services (clearing and settlement); (iii) the provision of market data; and (iv) the provision of information technology (including connectivity services such as co-location). Sometimes they just focus on a subset of these. For instance, in Europe, multilateral trading facilities (MTFs) like Cboe Europe or Turquoise do not provide listing services; rather, they operate trading platforms where investors can trade stocks listed on primary exchanges such as Euronext or Deutsche Börse. Likewise, in the United States, only the Nasdaq and the NYSE provide listing services. Figure 16 shows the breakdown of revenues between various business segments for three European exchanges – Euronext, Deutsche Börse and the London Stock Exchange – in recent years.

190 For instance, automated reading of 8-K filings (firms’ disclosure of material non-scheduled events such as a merger) on the SEC EDGAR system has increased over time, which has contributed to reduce the price drift observed after the release of these filings (Barbopoulos et al., 2021).
191 For instance, Cao et al. (2021) find that combining forecasts generated by an AI analyst (using machine learning techniques) and a human analyst are more accurate than those obtained by the AI analyst alone (maybe because humans are better at analysing soft information).
192 Dugast and Foucault (2018).
194 See Korajczyk and Murphy (2019) for evidence.
196 MiFID II defines trading venues as organised markets where securities can be traded in a multilateral way (in contrast to OTC markets) and recognizes three types of trading venues: (i) regulated markets (RMs), (ii) MTFs and (iii) organised trading facilities (OTFs). RMs are operated by a market operator (e.g., Euronext) while MTFs (e.g., Cboe or Turquoise) can be operated by an investment firm or a market operator. MTFs and RMs process orders in a non-discretionary way in contrast to OTFs. These legal categories apply for both equity and fixed income markets.
FIGURE 16 BREAKDOWN OF REVENUES (IN EUROS) FOR THE LONDON STOCK EXCHANGE, EURONEXT AND DEUSTCHE BÖRSE (IN EUROS)

A) LONDON STOCK EXCHANGE

B) EURONEXT

C) DEUTSCHE BÖRSE

Notes: Light blue: listing revenues; red: trading revenues; grey: post-trade services revenues; dark blue: market data; pink: information technology (including revenues from colocation). For Deutsche Börse: (i) Revenues from trading and post trade services are from Xetra (the trading platform for equity) and have been aggregated as they are not reported separately after 2017; (ii) Market data revenues include revenues from Eurex data. For LSE: Revenues from listings are not separated from revenues from trading.

Source: Exchanges’ financial statements and authors’ calculations.
The electronification of trading is transforming exchanges’ business models: (i) it intensifies competition for the sale of trading services (‘competition for order flow’), and (ii) it increases the importance of market data as a source of revenues.

**Greater competition for order flow.** As discussed in Section 4.3.1, electronification and regulatory changes have facilitated the entry of new trading platforms. They have also led investors and brokers to increasingly use algorithms (smart order routing systems) to route their orders to trading platforms offering the best trading opportunities (e.g., the most attractive execution prices after accounting for trading fees). The combination of these forces has intensified competition for order flow by limiting trading platforms’ ability to differentiate their trading services.\(^{197}\) As a result, exchanges’ trading fees have sharply declined and exchanges’ revenues per share traded are now very small (less than 30 cents per 100 shares traded in US equity markets).\(^{198}\)

**Growing revenues from market data.** Algorithmic trading and market fragmentation have also triggered a sharp increase in the demand for market data. Institutional investors need real-time information about quotes posted in different markets to feed their execution algorithms, and HFTs use market data as an input for their trading strategies (see Section 4.3.2.1). As a result, the share of exchanges’ revenues derived from the sale of market data and colocation services (see below) is growing.\(^{199}\) Exchanges sell data in two different ways. First, they sell real-time data (directly to investors or to data vendors such as Bloomberg or Refinitiv) about trades and quotes on their trading platforms (see Section 4.4.1.2 for more details). Second, they rent rack space in their data centres (‘colocation’), enabling HFTs to run their algorithms in very close proximity to exchanges’ matching engines. This evolution raises questions about whether the market for market data is competitive and, more broadly, the effect of the pricing and distribution of market data on market quality (see Section 4.4.1.2.).

The sales of trading services and market data are closely related. Indeed, the amount, and informativeness, of market data generated by a trading platform increase with its share of trading volume. Thus, attracting order flow is key for generating revenues from market data. A reduction in trading fees is a way to generate trade and thus to boost sales of trading services and data as well. It is therefore possible that the decline in trading

---

\(^{197}\) Pagnotta and Phillipon (2018) and Baldauf and Mollner (2021) consider theories of competition for order flow between trading platforms. These theories assume that frictions prevent traders from participating to all trading platforms. As a result, exchanges can vertically or horizontally differentiate and sustain non-competitive trading fees. In contrast, Colliard and Foucault (2012) consider a model of competing platforms (limit order books), in which traders can costlessly route their orders to any platform and predict that, in this case, competition for order flow drives trading platforms’ expected profits to zero.

\(^{198}\) See, for instance, Table I in Di Maggio et al. (2020) and Spatt (2020).

\(^{199}\) Budish et al. (2020) find, using Nasdaq 10-K filings, that total revenues from the sale of market data and colocation/connectivity services have increased sharply for Nasdaq from 2006 to 2017 (by, respectively, 15.9% and 10.5% per year). A study by Burton-Taylor International Consulting estimates that exchanges’ revenues from the sale of market data have grown at an annual rate close to 13% since 2012 (see “European investors complain about soaring costs of data”, Financial Times, 4 April 2019).
fees observed in recent years is driven by both competition for order flow (see above) and competition for data. In this sense, exchanges are similar to tech firms whose revenues rely on the sale of data (e.g., for advertising purpose) obtained as a by-product of another service (e.g., web search engines) provided at attractive prices.

4.3.4 Lower trading costs in OTC markets

As discussed previously (Sections 4.2 and 4.3.1), equity markets have evolved from being relatively centralised to being highly fragmented. In contrast, the electronification of OTC markets has triggered a shift from highly decentralised, bilateral trading mechanisms to less decentralised mechanisms (e.g., interdealer limit order book markets or RFQs trading systems), even though trading in these markets remains highly fragmented. In completely decentralised bilateral markets (like the FX or bond markets used to be), traders incur significant search costs to find suitable counterparties. These costs result in significant delays for executing investors’ desired trades and are a source of market power for dealers.200

Electronification of D2C trading in OTC markets (see Section 4.1.1) reduces search costs and enables investors to obtain quotes from multiple dealers simultaneously (e.g., via RFQs systems). In this way, it is conducive to more competition between dealers, which reduces trading costs.201 In addition, electronification facilitated entry of new market participants (proprietary trading firms; see Section 4.2.1) in the D2D segment of OTC markets. This allows dealers to unwind risky positions more quickly, which reduces their inventory holding costs. In turn, as these costs are lower, dealers can offer better prices to final investors.202 Several empirical studies of US bond markets203 and interest rates swaps204 confirm that electronification has improved the liquidity of OTC markets via these mechanisms.

200 See Duffie (2012b).
201 See Yin (2005) and Vogel (2019) for models of trading in OTC markets with this prediction.
202 See, for instance, Colliard et al. (2021).
203 For instance, Hendershott and Madhavan (2015) compare trading costs for voice and electronic trades (via an RFQ operated by MarketAxess) in their sample (January 2010 to April 2011) in the U.S. corporate bond market. They find that investors’ trading costs decrease with the number of dealers responding to a request for quotes, which shows the value of being able to simultaneously contact multiple dealers for clients. O’Hara and Zhou (2021) also use data from MarketAxess but over a longer period (2010–2017) and observe that trading costs are smaller for electronic trades than for voice trades, even after controlling for trade size, especially for small trade sizes (for which electronic trading is more prevalent). Interestingly, trading costs for voice trades appear to be inversely related to the market share of electronic trading.
204 Benos et al. (2020). For certain types of derivatives contracts (liquid standardised interest rate swaps and credit default swaps) the Dodd-Frank Act mandates centralised clearing of trades, trade execution on Swap Execution Facilities (SEFs), i.e., electronic limit order books or RFQs systems (a similar regulation was introduced in 2018 in the EU as part of the MiFIR directive). Benos et al. (2020) show that the introduction of SEFs for US dollar-denominated mandated interest rate swaps triggered a reduction in total execution costs for mandated contracts by about $7–11 million daily, a sizable improvement in liquidity.
4.3.5 Trends in trading costs

Over the long run, the growth of electronic trading has coincided with a decline in trading costs in various asset classes. For instance, Figure 17 shows that average relative average bid-ask spreads (the bid-ask spread divided by the quote mid-point, expressed in basis points) for stocks listed on Deustche Börse, Euronext and the London Stock Exchange have declined since 2000.

FIGURE 17 EVOLUTION OF RELATIVE BID-ASK SPREADS (IN BASIS POINTS) FOR LARGE CAPS (LIGHT BLUE), MEDIUM CAPS (RED) AND SMALL CAPS (DARK BLUE) STOCKS LISTED ON DEUTSCHE BÖRSE, EURONEXT AND THE LONDON STOCK EXCHANGE

A) DEUTSCHE BÖRSE

B) EURONEXT

C) LONDON STOCK EXCHANGE

Note: The sample of stocks is limited to those that are always present over the 2000-2021 period. Source: Refinitiv and authors’ calculations.
Over the same period, quoted depth (the quantity provided at the best quotes) has also declined. The reduction in quoted depth could offset the decline in bid-ask spreads and result in larger trading costs, especially for institutional investors who trade in large sizes. However, Figure 18 shows that the implementation shortfall has declined as well.

**FIGURE 18 IMPLEMENTATION SHORTFALL IN BASIS POINTS FOR TRADES EXECUTED IN EUROPEAN AND US EQUITY MARKETS**

![Graph showing implementation shortfall in basis points for trades executed in European and US equity markets.](image)

*Note: The figure is based on The Global Cost Review by ITG up to 2008, and then Virtu Global Peer Review starting in 2009.*

Source: Figure 12.1 in Oexera (2020).

Similar trends are observed in Treasury markets, US bond markets, and FX markets, including a decline in relative bid-ask spreads in US Treasury markets since 1991 (e.g., from about 3 to 4 basis points in 1991 to less than 2 basis points in 2016 for 10-year Treasury note). Over the same period, quoted depth has declined but the price impact of order flow (a measure of the sensitivity of the change in price over five-minute intervals to the order flow over the same period) has declined as well, which implies that trades of a given size move prices less. O’Hara and Zhou (2021) find a decline in trading costs over 2010–2017 for both investment-grade and high-yield bonds in their sample of more than 29,000 bonds and 105 million trades and for both bilateral (voice) transactions and electronic transactions (for investment-grade bonds, for example, trading costs decline from 20 basis points to about 10 basis points for electronic trades and from 60 basis points to about 40 basis points for voice trades). Various regulatory studies report similar trends since the crisis for the French and UK corporate bond markets. The European Commission finds that measures of bid-ask spreads in the European bond market sharply increased during the financial crisis and then declined (but remain higher than their

---

205 See, for instance, Besson and Comerton-Forde (2020) for European markets.
206 Adrian et al. (2017)
207 AMF (2015) and Aquilina and Sundheim (2016), respectively.
pre-crisis levels).\textsuperscript{208} Using a comprehensive sample of trades for various currency pairs, Hasbrouck and Levich (2021) find that measures of price impacts in FX markets declined from 2010 to 2013 and then increased from 2013 to 2016 (but bid-ask spreads declined, suggesting an improvement in liquidity at least for small orders).

Of course, many factors may explain why trading costs have declined over time, but several that come to mind (trading automation, fragmentation, competition, etc.) are related to the electronification of securities markets. This suggests that, all in all, electronic trading is beneficial for securities markets, even though some of its consequences raise some concerns, as discussed in the next section. Addressing these concerns could make the net benefits of electronic trading stronger.

### 4.4 POLICY ISSUES

#### 4.4.1 Are trading platforms competitive?

The electronification of securities markets is changing the business model of exchange operators (see Section 4.3.3), which generates policy debates about whether trading platforms have too much market power.\textsuperscript{209} These debates centre around the maker-taker pricing model and the pricing of market data.

##### 4.4.1.1 Maker-taker pricing

In some electronic markets (e.g., equity and options), trading platforms often charge different trading fees for limit orders’ submitters (‘makers’) and market orders’ submitters (‘takers’). They use two pricing models: (i) ‘maker-taker’ and (ii) ‘taker-maker’ (or ‘inverted fee’ model). The former consists in charging a fee to takers and rebating a fraction of this fee to makers when their orders execute. Taker-maker pricing does the opposite. In either case, the net trading fee earned per trade by the trading platform is the difference between the fee and the rebate (per share or ad valorem). For instance, Cboe NL (one trading platform for European stocks operated by Cboe) charges a baseline take fee of 0.325 basis points and offers a baseline rebate of 0.1 basis points on limit orders.\textsuperscript{210} As explained previously (Section 4.3.3), the net fee earned by exchanges per share is small (and sometimes even negative due to rebates).\textsuperscript{211} However, given the volume of trading in stock markets, make and take fees result in significant transfers from takers to makers or vice versa.

\textsuperscript{208} European Commission (2017). In comparison to the United States, there are very few academic studies of the European corporate bond market due to a lack of available data. It is therefore difficult to assess the long run evolution of trading costs in this market. In contrast, post trade data for trades in the US corporate bond market are available from the TRACE dataset set, going back to 2002. This has generated several empirical studies on this market (for a survey, see Bessembinder et al., 2020).

\textsuperscript{209} See Spatt (2020). Former SEC Commissioner Robert Jackson notes that “exchanges [...] have developed puzzling practices that look nothing like the competitive marketplaces investors deserve” (see “Unfair Exchange: The State of America’s Stock Markets”, 19 September 2018).

\textsuperscript{210} See https://www.cboe.com/europe/equities/support/price_lists/.

\textsuperscript{211} This maybe the case because trading platforms want to build up market shares; see for instance, the fee schedule of MEMX (https://info.memxtrading.com/fee-schedule/), a new exchange in the United States.
Maker/taker pricing is very controversial. For instance, in its recent proposal to run a pilot experiment to analyse the effects of make and take fees, the SEC notes that: “In recent years this area has attracted considerable attention and generated significant debate, focusing on the effects, both positive and negative, that exchange transaction-based pricing models may have on market quality and execution quality, with some commenters advocating action by the Commission.”

The debate over make/take fees often commingles two issues that are in fact distinct: (i) the level of the net fee earned by exchanges per trade (a transaction cost for both parties in a trade), and (ii) the breakdown of this fee between makers and takers. Raising the net fee increases the cost of trading and should therefore result in a smaller demand for trading services (trading volume). In contrast, the effect of changing the allocation of this fee between makers and takers, holding the net fee constant, is less clear and not well understood. For regulation of make and take fees, it is this effect that needs to be discussed.

At first glance, it seems natural that competing limit order book markets give rebates to makers because, to attract market orders, a limit order market must first attract limit orders (market orders cannot execute if the limit order book is empty). However, the reverse holds as well – traders are more likely to submit limit orders to a platform if these orders have a high likelihood of execution, (i.e., the platform attracts market orders). Given this chicken and egg problem, it is unclear whether one should subsidise makers or takers. In fact, per the same intuition that tax incidence should be neutral, the make/take fee breakdown should be irrelevant (i.e., without effects on allocations of the asset and trading volume) if makers can adjust their quotes to neutralise the effect of the make fee (and takers account for take fees in their trading decisions).

For instance, a larger rebate for makers should lead them to post more competitive prices, up to the point where the prices of trading cum fees are unchanged. To explain why make and take fees are used in reality, one must therefore identify frictions that hinder the neutralisation of make and take fees and why, in this case, charging different fees for makers and takers is optimal for a trading platform.

---

212 See SEC (2019, p.6). See also “Court deals blow to SEC in battle with exchanges over fees,” Financial Times, 16 June 2020.
213 It is clear that investors would benefit from smaller net trading fees. The question is whether they would also benefit from a regulation of the breakdown of this fee.
214 See Angel et al. (2011) and Colliard and Foucault (2012). Colliard and Foucault (2012) show that the neutrality of the make/take fee breakdown holds even with multiple competing platforms (that is, rebates for makers cannot be explained by platforms’ desire to steer makers away from their competitors). In their model, competition drives the total fee earned by trading platforms to zero (the marginal cost of matching buy and sell orders) but the breakdown of the fee between makers and takers remains neutral for investors’ welfare and trading platforms’ profits.
215 Testing the hypothesis that the make/take fee breakdown is neutral is difficult because changes in make and take fees often entail a change in the net fee charged by an exchange (which is not neutral). Di Maggio et al. (2021) use data on orders submitted by a large asset manager to measure actual trading costs net of fees for these orders. They conclude that net trading costs in their sample are independent of the choice of the trading venue and therefore consistent with neutrality. Using a change in make and take fees for Canadian stocks, Malinova and Park (2015) find that for stocks for which the total fee does not change, the cum fee bid-ask spread does not change (which is also consistent with neutrality; see Colliard and Foucault (2012)).
The theory of two-sided markets offers an interesting framework to study this problem.\textsuperscript{216} A market is ‘two-sided’ if an intermediary can maximise trading volume (and therefore revenues) by differentiating the fees charged for transactions between two ‘sides’ (two different types of parties in a transaction, for example merchants and consumers in a credit card transaction), holding the total fee earned in a transaction constant. For a market to be two-sided, the trading partners must be unable to neutralise a change in the fee breakdown by adjusting the transaction price and there must be some cross-network externalities between the two sides.\textsuperscript{217} The differentiation of fees between each side is a way to maximise volume by optimally harnessing these externalities.

In the case of limit order markets, one can interpret makers and takers as two different sides and price discreteness (the fact that traders must position their quotes on a pre-set grid) prevents makers from fully neutralising a change in the make/take fee breakdown. Moreover, the speed at which makers replenish the limit order book after a trade depends on their belief regarding the arrival intensity of marketable orders and vice versa, which gives rise to a cross-sided externality.\textsuperscript{218} In this context, Foucault et al. (2013b) show that it can be optimal for a platform to give rebates to makers or takers, depending on the economic environment (thus, both the maker/taker pricing model and the inverted model can be optimal for the platform).\textsuperscript{219} In their theory, maker/taker pricing enhances welfare in two ways. First, it enables the platform to increase the rate at which gains from trades are exploited by better balancing liquidity supply and demand. Second, the differentiation of fees between makers and takers enables trades that could not otherwise happen due to price discreteness (e.g., when differences in traders’ valuations are smaller than the tick size). Thus, maker/taker pricing can be beneficial both to exchanges (it increases trading volume) and investors.

Other institutional features than price discreteness can also explain why, in reality, the breakdown of make and take fees is not neutral. In the United States, the Order Protection Rule (described in Section 4.2.2) is based on quotes net of fees. For instance, incoming buy market orders must be routed to the platform posting the best ask price net of fee even if, after accounting for the take fee (called ‘access fee’ in the United States), the price paid by the buyer is larger than on another platform. Thus, the Order Protection Rule distorts price competition (which requires consumers to buy from the firm posting the best ‘all-in’ price) and effectively incentivises platforms to offer rebates to makers. However, the Order Protection Rule cannot be the sole explanation for the popularity of

\textsuperscript{216} Rochet and Tirole (2003).
\textsuperscript{217} See Rochet and Tirole (2003) (in particular Section 8).
\textsuperscript{218} See Sojli et al. (2018) for supporting evidence.
\textsuperscript{219} Chao et al. (2019) build on the same intuition (i.e., that with price discreteness, make and take fees are not neutral) to show that make and take fees can also be used by competing exchanges to vertically differentiate and sustain non-competitive total fees. Interestingly, in their theory, the competing exchanges play mixed strategies when choosing their make and take fees. This results in dispersion of make and take fees across exchanges, even though their net fees are similar, as is observed in reality.
maker/taker pricing. Indeed, the practice began long before the Order Protection Rule became effective (Island was the first electronic platform to offer rebates to makers in the early 1990s in the United States) and European exchanges also differentiate make and take fees even though there is no Order Protection Rule in Europe.

Another salient feature of trading platforms’ pricing schedules is their complexity, with pricing tiers that depend on a myriad of characteristics. This complexity might be a way for trading platforms to exert market power, either via price discrimination or via ‘obfuscation’, i.e., by making investors’ search for the best price more difficult (quoted prices are posted gross of fees and therefore do not represent actual prices paid by investors).

Finally, in reality, brokers, who are often in charge of routing decisions, do not pass through the fees they pay to (or rebates they receive from) exchanges. Thus, clients have no incentives to account for these fees in their trading decisions (e.g., the price of their limit orders) while brokers have an incentive to route orders to the trading platforms offering the largest rebates for these orders, even if this is not in their client’s best interest. Thus, maker/taker pricing can aggravate agency issues between brokers and their clients (one frequent grievance about make and take fees).

To sum up, banning make and take fees does not seem justified as (i) they may enhance market quality in the presence of price discreteness, and (ii) it is not clearly established (theoretically or empirically) that they lead to excessive profits for exchanges. However, policymakers should push for a simplification of exchanges’ tariffs, as the extreme complexity of make and take fees schedules makes investors’ routing decisions more difficult and less informed. Moreover, brokers should disclose information on rebates (fees) they receive (pay to) from platforms. This would give investors the information needed to assess whether brokers’ routing decisions are distorted by rebates and would encourage brokers to pass to their clients the rebates and fees received from or paid to exchanges. Last, maker/taker pricing distorts price competition when combined with the Order Protection Rule. Thus, the case against make and take fees seems stronger in the context of US equity markets than in the case of European equity markets.

220 See Spatt (2020) and RBC Capital Market (2018). For instance, RBC Capital Market (2018) identifies 3,762 factors that determine the fees charged and rebates offered by US exchanges and conclude that this suggests that fees are “are tailored and offered on a bespoke basis”.

221 See Spatt (2020).


223 See Battalio et al. (2016) for evidence.

4.4.1.2 Pricing of market data

The sale of market data has become an important source of revenues for exchanges (see Section 4.3.3), triggering fierce debates regarding the pricing of this data, both in the United States and in Europe.\(^{225}\) Users (in particular, institutional investors and brokers) complain that exchanges charge supra-competitive data fees, while exchanges respond that transforming and distributing raw data is valuable to market participants but costly. Moreover, they argue the market for data is competitive because investors can choose to buy data from many different providers.\(^{226}\)

The demand for market data is less elastic than the demand for trading services for at least two reasons. First, the data feeds from different platforms are imperfect substitutes. For instance, for latency arbitrage, HFTs need data on all platforms on which a security is traded. Moreover, data feeds from different platforms, even for the same asset, provide different information because they reflect different trades (e.g., observing that 100 shares are purchased on platform A only does not convey the same signal as observing that, in aggregate, 300 shares are sold on platforms A and B). Last to deliver best execution, brokers must have a complete view of trading conditions for a security and cannot therefore just buy market data from a subset of all platforms on which a security is traded.

Second, there is more scope for product differentiation in the market for data than in the market for trading services. Trading platforms differentiate their market data offering along three dimensions: (i) usage, (ii) granularity and (iii) latency (e.g., colocation with different speeds of access to data). For instance, in Europe, equity trading platforms sell ‘display’ data and ‘non-display’ data packages. Buyers of the former can only display market data (e.g., the best quotes for a stock) on their terminals. In contrast, buyers of ‘non-display’ packages can use the data for automated trading and secondary (e.g., statistical) analysis. Naturally, the second type of data, required for algorithmic trading, is more expensive. In addition, trading platforms offer data feeds with increasing levels of granularity, with fees increasing with the richness of the content.\(^{227}\) The least granular level provides information only on best bid and ask quotes and transactions, while the most granular data provides information on the entire limit order book.

These features suggest that trading platforms can relax competition in the market for data via product differentiation and price discrimination. Moreover, exchanges have an incentive to maintain a high fee for market data because the value of market data decreases with the number of users. Indeed, the informational advantage gained by observing real-time data declines as more investors get access to the same data.\(^{228}\) As

---


226 Controversies about market data and its ownership in securities markets are not new, which shows their importance for market participants and exchanges. See Mulherin et al. (1992) for an historical account of how the NYSE asserted its property rights on prices set on the NYSE over the 19th century.

227 See Oxera (2019) for estimates of these fees for European exchanges.

228 More generally, the value of a private signal in securities markets decline with the number of investors observing this signal; see Grossman and Stiglitz (1980).
a result, trading profits from fast access to market data (e.g., co-location), and therefore willingness to pay for real-time data, decline when more investors buy this data. Thus, it is optimal for exchanges to limit demand (with a high fee) and recover a fraction of the informational rents earned by those buying the data via high data fees. However, this pricing strategy creates informational asymmetries between those who choose to buy the data and those who don’t, which ultimately harms liquidity, price discovery and the cost of capital.

In sum, trading platforms have more market power in the market for data than in the market for trading services. Not only does this raise investors’ cost of trading, but it also harms market quality (liquidity and price discovery) and can raise the cost of capital. Thus, regulatory intervention in this area seems warranted. One possibility is to cap the price for market data. However, calibrating this cap is not easy without detailed information about the cost of collecting and disseminating data for exchanges. If the cap is too low relative to the costs incurred by exchanges, there is a risk that they will stop distributing data, which can be worse for market quality than a situation in which only a fraction of investors buys real-time data. This calls for an audit of actual costs borne by exchanges in ‘producing’ data. Another possibility is to reduce the latency with which trading platforms must make their data available at low cost for investors. Indeed, a smaller latency reduces informational asymmetries between those buy fast data feeds and those who don’t, which improves market quality.

In any case, it would also be important to assess the extent of cross-subsidisation between the market for data and the market for trading services. It is possible that exchanges implicitly rebate their revenues from market data to investors via lower trading fees (see Section 4.3.3). If so, a lower price for market data could have the (undesirable) effect of raising the price of trading services.

4.4.1.3 Consolidated tape

Transparency in securities markets requires dissemination of information about quotes (pre-trade transparency) and transactions (post-trade transparency), in particular transaction prices and trade sizes. This often requires consolidation of data from different trading platforms where an asset is traded or different liquidity suppliers (e.g., in OTC markets). A timely consolidated tape is key for the functioning of securities markets. It reduces liquidity suppliers’ market power and information asymmetries, and enables market participants to make optimal order submission choices in fragmented markets.
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229 See Cespa and Foucault (2014a) for a formal analysis.
230 See Cespa and Foucault (2014a) and Easley et al. (2016).
231 The debate on the pricing of market data suffers from the lack of transparency about these costs. IEX (2019) (see Figure 1 in this paper) compares the annual cost for IEX (a small US exchange that does not sell data) to provide 10 gigabit connectivity to one physical port, order entry access to one session, and depth of book market data with the annual fees IEX is invoiced for such equivalent services by NYSE, Nasdaq, and Cboe exchanges in the United States. Markups charged by IEX’s competitors appears large. To our knowledge, no such estimates are available for European exchanges.
233 See, for instance, Chapter 8 in Foucault et al. (2013a) and Foucault et al. (2010).
Surprisingly, there is as yet no consolidated tape in EU equity and bond markets. MiFID II requires that all trades taking place in RMs, MTFs or in SIs (see Section 4.3.1) must be reported to a trading venue or an ‘approved publication arrangement’ (APA). These systems must then make this data available free of charge after 15 minutes. These obligations were designed with the expectation that they would allow the emergence of commercial consolidated tape providers (CTPs). However, this has not been the case.\(^{234}\)

The US experience suggests that a CTP in European capital markets will not happen without a regulatory push. In 1975, the SEC required the creation of a consolidated system for quotes and transactions reporting in equity markets. Pursuant to this mandate, US exchanges report trade and quote data to ‘securities information processors’ (SIPs), which disseminate consolidated data (the best bid and offer prices for a stock across all exchanges and last trade reports) to the public with a very small delay relative to exchanges’ proprietary data feeds (less than a few milliseconds in today’s markets). In fixed income markets, mandatory reporting of trade prices and sizes began in 2002 for corporate bonds via the Trade Reporting and Compliance Engine (TRACE) operated by the Financial Industry Regulatory Authority (FINRA), and in 2005 for municipal bonds (via the EMMA system of the MSRB) with a 15-minute delay. This obligation was then subsequently extended to structured products such as mortgage-backed securities (MBSs) and asset-backed securities (ABSs). A noteworthy exception are treasury markets, in which there is still no consolidated tape.

Several empirical studies show that the dissemination of post-trade information in US fixed income markets has significantly reduced transaction costs for investors and the cost of debt for issuers.\(^{235}\) Yet, despite this benefit, the consolidated tape did not emerge until it was mandated by regulators. One possible reason is that post-trade transparency increases competition in liquidity supply, which reduces dealers’ incentives to push for systems providing such transparency.\(^{236}\)

EU policymakers are considering various options to achieve a CTP.\(^{237}\) One important consideration is the speed of dissemination of consolidated data relative to real-time data. According to MiFID II, a CTP must make data free of charge after 15 minutes. In principle, this does not prevent a CTP from disseminating consolidated data more quickly (as SIPs do in the United States), which appears desirable since latencies in information dissemination impair market quality (see above). However, this is a contentious point. In equity markets, exchanges have little incentive to advocate a
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\(^{234}\) See ESMA (2019).

\(^{235}\) See Bessembinder et al. (2020) for a survey of the effect of TRACE on trading costs in bond markets and Brugier et al. (2021) for an analysis of the effect of post trade transparency on the cost of debt.

\(^{236}\) As dealers are also important data buyers and contributors (see Figure 10 in “The rising cost of European fixed income market data”, AFME, February 2022), data vendors also have reduced incentives to develop systems providing consolidated information.

\(^{237}\) See European Commission (2021a)
consolidated tape with a short latency as this would reduce profits from data sales.\textsuperscript{238} In bond markets, dealers often argue that delaying the publication of trades helps them to manage their inventory risk and therefore charge smaller bid-ask spreads and that, as a result, too fast dissemination of post-trade data would hurt liquidity.\textsuperscript{239} Evidence based on US bond markets does not support this argument (see above). One way to assess whether there is ground for dealers’ concern in the case of European bond markets would be to run pilot experiments (like those used by the SEC for assessing the effects of post-trade transparency in US bond markets)\textsuperscript{240} in which different latency regimes would be used for bonds that are otherwise comparable. Such experiments would generate the data required to assess whether delays in the dissemination of consolidated trading information harm or improve liquidity, while controlling for confounding factors.

4.4.2 Are electronic markets too fast?

Latency arbitrage is a source of adverse selection for liquidity suppliers (see Section 4.3.2), which ultimately raises the cost of trading and reduces market participants’ welfare.\textsuperscript{241} This negative externality is not specific to high-frequency trading. Investors who collect and process (‘produce’) information to obtain private signals on asset payoffs also raise adverse selection costs. However, in trading on their information, they also make asset prices more informative (closer to fundamentals). This has benefits for society (for example, it contributes to a better allocation of capital and can help firms to make better investment decisions).\textsuperscript{242} In this case, the increased cost of trading due to private information is the cost that society pays for informative capital markets. In contrast, traders who react to public information such as a macroeconomic announcement a split second before others do not produce any new information; they just reduce by a few seconds the time it takes for prices to reflect existing information.\textsuperscript{243} Thus, the social benefits of latency arbitrage in terms of price discovery are likely to be small relative to its

\textsuperscript{238} In US equity markets, off-exchange trades are reported to the consolidated tape (the public) in thousands of microseconds, while on exchange trades are reported in tens of microseconds (Ernst et al., 2021). These are arguably extremely short latencies (much shorter than European regulators are considering for the consolidated tape). Yet, as shown by Ernst et al. (2021), the greater latency for the reporting of off-exchange trades creates significant informational asymmetries between the parties to off-exchange trades and the rest of the participants. As pointed out by Ernst et al. (2021), the speed of reporting of off-exchange trades is controlled by US exchanges, which chose not to incorporate these trades in the fastest data feed. This highlights exchanges’ lack of incentives to reduce the latency with which market data becomes public information.

\textsuperscript{239} For instance, echoing this view, in its position paper on the post trade transparency regime for the EU corporate bond market, ICMA (2021, p. 4) states: “In illiquid markets, especially those that rely on market-makers as the principal source of liquidity, prices can be extremely sensitive to information dissemination [...] Such information leakage creates risk both for the liquidity provider and the liquidity taker [...] Accordingly too much transparency can have adverse effects on market efficiency and liquidity, either forcing liquidity providers to adjust their pricing [...] or amplifying market moves [...]”.

\textsuperscript{240} See Goldstein et al. (2007).

\textsuperscript{241} See Biais et al. (2015).

\textsuperscript{242} See Bond et al. (2012).

\textsuperscript{243} Hirshleifer (1971) distinguishes between ‘foreknowledge’, i.e., information about a state that, in due time, will be known to all and ‘discovery’, i.e., the production of information that would not be known without active human intervention. High-frequency traders make investments in foreknowledge, not discovery. The latter is more useful for society than the former.
costs, which include adverse selection costs and investments in fast trading technologies. These investments are privately optimal, but they are likely to be socially excessive because high-frequency trading firms do not internalise the effect their investment on the cost of trading.\textsuperscript{244}

To alleviate this problem, one needs to find ways to reduce investors’ private incentives to be fast. A ban on high-frequency trading is too harsh because, as discussed in Section 4.3.2, there are benefits from high-frequency trading and latency arbitrage is only one amongst many strategies used by HFTs. Complicating things, not all forms of latency arbitrage are toxic. Indeed, latency arbitrage does not only consist in reacting fast to public news. Latency arbitrageurs also take advantage of short-lived deviations from the law of one price. Maybe the most obvious case is when the bid price for a stock on one platform is temporarily above the offer price for the same stock on another platform (see Section 4.3.2). Another case is when the prices of derivatives on the same underlying (e.g., an ETF and a futures on the S&P500) deviate from each other. These opportunities are very short-lived and quickly corrected by latency arbitrageurs.\textsuperscript{245}

Such arbitrage opportunities occur in two instances. In the first case ('asynchronous reaction to news'), some new information arrives and liquidity suppliers in one market (say, A) are faster in updating their quotes than in the other market (say, B). In this case, quotes in market B are stale and if a fast trader picks off these quotes before they get cancelled, liquidity suppliers in market B are adversely selected. In the second case ('price pressure'), liquidity demand in one market (say, A) temporarily distorts the price in this market relative to the price in the other market (B), which creates an arbitrage opportunity. Doing so, fast arbitrageurs act as cross-market market-makers (they buy the asset in market B and sell it in market A), which is beneficial for all parties.\textsuperscript{246}

Thus, latency arbitrageurs’ aggregate profits are likely to overestimate the adverse selection costs of latency arbitrage because a fraction of these profits is in fact compensation for liquidity provision.\textsuperscript{247} A more accurate estimate of these costs requires considering only latency arbitrageurs’ aggregate profits earned in exploiting arbitrage

\textsuperscript{244} See Biais et al. (2015) or Budish et al. (2015). In these theories, each trader is free to invest in a fast-trading technology or not (there is no monopolist access to this technology) and, in equilibrium, investment in the fast trading technology is excessive relative to the social optimum. In Biais et al. (2015), as the number of traders with fast access to information (e.g., via colocation) increases, the social cost of latency arbitrage (missed gains from trade due to bid-ask spreads) increases because adverse selection costs and therefore bid-ask spreads increase (traders with valuations falling with bid and ask prices optimally choose not to trade, even though they would in a frictionless market).

\textsuperscript{245} See, for instance, Budish et al. (2015) or Wah (2016) for evidence.

\textsuperscript{246} This benefit of arbitrage is highlighted by the literature on limits to arbitrage (see Gromb and Vayanos, 2010, for a survey), which portrays arbitrageurs as liquidity suppliers. For instance, Gromb and Vayanos (2002, p. 362) write: “arbitrage activity benefits all investors [...] because through their trading, arbitrageurs [...] supply liquidity to the market.” Researchers in this area have often considered arbitrage opportunities that take days or even months to be corrected. However, arbitrage opportunities due to transient price pressures also arise at much smaller timescales. For instance, Foucault et al. (2017) study triangular arbitrage opportunities in FX markets. These opportunities are short-lived (they last less than 1 second), frequent, and exploited by latency arbitrageurs. Many (about 52% in their sample) are due to price pressure rather than asynchronous price reactions to new information.

\textsuperscript{247} Latency arbitrageurs’ gross profits correspond to their counterparties aggregate cost of trading with arbitrageurs. Therefore, if latency arbitrage only consists in picking off stale quotes, these profits in aggregate must be equal to aggregate adverse selection costs borne by other market participants when they trade with latency arbitrageurs.
opportunities due to delayed price adjustment to news (‘toxic arbitrage opportunities’). To do so empirically, one must sort arbitrage opportunities into two categories – toxic and non-toxic – which is difficult since the origin of arbitrage opportunities (delayed price adjustment to news or transient price pressures) is not directly observed.248

Latency arbitrageurs’ annual profits on the NYSE, BATS and Nasdaq have been estimated at about $2.8 billion per year,249 or 0.53 basis points of total US equity market capitalisation in 2021.250 Is this large? One point of comparison is the total cost of active asset management, which can be seen as the ‘tax’ paid by society for informative markets (active asset managers produce information to obtain superior average returns). This cost has been estimated at 67 basis points per year of total market capitalisation (from 1980 to 2006).251 Relative to this cost, the ‘latency arbitrage tax’ (0.53 basis points of total market capitalisation) appears small, even more so as, as explained previously, a fraction of this ‘tax’ is a payment for liquidity provision.252

Regulating latency arbitrage is challenging for at least two reasons. First, high-frequency trading firms have many different strategies, some beneficial for liquidity (e.g., market-making and non-toxic arbitrage) and some harmful (toxic arbitrage). Regulatory interventions (e.g., changes in market design) must ensure that they do not throw the baby out with the bath water. This is not easy. For instance, MiFID II requires trading platforms to have limits on order-to-trade ratios (the number of unexecuted orders relative to the trading volume). Such restrictions penalise both latency arbitrageurs (the intended effect) and liquidity suppliers (an unintended effect) because the latter need to frequently cancel their quotes, both to manage inventory risks and to avoid being picked off. Thus, the net effect of limits on order-to-trade ratios on market quality is unclear, and potentially negative.253 Second, policymakers’ attention to latency arbitrage, and attendant regulatory interventions, should be commensurate with the size of social costs due to latency arbitrage, which, relative to other costs of informed trading, seem modest (see above). More research is therefore needed to estimate the overall social costs of latency arbitrage to properly calibrate regulatory interventions.254 In particular, in performing this estimation, it is important to recognise that not all trades by latency arbitrageurs generate adverse selection costs (see above).

248 See Foucault et al. (2017) for an empirical method to separate toxic from non-toxic arbitrage opportunities.
249 See Table XVII in Aquilina et al. (2022).
250 The total market capitalisation of Nasdaq and NYSE was $52.3 trillion in 2021 (source: Statista).
252 To fully assess the cost of latency races to society one should also account for technological investments made by latency arbitrageurs. For instance, over the period 2015-2020, Virtu (one major high frequency trading firm) paid a total amount of $US870.6 million for “communication and data processing” (source: Virtu 10-Ks). But this cost is not paid only to get an edge in latency races (either to pick off stale quotes or get protection against this risk). These investments are necessary for Virtu to manage inventory risks etc.
253 For instance, Korajczyk and Murphy (2019) find that HFT market-makers have a much higher order-to-trade ratios than institutional investors in their sample (33 versus 4) and that an increase in fees on order-to-trade ratios lead to a significant increase in trading costs for small institutions in their sample because liquidity suppliers widen their bid-ask spreads as they get less ability to adjust their quotes in the face of informed trading.
254 The relative importance of toxic and non-toxic arbitrage opportunities could vary across asset classes and maybe over time as well.
Two proposals to curb latency arbitrage have retained attention: (i) frequent batch auctions (FBAs) and (ii) speed bumps. The FBA proposal is to replace continuous limit order books markets with auctions that would be conducted at very high frequency (e.g., every few milliseconds) but at discrete points in time. This would change the design of existing markets in three ways: (i) trading would take place only at discrete points in time rather than continuously; (ii) orders would be processed in batch rather than serially; and (iii) all orders executed in a given auction would execute at the same price (the auction clearing price) rather than possibly different prices (batch auctions are uniform price auctions while continuous limit order books are discriminatory auctions). In their model, Budish et al. (2015) show that the first feature considerably reduces the incentive to gain tiny speed advantages relative to other traders, while the second encourages competition on prices rather than speed. Thus, frequent batch auctions eliminate excessive investment in speed and result in smaller trading costs. One open question is whether the possibility for traders to place multi-unit orders could overturn this conclusion. This question is important since the auction literature shows that uniform multi-unit auctions can, depending on the environment, result in less competitive bids than discriminatory auctions.

Speed bumps call for a more modest change in market design. A speed bump introduces a small delay between the moment at which an order is received by a trading platform and the moment at which it is processed (e.g., filled, cancelled or added to the queue of limit orders) by the platform. This delay can be (i) deterministic or randomised, and (ii) symmetric (applied to all orders) or asymmetric (only for market orders). IEX (a US equity exchange) was the first trading venue to implement a (symmetric and deterministic) speed bump in October 2013, which delays all orders by 350 nanoseconds. Thomson Reuters (for its EBS trading platform), TSX Alpha Exchange (a Canadian equity trading platform) and Eurex (a derivatives trading platform) introduced asymmetric randomised speed bumps in 2015, 2016, and 2019, respectively.

Intuitively, a symmetric deterministic speed bump does not change the relative likelihood of winning latency races for a trader (as it handicaps all participants by the same delay). Thus, it does not change traders’ expected payoffs and should therefore have no effects on liquidity and investments in fast trading technologies. In contrast, asymmetric speed bumps ‘handicap’ only latency arbitrageurs without preventing liquidity suppliers from quickly cancelling or updating their limit orders. Thus, they reduce latency arbitrageurs’

---

255 Budish et al. (2015).
256 Alrich and Lopez Vargas (2019) implement Budish et al.’s (2015) framework experimentally and confirm that batch auctions reduce both investment in a fast trading technology and trading costs.
relative likelihood of winning a latency race, everything else equal. They are therefore more likely to reduce overinvestment in fast trading technologies and the exposure to the risk of being picked off for liquidity suppliers.\(^{258}\) Thus, asymmetric speed bumps might be a simple market design solutions to alleviate the costs of latency arbitrage.

### 4.4.3 Is there too much dark trading?

Over the last decade, the volume of ‘dark trading’ (dark pools and internalisation) has increased markedly in European and US equity markets (see Section 4.3.1.1), an evolution which has attracted policymakers’ attention.\(^{259}\)

The growth of dark pools is driven by institutional investors’ specific trading needs. To minimise price impacts, these investors split their orders over time (see Section 4.3.2). However, in lit markets, this strategy exposes them to the risk that other traders can infer their trading intentions from the footprints their trades leave in transaction records. Dark pools offer a solution to this problem because their opacity reduces the risk of information leakage (in particular, unfilled orders submitted to dark pools are never disclosed). Moreover, in some dark pools, orders are ‘crossed’ (filled against other orders) at some pre-determined reference price (e.g., the midpoint) and therefore have no (apparent) price impact. However, order execution in dark pools is not guaranteed (for example, if there is an excess of buy orders in a dark pool, some buy orders cannot be executed). Thus, in allocating their orders between dark pools and lit markets, institutional investors face a trade-off between price impacts and information leakage costs (smaller in dark pools) and the cost of non-execution (larger in dark pools).

The cost of non-execution is higher for more urgent trades, in particular trades exploiting short-lived private information. Thus, one expects dark pools to be relatively more attractive for uninformed traders and therefore to steer uninformed orders away from lit markets.\(^{260}\) This effect increases the informativeness of trades in the lit market (relative to the case without dark trading), which improves price discovery. The flip side is that adverse selection costs in lit markets become larger since the fraction of uninformed trades in these markets decline. Empirical findings are consistent with this scenario. Degryse et al. (2015) use data for large and mid-cap Dutch stocks from 2007 to 2009 (i.e., after the suppression of the concentration rule in the European Union) and find
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\(^{258}\) See Khapko and Zoican (2021) for experimental evidence that confirm these effects. Field evidence on speed bumps using field data is scarce.

\(^{259}\) See, for example, a 2014 speech by Mary Jo White, SEC Chair at the time, in which she stated that: “We must continue to examine whether dark trading volume is approaching a level that risks seriously undermining the quality of price discovery provided by lit venues”.

\(^{260}\) See Zhu (2014). Menkveld et al. (2017) show empirically that institutional investors submit orders whose execution is less urgent to dark pools first. Degryse et al. (2009) and Buti et al. (2017) consider models without asymmetric information in which traders with heterogeneous valuations for an asset can trade this asset in a dark pool or a transparent trading venue, a competitive dealer market in Degryse et al. (2009) and a limit order market in Buti et al. (2017). They both compare equilibrium outcomes (allocations, prices, investors’ welfare, etc.) in a market structure with and without a dark pool. Degryse et al. (2009) show that the dark pool improves traders aggregate welfare only when the dealers’ bid-ask spread is large enough (the dark pool enables traders with valuations within dealers’ bid-ask spread to realise gains from trade) while Buti et al. (2017) find that aggregate investors’ welfare, and the limit order book depth, is always smaller.
that consolidated depth across trading venues for these stocks is negatively related to the volume of dark trading for these stocks. Using data from the Australian Stock Exchange (ASX), Comerton-Forde and Putniņš (2015) find that the informativeness of trades and bid-ask spreads on this market increases with the share of dark trading in ASX stocks. In sum, by diverting uninformed order flow from lit markets, dark trading can exert a negative externality on participants in lit markets. As investors submitting orders to dark pools have no incentives to internalise this effect, dark trading is likely to be excessive relative to what is socially optimal.

In recent years, regulators in Australia (in 2013), Canada (in 2012) and the European Union (in 2018) have set up restrictions on trading in dark pools. In particular, MiFID II has introduced a highly contentious ‘double volume caps’ rule, which specifies that the trading volume in dark pools for a given stock cannot exceed (over a 12-month rolling period) a pre-specified fraction of its total trading volume, set at 4% for a single dark pool and 8% across all dark pools. When these thresholds are crossed for a stock, trading in dark pools is suspended for six months. Empirical studies suggest that these caps did not have any effect on liquidity and institutional investors’ trading costs.261 The reason is that the latter responded to bans on dark trading by using close substitutes to dark pools to execute their trades in banned stocks, namely (i) periodic and closing batch auctions run by exchanges; (ii) ‘large-in-scale’ (LIS) orders, which are block trades defined as trades whose size exceeds a stock specific threshold, based on annual turnover; or (iii) SIs. LIS orders are exempted from pre-trade transparency requirements, while pre-trade transparency is limited in batch auctions (indicative clearing prices and volumes are disseminated before the auction actually takes place, but no information on individual orders is revealed) and trades with SIs (see Section 4.3.1). Thus, these mechanisms also enable investors to reduce the risk of information leakage.

This response highlights one problem with the EU approach to limit dark trading. This approach targets one type of mechanism (dark pool), but there are other ways for traders to trade in the dark (e.g., SIs or LIS orders in the European Union). It is not clear why one should be more wary of dark pools than other forms of dark trading. In fact, in the European Union (and the United States), the market share of internalised trades is large262 relative to the market share of dark pools (which now cannot exceed 8% in the European Union). Policymakers should therefore focus on internalisation as well, as it may also harm the liquidity of lit markets for several reasons. First, internalisation can be used by dealers to cream-skim uninformed orders.263 Cream-skimming increases the fraction of

261 Neumeier et al. (2021) use data on large orders placed by institutional investors in U.K. stocks to assess the effects of the double-volume cap on institutional investors’ trading costs. They find a negative relationship between institutional investors’ trading costs and the fraction of their orders executed in dark pools, confirming that dark trading is an important tool for trading cost management. However, they do not find that the ban on trading in dark pools for stocks breaching the double volume caps raises institutional investors’ trading costs in these stocks. Johann et al. (2019) obtain similar findings for a broader set of European stocks. That is, they also observe a reallocation of trading for banned stocks from dark pools to trading mechanisms with limited pre-trade transparency. In addition, they find no effect of the ban on liquidity, maybe due to this reallocation.

262 Twenty percent in 2018 according to ESMA; see also Section 4.3.1.1.

263 See Easley et al. (1996).
informed trades in lit markets and therefore trading costs in these markets, very much like dark pools do by attracting uninformed trades (see above). Another problem is that there is limited price competition for internalised orders, which can also raise trading costs for these orders. Last, internalisers benefit from a last mover advantage: they can step in front of displayed limit orders and execute large orders selectively after observing their size. This possibility also can potentially harm liquidity. Regulators should therefore assess the effects of internalisation (there is a lack of recent empirical studies on this topic, especially in for EU capital markets) and consider regulating dark trading as a whole rather than by parts.

Batch auctions appear to be close substitutes to dark pools for institutional investors. However, these auctions offer some form of pre-trade transparency and can be more easily integrated in lit markets than internalisation (in fact, in the European Union, trading in batch auctions is counted as part of the trading volume in lit markets). Thus, batch auctions strike a better balance between the social benefit of pre-trade transparency and the cost of information leakage and price impacts for institutional investors than other forms of dark trading. Their development should therefore be encouraged.

4.4.4 Does electronic trading make securities markets more fragile?

A last concern is that electronic trading could make securities markets fragile, by making them more exposed to (i) operational risks and (ii) sudden short-lived evaporation of market liquidity coinciding with extreme price movements (‘flash crashes’).

4.4.4.1 Operational risks

The rise of algorithmic and electronic trading exposes trading firms and trading platforms to technological failures and ‘fat finger’ errors. Examples of such problems abound in recent years. Maybe the most striking example is the demise of Knight Capital after losing about $460 million in a single day due to faulty algorithms. Up to then, Knight Capital had been one of the largest market-making firms in the United States. On 1 August 2012, before the market opening, Knight Capital engineers forgot to disable a particular functionality used to test the firm’s smart routers, preventing its algorithms from recognising whether orders sent for execution were filled or not. As a result, the algorithms generated millions of buy or sell orders in various stocks, leading Knight Capital to accumulate large unwanted long and short positions in about 150 stocks for a total value of about $7 billion. It was bailed out by various banks after the August 2012 incident and acquired by GETCO in December 2012.
Trading platforms can also experience failures. For instance, BATS Global Markets (now part of Cboe) failed its electronic IPO on 23 March 2012 because of dysfunctions in its trading algorithm. More generally, trading suspensions due to exchanges outages, sometimes lasting several hours, have increased in recent years.\textsuperscript{267} Examples include the Toronto Stock Exchange on 27 February 2020, Deutsche Börse on 14 April, 1 July and 18 August 2020, and Euronext on 19 October 2020. Outages on primary exchanges usually trigger a drop in trading activity on other trading platforms because the primary exchange often leads other venues for price discovery.

To reduce operational risks, regulators require users to check and test their algorithms before going live. For instance, according to the SEC’s regulation Systems Compliance and Integrity Rule (Regulation SCI), exchanges and traders using computerised trading systems must “establish written policies and procedures reasonably designed to ensure that their systems have levels of capacity, integrity, resiliency, availability, and security adequate to maintain their operational capability and promote the maintenance of fair and orderly markets, and that they operate in the manner intended.” MiFID II (Article 48(1)) has even more explicit requirements regarding risk controls in place for algorithmic traders, such as having a ‘kill switch’ function.

However, these regulatory steps might be insufficient to prevent contagion, via domino effects, from algorithm failures. As a preventive measure, regulators should uphold ‘systematically important’ players – those whose algorithm failures could trigger market-wide disruptions, such as trading platforms playing an important role in price discovery or trading firms with a large set of counterparties – to higher standards. In fact, very much as in other industries such as aviation, safety agencies should oversee the technologies used by trading platforms and algorithmic traders to reduce the risk that their failure affects other market participants.

These agencies could also assess the extent to which a trading platform (or its users) is protected against cyberattacks. These are different from other sources of operational risk because they result from the explicit intent of cyber criminals to impair the functioning of securities markets, possibly at large scale. Cyberattacks have been documented for Nasdaq, Cboe and BATS in 2012, the Hong Kong Stock Exchange in 2019, and the New-Zealand Stock Exchange in 2020.\textsuperscript{268} They often took the form of denial of services (as in the case of the New Zealand and Hong Kong exchanges). However, they could also consist in the manipulation of trading platforms’ data feeds or the submission of very large orders, destabilising prices. Given the increased interconnections between markets


\textsuperscript{268} See https://carnegieendowment.org/ for a timeline of such incidents in financial markets.
(see below) and the reliance of trading strategies on real-time market data, such attacks constitute a serious threat. The mere possibility of such attacks can increase the cost of capital to the extent that they increase systemic risk and reduce market participants’ trust in securities markets.269

4.4.4.2 Flash crashes, rallies and liquidity dry-ups
Recent years have witnessed several episodes of sudden liquidity-dry ups coinciding with large price movements that quickly retraced (see Figure 19). For instance, on 6 May 2010, the Dow Jones Industrial Average declined by 9% in a few minutes before rebounding by 5% by the end of the day. The stocks making up the index lost about $1 trillion in market value between 2:30pm and 3:00pm, before bouncing back. According to CFTC and SEC (2010), “[o]ver 20,000 trades across more than 300 securities were executed at prices more than 60% away from their values just moments before. Moreover, many of these trades were executed at prices of a penny or less, or as high as $100,000, before prices of those securities returned to their ‘pre-crash’.”

FIGURE 19 PRICE CHANGES DURING FOUR FLASH CRASHES/RALLIES
Selected historic intraday moves

![Graph showing price changes during four flash crashes/rallies](image)

Source: BIS (2017).

269 See Guiso et al. (2008).
Another example is the US Treasury flash rally on 15 October 2014 (red line in Figure 19). On this day, between 9:33am and 9:45am, the yield on the recently issued ‘on-the-run’ 10-year Treasury security declined by about 37 basis points and then subsequently increased by about 31 basis points. A movement of this size over such a short period of time is highly unusual in US Treasury markets, which are among the most liquid in the world. Yet another example is the flash crash of the British pound on 7 October 2016, during which sterling depreciated by 9% versus the dollar before quickly recovering.

The ETF flash crash of 24 August 2015 (not considered in Figure 19) is another case in point. On this day, at 9:30 am, the price of several US ETFs declined significantly relative to their underlying index. For instance, the SPDR S&P 500 ETF (SPY) experienced one of its largest price changes in the decade, trading momentarily at a 5.2% discount relative to the S&P500. More generally, the 50 largest exchange-traded products (about 40% of all these products) experienced a decline in prices of more than 10%.

These events are noteworthy for (i) their scope (for example, the equity flash crash affected the entire US equity market), (ii) the nature of the affected assets (Treasury markets are viewed as safe and liquid), and (iii) the very short time interval over which they unfolded (which distinguishes them from more traditional crashes, for which recovery can take months or even years). This last feature led analysts to conjecture that algorithmic and high-frequency trading was the cause of this new type of crash. However, the post-mortem analyses of these events by US regulatory agencies do not support this hypothesis. Remarkably, these analyses have not identified a single clear determinant of flash crashes. However, the crashes share several common features, which point to several possible explanations.

- **Non-fundamental crashes.** In each case, extreme price changes cannot be, ex post, attributed to changes in fundamentals (e.g., major news arrivals). For instance, on the day of the Treasury rally, the only important news was the release of retail sales data slightly below expectations. In fact, the quick correction of the initial price shock suggests that these events were not due to fundamental shocks.

- **Large liquidity demand.** These events are also all characterised by a sudden strong imbalance between marketable buy and sell orders (‘liquidity demand’). For instance, the equity flash crash of May 2010 began with the arrival of a very large sell order in the E.mini futures on the S&P500 submitted by “a large fundamental trader (a mutual fund complex)” who “chose to execute this sell program via an
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271 See BIS (2017) and Schroeder et al. (2020).
274 CFTC and SEC (2010), CFTC and SEC (2015), Kirilenko et al. (2017) and Schroeder et al. (2020) do not find significant changes in the behaviour of HFTs during the crashes they study relative to other days. Furthermore, Brogaard et al. (2018) find that when a single stock experiences an extreme price change, HFTs dampen the shock by acting as liquidity providers (but not when multiple stocks are affected).
automated execution algorithm.\textsuperscript{275} In the case of the Treasury flash rally, the sharp increase in the 10-year Treasury price stemmed from sustained buying pressure.\textsuperscript{276} Moreover, during the equity flash crash, the Treasury flash rally and the ETF flash crash, the trading volume in affected markets was abnormally high.\textsuperscript{277}

- **Large contraction in liquidity supply.** In each of these events, there was a sharp decrease in the depth available in the limit order books for the affected securities.\textsuperscript{278} For instance, in the case of the equity flash crash, the buy-side depth of the limit order books for S&P500 constituent stocks dropped to a low of 20% of its value before the crash began.

- **Price and liquidity spillovers.** Finally, these events were also characterised by a quick propagation of the initial shock in one market to other markets. In the case of the equity flash crash, the initial drop in prices of the E.mini futures S&P500 was quickly followed by sharp price movements and increased illiquidity in thousands of securities (stocks and ETFs). In the case of the Treasury flash crash, the initial shock in the 10-year Treasury market propagated to other maturities, Treasury futures, and more generally fixed income markets (e.g., interest rates swaps and options on these swaps). In the case of the ETF flash crash of August 2015, more than 50% of large capitalisation stocks were affected and about 40% of the largest capitalisation ETFs declined by 10% or more.

Several factors, related to recent changes in securities market structures, might be at play. First, coordinating liquidity demand and liquidity supply is difficult in continuous electronic limit order markets. As explained in Section 4.3.5, quoted depth in these markets has declined over time. This is not an issue when liquidity demanders gradually consume available liquidity (by spreading their orders over time) and liquidity suppliers respond by quickly submitting new limit orders after the arrival of market orders, so that the rates at which liquidity is supplied and consumed are balanced. However, a spike in liquidity demand (for example, due to the arrival of an abnormally large market order) over a very short period can trigger large price changes (as the order walks up or down limit order books).\textsuperscript{279} To correct such price pressures, liquidity providers must quickly increase the rate at which they provide liquidity (i.e., submit new limit orders

\textsuperscript{275} See CftC and SEC (2010).
\textsuperscript{276} See CftC and SEC (2015).
\textsuperscript{277} See, for instance, Figures 1.1 and 1.2 in CftC and SEC (2010) for the equity flash crash, Figure 3.1 in CftC and SEC (2015) for the Treasury flash crash and Figure III-7 in SEC (2015) for the ETF Flash crash.
\textsuperscript{279} One question is why sudden large imbalances between buy and sell market orders arise in the absence of non-fundamental shocks. Huang and Wang (2009) show that, in the presence of participation costs, investors who need to sell due to idiosyncratic endowment shocks are more likely to participate to the market than investors who need to buy. As a result, in case of a large shock on investors’ hedging needs, investors’ sell market orders can largely exceed investors’ buy market orders. The order imbalance is absorbed by market makers at a large discount (a compensation for inventory holding risk) relative to the asset fundamental value. This generates both a price and a liquidity crash, even though, in aggregate, investors’ hedging needs are balanced.
Doing so when market order imbalances are large is difficult for various reasons. First, liquidity suppliers must first realise that liquidity demand is stronger than usual and quickly react by moving capital to lean against the resulting price pressure. However, even for high-frequency liquidity suppliers, doing this takes time. Second, whether a large order imbalance is due to a non-fundamental shock (e.g., large hedging need or a ‘fat-finger’ mistake) or a fundamental shock (e.g., news arrival) might not be immediately clear. Given this uncertainty, liquidity suppliers may prefer to ‘wait and see’, putting their trading algorithms on pause. Last, the initial shock may quickly exhaust liquidity suppliers’ risk-bearing capacity, diminishing their ability to absorb further shocks without a significant compensation for risk taking.

A second, related factor is that the nature of intermediaries and their risk-bearing capacity are changing, due to electronification and regulation. In recent years, bank dealers’ risk-bearing capacity has declined due to more stringent regulations after the global financial crisis. In particular, the Volcker Rule reduced dealer banks’ capital commitment in corporate bond markets. Moreover, greater capital requirements have increased the balance-sheet costs of market-making for banks, leading them to focus on high margin activities. The decline in liquidity supply by banks has in part been offset by the entry of new liquidity providers. However, these ‘new market-makers’ (especially high-frequency trading firms) are more lightly capitalised than traditional bank dealers and their business model is based on a quick turnaround of their positions, with tight risk limits. Thus, the aggregate risk-bearing capacity of the market-making sector has declined in recent years.

One way to mitigate this is to encourage all-to-all trading, so that liquidity provision relies less on specialised intermediaries. However, equity trading platforms already allow for all-to-all trading and this did not prevent the 2010 equity flash crash. Thus, even if all-to-all trading is one response, it may not be sufficient. Another response is to use mechanisms that facilitate coordination of their trades between final sellers and buyers to avoid the emergence of large order imbalances over short periods of time. For instance, with periodic batch auctions that operate in parallel with continuous limit order markets (e.g., as in Cboe Europe), market organisers can disseminate information on order imbalances before market clearing. This allows traders who need to quickly trade in large sizes to

280 For instance, Duffie (2010) notes, on p.1237 that: “The arrival of new capital to an investment opportunity can be delayed by fractions of a second in some markets, for example an electronic limit-order-book market for equities”.

281 See Bessembinder et al. (2018) and Bao et al. (2018).

282 See Bessembinder et al. (2018).

283 For instance, Kirilenko et al. (2017) find that, in the days preceding the 2010 equity flash crash, high-frequency market-makers (16 accounts in their data) accounted for 34.82% of the total trading volume in the E.mini S&P500 futures, compared with only 10.49% for non-high-frequency market-makers (189 accounts in their data). Moreover, high-frequency (non-high-frequency) market-makers’ net positions never exceeded 4,000 (1,500) contracts per minute in the E.mini futures on the day of the flash crash, which is far lower than the 75,000 contract sell order that triggered the initial price pressure in this market. CFTC and SEC (2015) reports similar findings for the Treasury flash rally; on the day of the rally, proprietary trading firms accounted for more than 50% of the trading volume in cash and futures on Treasury versus 20% for bank dealers. In addition, there is evidence of concentration of liquidity provision amongst a small number of high-frequency trading firms (CFTC and SEC, 2015; Kirilenko et al., 2017). This concentration also contributes to reducing the aggregate risk-bearing capacity of the market-making sector in the markets in which these firms are active.
publicise their orders (without revealing their identity) and attract contra-side interest, possibly from end users rather than intermediaries. Another possibility is to develop mechanisms that facilitate ‘size discovery’, like ‘workups’ in treasury markets. Finally, disseminating information about consolidated depth at various price points would help liquidity demanders to better calibrate the size of their orders relative to actual liquidity supply, and would allow liquidity suppliers to assess the extent to which a sudden spike in liquidity demand can create a sustained price pressure. This is another reason why a consolidated tape with short latency is useful.

A third factor is that electronification has considerably strengthened informational linkages between markets. Fast arbitrageurs can very quickly correct price differences between markets so that market-wide fundamentals shocks are impounded faster into prices. This is both a blessing and a curse. On the one hand, it strengthens the integration of markets for related assets. On the other hand, it also means that non-fundamentals shocks arising in one market propagate faster to other markets, as distinguishing fundamentals from non-fundamentals shocks is difficult, especially at high frequency. The 2010 equity flash crash is a good illustration. In reaction to the quick drop in the price of the E.mini futures on the S&P500, cross-market arbitrageurs reacted quickly by buying the E.mini futures (and in this way, contributed to dampening the initial shock) and selling the underlying basket of stocks, propagating the initial shock to the stock market.

Moreover, market-makers in one asset increasingly rely on trades and prices in other markets as a source of information (‘cross-asset learning’), in addition to trades in their own markets. Thus, price informativeness and illiquidity of different assets are more interconnected. A drop in the informativeness of the prices of ‘central’ assets (e.g., index futures like the E.mini futures on the S&P500) increases uncertainty for market makers in other assets, and therefore illiquidity market-wide. In turn, the liquidity and price informativeness of central assets drop even more, as market-makers in these assets also learn information from other markets. This feedback loop can amplify shocks to central assets and generate sudden spikes in illiquidity (and significant price dislocations) for multiple assets, as observed in recent market crashes.

---

284 See Duffie and Zhu (2017).
285 In the case of the Treasury flash rally crash, the CFTC and SEC (2015) report notes that the sudden visibility of sell limit orders in Treasury futures coincided with the moment at which prices started reverting, suggesting that the visibility of limit orders deep in the book is important.
286 For instance, high-frequency arbitrageurs strengthen returns co-movements (Malceniece et al., 2019).
287 For instance, Dessaint et al. (2019) and Honkanen and Schmidt (2021) show empirically that decision makers (firms’ managers and fund managers) react to noise in stock prices because, in the short run, they fail to filter out the signal from the noise in stock price changes.
289 Many market making firms in S&P500 stocks mentioned the drop in reliable price signals from the E.mini futures as a contributing factor of the 2010 Flash crash (CFTC and SEC, 2015). Another example is the British pound Flash crash in 2016, which accelerated during a CME trading halt caused by the large drop in the sterling pound versus dollar rate (BIS, 2017); see also Schroeder et al. (2020).
290 See Cespa and Foucault (2014b) for a theoretical analysis. Honkanen and Schmidt (2021) provide empirical evidence of illiquidity spillovers, due to cross-asset learning, between related stocks (e.g., operating in the same product space), albeit a lower frequency than those observing during flash crashes.
To prevent the occurrence of extreme price movements, exchanges use ‘circuit-breakers’ that pause trading temporarily when price changes exceed a certain threshold. This threshold is either defined relative to a fixed reference price (e.g., the closing price of the previous trading session) or adjusted dynamically (e.g., relative to the last transaction price). MiFID II (Article 48(4)), for instance, requires trading venues to temporarily halt trading if there is a significant price movement in that market or a related market over a short period. The European regulator, ESMA, has produced guidelines regarding the design of circuit-breakers, but ultimately their exact specification is left to trading venues. In particular, European trading venues differ in their disclosure of the thresholds that trigger a circuit-breaker.  

Given the increased interconnectedness of electronic markets, there is a need to coordinate them across related markets. Indeed, a trading halt in one market while trading goes on in other, related markets can lead market-makers in these related markets to curtail liquidity provision, which potentially ignites or reinforces illiquidity spirals. It also prevents cross-market arbitrageurs from hedging their positions, which reduces their ability to dampen the liquidity demand shock in the market where it occurred. During the 2010 equity flash crash, for instance, a circuit-breaker paused trading on the CME (the exchange on which the E.mini futures on the S&P500 is traded) for five seconds. However, trading did not stop in cash markets such as the NYSE. In the absence of both information from the E.mini futures price and the possibility to hedge their positions in the E.mini futures, some market-makers and cross-market arbitrageurs decided to halt their algorithms, which amplified the crash in the stock market. Another example is the ETF flash crash. On the day of the crash, the opening of the trading session had to be delayed for 65% of S&P500 stocks, which triggered trading halts in 421 securities, mainly exchange-traded products.

Coordinating circuit-breakers across markets is not easy. Market organisers need to agree on which markets should trigger trading halts in other markets. One possibility would be to identify instruments or markets (‘core markets’) that are central for price discovery in other related markets or instruments (‘satellite markets’) and to halt trading in satellite markets when a trading halt occurs in core markets. For instance, price discovery for derivatives (ETFs, futures and E.mini futures) on the S&P500 and Nasdaq100 indexes takes place in the E.mini futures. In this case, a trading halt in

291 See Appendix A in Guillaumie et al. (2020). Similarly, after the equity flash crash, US exchanges imposed stock-specific circuit-breakers. The NYSE also introduced liquidity replenishments points (LRPs) that preclude automatic execution when price changes exceed a certain threshold.

292 Similarly, a Bank for International Settlements report on the British pound flash crash (BIS, 2017) notes that: “For example, some market-makers are thought to rely on the CME to provide an additional pricing source, and so during the periods when the futures exchange was halted, this is likely to have made it more difficult for them to make prices in the cash market. And to the extent that such participants’ provision of liquidity is keyed (indirectly) off that of their peers, any significant withdrawal of liquidity has the potential to become self-reinforcing” (p.13).

the E.mini futures market should trigger halts in ETFs and futures on the S&P500 and Nasdaq100 and the constituent stocks of these indexes. However, implementing such a proposal without regulatory intervention will surely prove difficult given that it requires coordination between different, and sometimes competing, platforms operators.

4.5 CONCLUSIONS

Trading in securities markets increasingly takes place on electronic trading platforms owned by for-profit companies. This evolution began in equity markets long ago and is now on the march in other classes (FX and fixed-income markets). It has important consequences. First, it fuels the growth of algorithmic and high-frequency trading. Second, it creates a natural tendency for trading to fragment between different trading systems, as traders can use algorithms to search and consume liquidity in multiple pools at low cost. Third, it increases competition in liquidity supply in various ways (including by reducing search costs in OTC markets). Finally, it gives an important role to the operators of trading platforms, as the way they price their services and design their platforms ultimately affects the liquidity and quality of price discovery in securities markets.

This chapter highlights several policy implications of this evolution, regarding the industrial organisation of securities markets, market transparency, and the effects of algorithmic and high-frequency trading on adverse selection and fragility. The most important take-aways are as follows.

Data sold by different platforms are differentiated products. Thus, exchanges have market power in pricing their data. A high price for market data is problematic for several reasons. It creates informational asymmetries between those who buy the data and those who don’t, with negative consequences for liquidity, welfare and the cost of capital. Moreover, it reduces competition between liquidity suppliers and thereby price efficiency. Thus, regulatory scrutiny of the pricing of market data is warranted.

In the European Union, a consolidated tape is not yet available in either equity and bond markets. This increases informational asymmetries and makes it more difficult for investors to search for good execution prices and assess whether their orders receive best execution. There are regulatory plans to fix this problem. These should ensure that the consolidated tape is available with a short latency.

Latency arbitrage is a source of adverse selection and therefore raises trading costs. However, policy interventions to mitigate this source of adverse selection should be wary of unintended effects, as not all forms of latency arbitrage are toxic. Quantifying the adverse selection cost of latency arbitrage relative to other forms of informed trading would be useful to properly calibrate changes in market design that aim at mitigating its adverse effects.
Executing large orders in transparent (‘lit’) limit order book markets is difficult as these orders must be split over time to reduce price impacts. This exposes institutional investors to the risk of information leakage about their trading intentions, which increases their trading costs and reduces their performance. This creates a demand for trading venues with limited transparency (‘dark trading’). However, migration of trading to dark venues can be harmful for the liquidity of lit markets and price discovery. Policy interventions in this area should strike a balance between large investors’ demand for limited order exposure and the benefit of transparency. This could be achieved by encouraging the developments of periodic auctions in lit markets. Furthermore, these interventions should focus on all forms of dark trading, including internalisation, and not only on dark pools.

Large unexpected spikes in liquidity demand can trigger large price movements and a sudden evaporation of liquidity in electronic limit order book markets, both because it takes some time for liquidity suppliers to respond to price pressures and because intermediaries’ risk-bearing capacity has decreased in recent years. A more systematic use of periodic batch auctions, in parallel with continuous markets, could make limit order markets more apt to absorb large liquidity demand shocks by facilitating the coordination of liquidity demanders and liquidity suppliers.

Thanks to electronification, markets for related assets are more interconnected. This improves market integration and informational efficiency. However, this also means that non-fundamentals price shocks in one market propagate faster from one market to another. Several recent events (such as the 2010 equity flash crash) suggest that such spillovers can be a source of systemic risk. To mitigate this risk, trading platforms operating markets for related assets should coordinate their circuit-breakers.
CHAPTER 5

Discussions

5.1 DISCUSSION OF CHAPTER 2, “PAYMENT SYSTEM DISRUPTION: DIGITAL CURRENCIES AND BANK-RAILED PAYMENT INNOVATION”, BY JEAN-CARLES ROCHET

Many central banks, including the People’s Bank of China and the ECB, are seriously exploring the possibility of developing central bank digital currencies (CBDCs). By contrast, the United States is lagging behind, partly due to the lobbying of commercial banks, who fear that a CBDC would reduce their profitability. The chapter analyses this situation and studies the challenges and opportunities of such public digital payment systems.

There is already a large academic literature on the monetary policy implications of a CBDC, as well as its data aspects (privacy, fight against fraud, money laundering, financing of terrorism, and cyber security), which the chapter rightly identifies as one of the main challenges behind the implementation of a successful CBDC.

Given my domain of expertise, I will concentrate my comments on the core of the chapter, namely, the reflections on the design of the payment system, using the new tools provided by the theory of two-sided markets and the old tools of industrial organisation applied to banking. The payment system of our economies is like the circulatory system in our bodies: it needs blood and vessels. Monetary economists study how much blood should be pumped into our economies, while payment economists (a new but fast-developing species) study the organisation of the arteries and veins through which this blood circulates. I am convinced that payment economics will soon become a major subject of study for academics and a crucial policy question for governments.

294 See Niepel (2020).
295 See Garratt and Van Oordt (2021).
296 I find it surprising that tax evasion is almost never mentioned among the drawbacks of providing an anonymous payment means. Still, I view the compulsory exchange of information between banks (including foreign ones) and tax authorities that was secured after FATCA as a major progress in the fight against tax evasion. In the absence of proper regulation, stablecoins and other crypto currencies could lead us back to square one.
297 See, for example, Rochet and Tirole (2003).
298 See, for example, Freixa and Rochet (2022).
This discussion will be organised around eight observations.

1. **Payment systems are public private partnerships**

Payment systems necessitate collaboration between the private sector and the government with the objective of providing safe, universally accessible and cost-efficient payment services. The relative roles of the private sector and the government in this partnership vary over time and across countries, depending in particular on the degree of political decentralisation and level of confidence of the public in banks and the government. Technological innovation also plays a major role in determining the market shares of different types of private and public monies. History shows that means of payment such as shell, gold or silver coins and tally sticks, which were highly used at some point in time, have now completely disappeared. Regulation also plays a big role: bank notes were initially offered by commercial banks, but central banks ultimately secured the monopoly of their issuance. This may also be the fate of cryptocurrencies. The question is whether cash will also disappear and what role the public sector (willingly or not) will play in this disappearance.

2. **The current ‘bank-railed’ system exploits scope economies between deposits and credit**

The current two-tiered system, which the authors refer to as the ‘bank-railed’ payment system, exploits scope economies between deposits management and credit activities by commercial banks. The balance between public and private money results from centuries of *tâtonnement* between innovations by the private sector and public interventions. Commercial banks bundle payment and credit services for the ‘general public’ (i.e., non-financial firms and households). This bundling exploits synergies between these activities: by managing the accounts of their customers, banks obtain useful data for their credit activities. However, this business model transforms short-term liabilities into long-term assets and makes banks fragile. This justifies the existence of prudential regulation and of the public safety net (deposit insurance and the lender of last resort). The central bank also manages interbank payments, i.e., the exchange of reserves between commercial banks, and provides cash, which preserves the anonymity of payments. However, the use of cash is largely discouraged by public authorities in order to combat illegal activities such as money laundering, financing of terrorism and tax evasion. Note that, in the legacy ‘bank-railed’ system, the only direct interaction between the central bank and the ‘general public’ is precisely the provision of cash. It should be noted that some of the CBDC projects currently being discussed in several regions of the world would involve a much larger set of direct interactions between the central bank and the final users.
3. **BigTech platforms are disrupting this bank-railed system and threaten monetary sovereignty**

BigTech platforms such as Alibaba and WeChat in China, and Facebook (now Meta), Amazon and Google anywhere else, exploit new economies of scope between payments and other services, such as e-commerce and social media. By offering their own means of payment, they threaten the monetary sovereignty of countries and encourage the fragmentation of the payment system. Moreover, FinTech innovators and, more importantly, BigTech platforms are disrupting the ‘bank-railed’ system and threaten the traditional business model of banks.

4. **Many central bankers view CBDC as the only way to maintain monetary sovereignty**

If the central bank were to offer a publicly accessible CBDC at zero fee, the attractivity of ‘stablecoins’ and other private digital monies would be largely diminished. Depending on the technology chosen, such a CBDC could stimulate competition for financial services, for example by enabling smart contracts (programmable money) and allowing fast cross-border payments for a small fee.

5. **Some commercial bankers fear that such a CBDC would lead to a disintermediation of deposits**

However, a ‘retail’ CBDC would compete with bank deposits and destroy economies of scope between the management of these deposits and the credit services provided by banks. On the one hand, it would stimulate competition for financial services and stimulate entry of nonbank payment service providers. On the other hand, it would destroy synergies, increasing the cost of providing credit by traditional banks. The overall outcome is unclear. Nevertheless, a cleverly designed ‘intermediated’ CBDC, distributed by commercial banks and nonbank PSPs, would allow the private sector to offer better services and stimulate competition without destroying the synergies coming from the management of payment data by commercial banks. The challenge is to maintain these ‘old’ scope economies while still benefitting from the new ones and stimulating digital innovation in the financial industry. The supporters of ‘decentralised finance’ (DeFi) even claim that classical intermediaries will eventually give way to a totally new form of managing information asymmetries (the classical role assigned to banks), based on distributed ledger technology (DLT) rather than on ‘delegated monitoring’.
6. Fast payment systems could be an alternative way to stimulate competition for payments

As described in the chapter, fast payment systems could be an alternative way to provide safe, instantaneous, 24x7, and almost free payments services to the general public. However, making the fast payment system easily accessible to all final users is crucial if one wants to stimulate competition for financial services. In this respect, the chapter rightly contrasts the fantastic success of Pix, the Brazilian fast payment system, with FedNow in the United States, which, in spite of its name, is not expected to be online before 2024.

7. The devil is in the detail: the design of the CBDC matters a lot

Similarly, the technological specification choices for the CBDC would have important consequences. Should it be token-based or account-based? Should it be based on DLT or on a more conventional central bank infrastructure? Should it be directly or indirectly accessible to retail users?

For example, an ‘anonymous’ form of a CBDC could consist in providing e-tokens – similar to the way cash is provided today by central banks – that are limited to a small number of purposes. This would respect anonymity and promote financial inclusion while avoiding the concerns associated with fraudulent activities. An ‘intermediated’ form of CBDC could also be considered, whereby banks and other payment service providers offer their customers access to an ‘account-based’ public digital currency.

8. A one-size-fits-all solution seems inappropriate

As clearly explained in the chapter, a one-size-fits-all solution seems inappropriate. Whereas a CBDC may be the only way to stimulate competition for payments in some countries, fast payment systems accompanied by adequate regulation of payment service providers would probably be enough in others.

5.2 DISCUSSION OF CHAPTER 2, “PAYMENT SYSTEM DISRUPTION: DIGITAL CURRENCIES AND BANK-RAILED PAYMENT INNOVATION”, BY ULRICH BINDSEIL

The market for payment services combines a number of features, each of which contributes to the likelihood of market failures: strong network externalities; a two-sided market with low-cost transparency and one-sided assignment of costs to merchants; layering within the two-sided market; hysteresis in user behaviour due to specific
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investments. A payment market may therefore end in various possible equilibria, most of which are inferior. These inferior equilibria may be particularly persistent because of the low transparency and the rents occurring to incumbents which provide incentives for predatory behaviour.

Chapter 2 is an example of a paper on (central bank) digital currencies that gets straight to the relevant points. It avoids getting distracted by technological or macro-economic issues, which I believe are not at the very core of the complex and unanswered questions surrounding CBDC. What CBDC is mainly about is the efficiency of payments, competition, and the role of central bank money versus private money (be it commercial bank money or e-money). The chapter argues that the “suggeston that CBDC and FinTech payment methods will adversely impact credit provision … it is not well supported by simple economic logic, empirical evidence, or the best available theories”. However, which loans are ‘unprofitable’ depends on the marginal financing costs of the credit institution, and a bank which benefits (say, for historical reasons) from a stable and cheap basis of household deposits will find loans profitable (after provisioning and deducting the servicing costs) that a bank not having this depositor basis would have to reject as loss-making. If innovative firms or central banks enter the market for electronic payment services and attract deposits, leading to a migration of deposits away from the previously ‘lucky’ bank, the latter will see its balance sheet shrink, and the only way to prevent this is to more aggressively seek deposits or other funding sources by offering better remuneration. This will, however, make some previously profitable loans non-profitable, and in the new equilibrium the bank will have a shorter balance sheet with some firms no longer obtaining credit. This is likely the main reason why banks are not always enthusiastic about CBDC. It does not mean that social welfare deteriorates when CBDC is introduced, that is, it does not establish a case for regulation or for not considering CBDC. It is maybe similar to what happens if a previous trade barrier falls between two countries – some lose, as they are exposed to new competition, while society as a whole should profit.

In the case of the banks facing new competition from FinTechs and CBDC, the same logic should apply, as new technology should improve welfare. This being said, the payment market is a very special one, and rarely seems to land in an equilibrium that is efficient. There are good reasons to also think carefully whether new market entrants, while offering new and better technology, will really be welfare-improving or whether they might bring fragmentation and, in case of high success, market power that the issuer of the new payment instrument will likely abuse. This is what regulators had in mind when faced with the prospect of global stablecoins issued by BigTech companies. The chapter’s critique of the synergy argument (which is a welfare-related argument) is compelling. If there are strong synergies between credit provision and deposit collection, then it should be difficult for e-money/stablecoin issuers to enter this market as they cannot offer these synergies.
It is interesting to look at others who have considered the effects of CBDC and payment innovation on competition in more detail.

Waller (2021) supports the view that competition by CBDC would imply deposit outflows (i.e., bank disintermediation), which could incentivise banks to provide better services. He also expresses, however, the view that new competition from non-banks and stablecoins will be more effective in reducing mark-ups of banks. As argued above, while the entry of BigTechs and stablecoins into payment markets would indeed temporarily add competition, the network effects, economies of scale and natural monopoly characteristics in the payment market would persist and, eventually, stablecoins – if really successful – would likely crowd out competitors and establish their own dominant market position without improving the competitiveness of the market. Therefore, competition seems more an argument in favour of, rather than against, CBDC.

A number of papers argue that competition through CBDC seems useful and could even increase loan provision of banks in case that banks have market power. I personally do not find this particularly plausible for a reason that could also be considered further in Chapter 2 and Waller (2021) – one needs to distinguish between the market power of banks (which is relatively limited in the area of payments) and that of the non-bank providers of payment instruments, like international card schemes and PayPal, which are specialised in payments and are likely to have market power there. Comparing the market valuation of these companies to those of European banks may also indicate the respective market power of these two types of providers.

It may also be noted that competition for bank deposits has increased anyway due to additional ‘conventional’ competition in this market, in Europe in particular through online banks offering competitively remunerated short-term deposits accounts (without giro or other payment functionality; in the US, money market funds have played a bigger role to provide competition to deposits). Many depositors have one or more such additional accounts; competition undermining the market power of banks in this field has taken anyway place over the last decades. I believe that the market power of banks in the area of payments is overall rather limited and that the impact of new market entrants – FinTechs or CBDC – in the field of electronic payments is therefore more a matter of gaining market share in payments (and deposit collection) than of compressing banks’ margins. It is also a matter of adding competition to the large firms specialised in retail payments, whereby the positive competition effects of ambitious stablecoin arrangements would most likely be temporary.

Focusing on the case of CBDC, Bindseil and Panetta (2020) and Bindseil et al. (2021) have argued that it is possible to control against ‘excessive’ disintermediation of banks with an adequate CBDC design, and that one needs to disentangle the means of payment and store of value dimensions of money and have CBDC be focused on payments. An
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excessive reliance on CBDC as a store of value could be counterproductive as it could 
unduly centralise the credit allocation process in the economy. While this needs further 
analysis, and policy views on this may continue to diverge, it seems relevant enough as 
an argument to foresee control instruments on the CBDC volumes that individuals can 
(initially) hold. Tiered remuneration and limits are examples of such control instruments. 
Indeed, all CBDCs that have gone live apply such instruments.

Finally, I would like to make a remark on the term ‘stablecoin’ and the underlying 
technology (“distributed ledger or similar”, according to regulatory definitions of 
stablecoins), and whether this should really make a difference from a regulatory 
perspective. From any public policy perspective – be it payment system policies, monetary 
policy, financial stability or consumer protection – the underlying IT should not matter 
per se as long as it is effective and secure. It can be assumed that a global stablecoin 
could be based either on DLT and blockchain or on central ledger technology with 
different storage and validation techniques, with both having their specific advantages. 
Therefore, both academics and regulators could reconsider the technology dimension 
in the definition of a stablecoin at some stage. Maybe everyone accepted too easily the 
narrative from stablecoin initiatives that the use of DLT/blockchain would in itself create 
a class of payment system or payment instrument on its own, and one which would be 
revolutionarily better. Compared with a system like Bitcoin (built on a permissionless 
blockchain and without convertibility promise), viable stablecoins appear to be rather 
conventional and close to e-money arrangements. It therefore seems logical to assimilate 
stablecoins with e-money arrangements from a regulatory perspective – a trend that 
has indeed materialised in the MiCA regulation (although the name of this regulation, 
‘Markets in Crypto-assets’, still illustrates the related confusion and the long way there is 
to go to reach a more functional regulatory treatment of stablecoins).

5.3 DISCUSSION OF CHAPTER 3, “DATA POLICY AND DATA MEASUREMENT”, 
BY STEPHEN HANSEN

Information problems are ubiquitous in financial markets. Banks’ ability to extend loans 
to valuable projects is limited by their inability to screen high-value from low-value 
projects and to effectively monitor the efforts that borrowers make to service their loans. 
Investors face uncertain payoffs due to their inability to forecast future asset prices. 
Venture capitalists are unsure which start-up companies will go on to reach maturity. To 
the extent that the increasing amount of digitally recorded data associated with financial 
activity can help reduce and mitigate these information problems, we would expect such 
data to increase the efficiency of capital allocation. And, indeed, as the chapter discusses, 
there is evidence that financial data can create real value. But the chapter also points out 
that data-intensive financial service provision potentially creates new problems in three 
distinct dimensions.
The first is privacy. The abundance of financial data can be exploited for opportunistic purposes that reduce consumer welfare. One example might be predatory lenders tracking low-income households’ spending patterns at a daily frequency to optimally time offers of high-interest loans during periods of financial distress.

Another concern, now familiar in other digitally intensive markets, is a tendency for data-intensive firms to increase their scale sufficiently to obtain significant market power. The chapter lays out a theoretical argument for how this process arises via a data feedback loop. A firm that uses data to create valuable financial services attracts new business; this in turn creates more data for the firm as these additional customers’ activities are recorded; the additional data allows the firm to further increase the value of its products.

The final concern is inequality, which is linked to firm scale. The growth in data-intensive firms contributes to wage inequality since the earnings of employees of such firms grow faster than the market average. Moreover, new data technologies reduce the labour share of income in the financial services industry overall and shift the remaining labour share towards workers with skills that complement data.

In principle, all three concerns can be addressed by policy and regulatory action, but another important message of the chapter is that understanding the appropriate intervention requires measuring the value of data. Several methods for doing this are discussed, including a market price-based approach, and tracking how the quality of firm decision-making varies with data.

The issues that the chapter raises surrounding data in financial services are of central importance for thinking about market structure and regulation in the coming decade, and I congratulate the authors for laying out them out in a clear and insightful manner. I will frame my comments from the perspective of someone who has – in the past several years – spent more time as a user and developer of financial data than doing academic research in the industrial organisation of financial services.

**Which financial services firms use data efficiently?**

While, in many digital markets, firms that gather large amounts of data use it efficiently to generate goods and services, this is less clear in the financial sector. Table 1 lists the top five (publicly held) US banks by market capitalisation, as well as the top (privately held) five FinTech firms by implied valuation. The traditional banks dominate in terms of this measure of firm size and unarguably harvest a great deal of customer data, yet in my experience they often fail to fully exploit its value. I have been involved in several collaborations with large banks initiated by senior management that ultimately failed due to an inability to organise and use data effectively. Large banks also appear to engage...
in relatively little innovation activity. A recent industry report\textsuperscript{304} finds that the largest traditional banks have developed an order of magnitude fewer patents than technology firms in the specific areas of banking IT infrastructure, transaction and data processing, and online and mobile banking. But, as Table 1 shows, firms dedicated to financial technology remain small despite their apparent better ability to extract value from data. This suggests that the data feedback loop might not operate in as straightforward a manner in the financial sector as in the IT sector.

**TABLE 1 VALUE OF TRADITIONAL BANKS VERSUS FINTECH FIRMS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bank</th>
<th>Market cap ($ billion)</th>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Valuation ($ billion)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>JP Morgan Chase</td>
<td>488</td>
<td>Stripe</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bank of America</td>
<td>325</td>
<td>Klarna</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citigroup</td>
<td>197</td>
<td>Kraken</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wells Fargo</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>Chime</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goldman Sachs</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>Plaid</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Why might large, traditional financial firms fail to extract value from data? One basic reason is that this requires not just a large amount of data, but also numerous complementary physical and human inputs such as appropriate data storage, database structure, data analysts, computing power, statisticians and machine learners. Many large technology firms assembled these inputs from their earliest days as startups and developed an organisational culture and incentive structure to support data-intensive production. Traditional banks’ business model did not use data intensively, and so they did not acquire these organisational assets. Transforming a large, pre-digital firm towards a data-intensive production model is a major challenge; as the organisational economics literature has long argued, large firms often fail to adopt new technologies even when such technologies are valuable.\textsuperscript{305}

One market-based solution to these problems is to subcontract outside firms to exploit the value of financial data, and, indeed, many banks transfer their data to FinTech companies who then develop products with it. Farboodi and Veldkamp (2021) develop a formal model of the data economy in which large firms generate profit by selling their data to smaller firms. This suggests a need to distinguish between firms that create data from firms that extract value from data in analysing the data feedback loop. Understanding which firms are more likely to develop and enjoy market power should be a goal of future research.

\textsuperscript{304} Cipher (2018).
\textsuperscript{305} See, for example, Garicano and Rayo (2016).
What role for established technology firms?

Increasingly, large technology firms such as Google and Apple are providing financial services, in particular mobile payments that have already been widely adopted. One important lesson of the data economy is that multiple sources of information can be combined to create value that individual sources could not create alone. In principle, technology firms can combine users’ payment histories with data about their physical locations, their online browsing histories, who they communicate with and the content of those communications. This in turn opens the possibility of building rich models that track in real time the financial situation of individual users. For example, major life events such as divorce and unemployment can be inferred and used to adjust risk profiles.

This suggests that large technology firms have the elements in place to both harvest financial data and use it to reduce information frictions in ways that go well beyond what financial institutions – who generally only have access to financial data – can achieve even in the absence of organisational frictions. The trade-offs that the chapter mentions might therefore apply as much to large technology firms as to traditional financial institutions, even in the context of financial service provision. Of course, there is an important role for regulation to govern the extent to which technology firms are allowed to extend their reach into financial services. The downsides of data-intensive production that the chapter emphasises were also used as arguments against the introduction of Facebook’s digital payments system, which ultimately failed due to anticipated regulatory obstacles.

Again, resolving this question involves measuring the value of data. The challenge here is that the same data has a different value to firms depending on their existing assets, and a credible empirical strategy must take these complementarities into account.

Data versus human judgement in financial services

Some of the predicted effects of data in financial services depend on an understanding of whether data substitutes or complements human judgement. In some cases, such as predicting default risk from individual observables, standard machine-learning algorithms have already shown superior performance to human-built credit scoring systems.\(^{306}\) In other domains, though, the success of new data technologies is murkier. One example is the prediction of asset returns. Machine learning excels in environments in which large amounts of data are repeatedly sampled from the same distribution and features are easily categorised. Financial markets instead can be markedly unstable, and the relationship between an asset’s price and changes in its fundamental value has a

\[^{306}\text{Albanesi and Vamossy (2019).}\]
low signal-to-noise ratio. Off-the-shelf machine-learning models have so far had limited success in consistently predicting returns, although purpose-built modifications have been adopted in the asset management industry. This demonstrates a complementarity between machine and human input.

The impact of data on worker inequality in financial services depends crucially on a deeper understanding of which skills and abilities will be complemented by a shift to a data-intensive production model. The work the chapter mentions on analysing online job postings is a promising area for future exploration. While such efforts are underway in the broader labour literature to determine the impact of AI on wages and inequality, the unique features of the financial services industry merit its own analysis.

**Financial data as a public good**

While not mentioned explicitly in the chapter, another important feature of financial data is its value to economic policymakers. This became clear during the early stages of the Covid pandemic during which demand for real-time economic indicators surged. Payment systems data has two important features in this regard. First, it is generated in real time, whereas traditional national accounts are reported with a substantial lag. Particularly in the wake of a large shock, getting frequent information on the severity of the associated impact on activity is important. Second, payments data is measured at a granular level, which allows one to track activity in particular regions or demographic groupings. This allows for an understanding of the distributional impact of a shock and how to best target policy interventions. Several studies used payments data to produce this information in different European countries following the Covid-19 pandemic.\(^{307}\)

While the public value of payment systems data is clear, how to facilitate access for policymakers and researchers is not. Even within the same legal framework, the willingness of private-sector firms to engage in collaboration with national statistics institutes and other public bodies to produce economic measures varies enormously. In practice, access appears to depend on idiosyncratic managerial preferences as much as a coherent set of guidelines. This is problematic from the standpoint of policymaking, and data-sharing guidelines need to be in place before the emergence of economic crises to ensure it is available when it is most valuable.

Several ideas exist for how to manage financial data sharing between the private and public sector\(^ {308}\) but have yet to be road tested at scale. Given economists have anticipated for nearly a decade that new forms of payment systems data will be vital for measuring the 21st century economy, the need to resolve the situation is pressing.

---

\(^{307}\) For example, Andersen et al. (2021), Carvalho et al. (2021) and Hacioglu-Hoke (2021).

\(^{308}\) For example, see the work of the Open Data Institute and The DELVE Initiative (2020).
Conclusion

The emergence of large-scale digitally recorded datasets, and of firms that use them to produce goods and services, has already transformed our lives. As the chapter rightly points out, this shift brings with it risks to consumers in the form of privacy, market power and inequality. I have argued that to understand how this process will play out in the financial services industry requires an understanding of which firms create data, which firms use data and, ultimately, which will benefit most from data. The current moment is one of flux in which large banks, new FinTech companies and established technology companies all play a part in the financial data ecosystem. Regulators must be aware of where the threats to consumers in this complex environment will arise, which requires deeper and urgent analysis.

5.4 DISCUSSION OF CHAPTER 3, “DATA POLICY AND DATA MEASUREMENT”, BY JON FROST

Chapter 3 makes an excellent contribution to the ongoing policy discussion on defining the rules of the road for the use of (personal) data in financial services and beyond. In particular, it highlights several important trade-offs between the efficient use of data and potential harms such as privacy concerns, market concentration and inequality. It also discusses tools to measure the value of data – a critical input to designing good policies. This makes for a valuable contribution to a very timely set of issues in the digital economy.

In this discussion, I give a few reactions to the ideas presented. I then bring to bear some additional empirical evidence on the trade-offs around data, based on ongoing research. Finally, I close with some normative implications for policy on the use of data in financial services and beyond.

The centrality of data

The chapter argues convincingly that data – and especially personal data – is an increasingly important asset and input into production in the digital economy. Data can help firms to expand production and, importantly, to reduce the risks of expanding production. Better data can also help to predict demands and to tailor products and services to customers. In financial services, better data can help firms to assess risks and thus to better price credit. Notably, the same types of data that can help to better gauge credit risk can also help to better price risks in insurance.

309 The views expressed here are those of the authors and not necessarily those of the Bank for International Settlements.
310 Eeckhout and Veldkamp (2022).
Certainly, there are new trade-offs, and these are not always clear-cut. For instance, regarding efficiency versus competition, it can be argued (and empirically demonstrated) that vast war chests of data do engender returns to scale and the risk of monopoly power in individual markets.\textsuperscript{311} This effect may often dominate, as with BigTechs in financial services. Yet, there are other contexts in which greater availability of data and new tools to process data – such as cloud computing – may also result in easier entry and greater contestability in markets. When it comes to implications of the use of data, measuring the size and even direction of effects may be difficult and effects may differ over different markets and time. The optimal design of data-sharing arrangements may be quite complex.\textsuperscript{312}

It is in this context that policymakers around the world are debating and enacting data policies, in particular data privacy regulation and competition (antitrust) measures targeting data-rich firms. The EU General Data Protection Regulation is one prominent example of the former, and is being emulated in other jurisdictions. New research is assessing the effectiveness of these policies on user outcomes and market competition. For instance, a recent study shows that the California Consumer Privacy Act, which limits the buying and selling of consumer data, has benefited firms with in-house data, to the detriment of their competitors who have to buy such data.\textsuperscript{313} Assessments of the impact of new competition measures, such as the EU Digital Markets Act and Digital Services Act, China’s Guidelines for Anti-monopoly in the Platform Economy, or the new US Executive Order on Promoting Competition in the American Economy, will have to wait for actual implementation and data.\textsuperscript{314} Meanwhile, other data policies – such as the data localisation rules being implemented in many emerging market economies – are a flashpoint in international policy forums.

It is clear that data policy can benefit from research insights. Research can help to demonstrate the trade-offs and measure their size. This requires theoretical work to know which effects of data use and data policies to look for. And it requires empirical work to assess whether the theoretical relationships are indeed borne out and how important they are in practice. The chapter’s discussion of various methods for valuing data is especially useful and can serve as an inspiration for further empirical work in this area.

**Empirical evidence on the policy trade-offs**

A natural question is whether there is empirical evidence to corroborate or challenge the trade-offs discussed in the chapter. Here, I bring some evidence to bear on key arguments made in the chapter. These are posed in terms of critical questions.

\textsuperscript{311} BIS (2019).
\textsuperscript{312} Gambacorta et al. (2022).
\textsuperscript{313} Caynaz et al. (2022).
\textsuperscript{314} Crisanto et al. (2021).
Is the use of data in the economy any different now than in the past?

The chapter acknowledges that the use of data in the economy is nothing new. Indeed, the oldest known example of written language – a 5,000-year-old Sumerian clay tablet – contains data on economic exchange (in this case, barley production).\(^\text{1}\) And new technologies have always been adapted to facilitate the recording and exchange of data. So, are these issues any different now than they were in the past?

In a word, yes. Advances in digital technologies have meant a precipitous drop in the costs of data storage over the past decades – a fact that is apparent to anyone who has bought a USB drive in a shop and compared prices and memory over time. Meanwhile, a move of economic activity online has meant vast quantities of structured and unstructured data being recorded – everything from individuals’ geolocation via smartphones to the images captured by online video cameras or e-commerce websites. This means that the total global ‘datasphere’, or the quantity of data saved globally, is estimated to have passed 50 zettabytes (i.e., 50 trillion gigabytes) in 2021 (Figure 1).

**FIGURE 1 COSTS OF STORAGE HAVE DECLINED AS GLOBAL DATA VOLUMES HAVE SURGED**

![Graph showing the decline in average cost per GB for hard drives and the surge in annual size of global datasphere from 2010 to 2020.](image)

Notes: One zettabyte is one trillion gigabytes. \(^1\) From September 2017, data extrapolated using the growth rate in price per MB from http://www.jcmit.net/diskprice.htm. The increase in 2012 is explained by flooding in Thailand, where one-third of hard drives were produced globally.


This transformation is having profound effects on the economy. In particular, data-rich firms such as the BigTechs (large companies whose primary activity is digital services) have seen rapid growth. BigTechs’ value surged further during the Covid-19 pandemic, as their online business models and user data meant they were uniquely positioned to grow. BigTechs now make up nearly half the market capitalisation of firms in the United States (Figure 2). A decade after famous argument by Andreessen (2011) that “software is eating the world”, one could argue that technology is eating the world, and it is doing so with vast troves of user data.

\(^{315}\) Harari (2011).
Does the equality versus efficiency trade-off really matter?

The use of data brings many important benefits. While there are distributional effects of the use of data (i.e., winners and losers), it is not clear a priori that it should lead to any adverse effects over time. Indeed, the effects of data use may change over time, and may depend crucially on data policies. Can anything be said already on the equality versus efficiency trade-off?

The chapter surveys some very relevant evidence in this area, for instance on the labour share of income in revenues at firms using big data.\textsuperscript{316} Pereira da Silva et al. (2019) offer complementary evidence showing that technology firms – which make heavier use of data than other sectors – are also paying much higher wages over time (Figure 3). The comparison with the financial sector is particularly striking. While the financial sector has traditionally paid a substantial wage premium relative to other sectors, it seems that wages in the technology sector rose by approximately 50% more than those in the financial sector over 2008–18.

Will the greater use of new technologies such as artificial intelligence widen the gap in incomes within and across countries? It is too early to say. But certainly, both theoretical and empirical research shows that this trade-off is important and needs to be better understood.

\textsuperscript{316} Abis and Veldkamp (2020).
Do consumers care who handles their data?

The discussion of privacy versus efficiency points to an important question around trust: do consumers care who handles their (personal) data? In other words, are consumers more comfortable with certain institutions than with others to safeguard their privacy?

A growing empirical literature assesses consumers’ views toward data sharing, using surveys, experimental evidence and actual transactions. Armantier et al. (2021) use special questions in the Federal Reserve Bank of New York’s Survey of Consumer Expectations to assess whom US consumers trust to safeguard their transaction, social media and geolocation data. Strikingly, they trust BigTechs the least, and financial institutions the most, to safely handle such data (Figure 4, left-hand panel). Government agencies and FinTechs fall in between. Notably, this pattern is not confined to the United States: a global survey finds similar differences across 28 countries around the world; respondents consistently trust traditional financial institutions more than non-financial services companies (such as big techs) with their data (right-hand panel).

Trust also differs between different users, on the basis of income, age and gender. For instance, in nearly all of the 28 countries surveyed, women are less willing to share personal data than men in exchange for better offers on financial services (Figure 5). This gap may reflect greater concerns about the potential negative implications of sharing personal data, or of data safety (the risk that data will be leaked, for instance in a data breach). In any case, these differences in the views of different societal groups suggest that defining policies toward data privacy that serve all of society may be challenging.

Notes: 1 Average of publishing industries (includes software) and information and data processing services. The figure shows that in the last decade the average salary for employees in the technology sector has increased approximately 50% more than the wages in the financial sector.

Sources: Pereira da Silva et al. (2019); Bureau of Economic Analysis.

Chen et al. (2021).
FIGURE 4 CONSUMERS DO NOT TRUST ALL COUNTERPARTIES EQUALLY TO SAFELY HANDLE DATA

AMERICANS TRUST BIGTECHS THE LEAST TO SAFEGUARD THEIR DATA¹

CONSUMERS ARE GENERALLY MORE WILLING TO SHARE DATA WITH TRADITIONAL FIs²,³

Notes: 1 Score on a scale of 1-7, where 1 = "no trust at all" and 7 = "complete trust". 2 Percentage of 2,700 respondents to a survey in February–March 2019 who said they were willing to share data. For Belgium, the figure covers both Belgium and Luxembourg. 3 The question reads "I would be comfortable with my main bank securely sharing my financial data with other organisations if it meant that I received better offers from a) other traditional financial intermediaries, b) FinTech companies, c) non-financial services companies".

Sources: Armantier et al. (2021); Chen et al. (2021).

FIGURE 5 WILLINGNESS TO SHARE DATA DIFFERS ACROSS AND WITHIN SOCIETIES – ALSO BY GENDER

PERCENTAGE OF RESPONDENTS WILLING TO SECURELY SHARE DATA FOR BETTER OFFERS ON FINANCIAL SERVICES

Notes: Survey of 27,000 respondents in February–March 2019. For Belgium, the figure covers both Belgium and Luxembourg. The question reads "I would be comfortable with my main bank securely sharing my financial data with other organisations if it meant that I received better offers from other financial intermediaries".

Source: Chen et al. (2021).
What should data policy do?

The chapter offers useful input for data regulations that seek to balance the different policy objectives. I agree with the importance of the issues and in particular the importance of sound measurement, so I conclude with three additional, normative points that follow from the discussion.

First, in order to define coherent policies – whether in the area of data privacy, competition or sector-specific regulation (e.g., in the financial sector) – policymakers must be cognisant of trade-offs. They must balance the interests of at least three groups:

- private firms, who have an interest in monetising (personal) data for new products and services, and to assess risks;
- individuals, who wish to keep sensitive data private and prevent abuse, but also to benefit from applications – and to be protected from externalities raised by others (over)sharing their data; and
- public authorities, who have a mandate to serve the public interest and promote specific policy goals such as stability and market integrity.

Balancing these interests may not be easy, but being transparent about the interests and trade-offs is an important first step.

Second, policymakers should aim for ‘data-driven data policy’. While measuring the scale and value of data is not always easy, it is necessary in order to understand the scale of the issues and to define sound rules. Policymakers can benefit from the research underway – both theory and empirical evidence – on how the use of data impacts on different policy goals and the impact of different policy interventions. As new policies on data privacy and competition are enacted, it will be very important to measure their actual effects and assess whether they are achieving the intended results – or have unintended consequences for firms, individuals and other policy goals.

Third, for personal data in particular, there is value from learning from policy approaches of different jurisdictions – including several not discussed in the chapter. For instance, in Australia, the Consumer Data Right is facilitating greater user control over data and data exchange. In India, the new Data Empowerment and Protection Architecture is putting high-level principles on data control into practice and operationalising them with new technology. These approaches may be very promising. Likewise, approaches in many jurisdictions to scrutinise mergers and acquisitions that lead to heavy concentration of personal data could yield valuable lessons. By comparing their experiences across borders, policymakers may gain new insights into how to shape better data policies that supporter greater welfare in the digital economy.
5.5 DISCUSSION OF CHAPTER 4, “TECHNOLOGY, DATA AND TRADING IN SECURITIES MARKETS”, BY HANS DEGRYSE

The chapter offers a comprehensive overview of the role of data and technology in the financial exchange industry. Technological change has modified the way how securities markets share risk and discover asset values. The chapter identifies that the technological changes during the last decades are many and include (i) electronic trading within and across different venues for various financial instruments, (ii) high-speed access to and across venues including co-location services, (iii) for-profit trading venues that expand through vertical integration both upstream (through gathering of data and selling it) and downstream (straight-through processing), and (iv) mergers or stronger ties between data companies, BigTechs and trading venues.

I first discuss the chapter’s main findings and its associated policy implications. Then, I reflect on a number of points where I think some further insights and research are welcome.

Stylised facts

The chapter summarises a number of stylised facts of technological impact stemming from the academic literature. It is organised around three findings. First, technological and regulatory changes have induced fragmented trading across different types of venues. This fragmentation has in general been beneficial, as reflected in lower spreads, and as long as the harm to price informativeness from excessive dark trading is not too large. Second, technological change has created groups of traders – fast and slow, depending on whether or not they invest in fast technologies. The endogenous adoption of fast trading technology has upsides and downsides. High-frequency traders (HFTs) have induced greater competition for liquidity provision, leading to lower spreads in securities markets. At the same time, some latency arbitrage has become toxic, resulting in greater adverse selection, which is associated with worse bid-ask spreads. Third, the business model of trading venues has changed considerably. Trading venues charge different types of fees (e.g., make-take fees) to enhance the attractiveness of their markets. The trading venues also gather order book and trade data and sell this data back to some of their users. The differences in the comprehensiveness and informativeness of data allow competition among trading venues to be relaxed. We furthermore have seen a drop in search costs in over-the-counter (OTC) markets with the entry of new players adopting new technologies that enhance the matching probabilities.

Policy recommendations

On the basis of a systematic review of the academic literature, the chapter formulates a number of policy recommendations. Here is my reading of the most important ones. First, there is a call for a consolidated tape for equity markets. The tape would provide post-trade transparency; an important prerequisite is that the latency is extremely
small. Such a tape would remove part of the advantage of those buying data and limit the possibility for rent extraction by exchanges. It would further create a level playing field across venues and investors. Second, while in general there are benefits from greater participation of HFTs in securities markets, there may also be social costs of latency arbitrage. A natural question then is how to dampen overinvestment in fast technologies. The chapter argues that it is difficult to have a stone that only hits toxic latency arbitrage and leaves the benefits of greater competition and liquidity provision by HFTs unaffected. It advocates asymmetric speed bumps. Third, the chapter argues that the regulation of dark trading should be broadened to include other alternatives, such as internalisation. MiFID II in Europe imposes a double volume cap on dark-pool trading, but many substitutes have been created since its implementation. Broadening the scope to include internalisation is warranted, as intermediaries often may cream-skim retail order flow and serve as counterparties. Fourth, to reduce the occurrence of flash crashes and flash rallies, circuit-breakers – coordinated across venues – may be further developed.

**Industrial organisation of the financial exchange industry**

Before providing some reflections, let me briefly recap the industrial organisation of the financial exchange industry (see Figure 1). This will help me in building my reflections on the chapter.

**FIGURE 1 CURRENT ISSUES IN THE INDUSTRIAL ORGANISATION OF THE FINANCIAL EXCHANGE INDUSTRY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Listing, data, pre-trade information and news-feeds:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Listing choice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Data: pricing of (consolidated order book) data; news feeds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Technology: consolidated tape; latency; access</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fragmented trading:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Venue types: limit order books; dark pools; OTC; interdealer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Pricing: trading fees; make-take fees; volume-based fees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Allocation rules within and across venues; broker/dealer incentives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Technology: fast and slow trader; multi-homing; smart order routing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Post-trading:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Process: clearing and settlement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Pricing: post-trade fees; counterparty-risk based pricing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Holdings: custody</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Technology: straight-through processing; settlement time</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Regulation and supervision

Within the industrial organisation of the financial exchange industry, we can distinguish three parts: (1) everything related to listing, data, pre-trade information and news feeds; (2) fragmented trading; and (3) post-trading. Each of these parts is affected by data and technological advances. Regarding (1), technology determines to what extent we
have a consolidated tape and its degree of latency, as well as the speed of and access to news feeds. Regarding (2), technological adoption determines the speed of trading (fast versus slow traders), whether traders are ‘multi-homing’ (i.e., access several venues) and whether they engage in smart-order routing. Finally, technology also determines post-trading, as straight-through processing and shortened settlement time require advanced technologies.

**Some reflections**

I now turn to some reflections on the chapter. My comments will focus on three different aspects: the possible overinvestment in fast technology, transparency of securities markets, and vertical integration of the trading chain.

The chapter shows the upsides and downsides of fast technology and asks the question of whether there may be overinvestment in fast technologies from a social welfare point of view. The chapter convincingly shows that in some cases latency arbitrage is toxic and discusses a number of market design choices that have the potential to reduce this.\(^{318}\) One possibility to mitigate toxic latency arbitrage is frequent batch auctions.\(^{319}\) In my view, this may only partially solve the problem as fast traders still can optimise on later information about order books than slow traders can. One possibility to make this market design work would be to combine it with reduced pre-trade transparency. A second market design that may help in reducing toxic latency arbitrage is speed bumps. In particular, asymmetric speed bumps imposed on market orders and not on non-marketable limit orders could help in avoiding toxic latency arbitrage and thus reduce overinvestment in fast technologies. Such asymmetric speed bumps would give fast traders incentives for liquidity provision. A possible alternative way to spin the same idea would be to have co-location services that only allow for non-marketable limit orders, and thus not market or marketable limit orders.

In general, allocation rules within and across trading venues that decrease the likelihood of interacting with HFTs could help in the event of toxic arbitrage, or information leakage in case of large, uninformed trades. Interestingly, Petrescu and Widow (2017) discuss a number of protective features order books could adopt to avoiding interacting with HFTs. Their analysis focuses on European dark pools, but similar features could possibly be included in some limit order books. Examples include non-continuous matching and time-in-force options for certain orders possibly associated with higher trading fees. Petrescu and Widow (2017) further show that dark pools have different degrees of such protective features and all of them attract order flow. This suggests that not all traders require protection against interacting with fast traders.

\(^{318}\) Speed and information have always been important in securities markets. As an example, Koudijs (2015, 2016) discusses the speed advantage and strategic trading within and across markets during the 18th century for cross-listed shares between London and Amsterdam. Boats and pigeons were used to provide information from London to Amsterdam and the sailing (or not) of boats determined how fast information was transmitted from one market to another.

\(^{319}\) Budish et al. (2015).
Alternative ways to reduce investment in fast technologies relate to the design of secondary allocation rules within and across venues when at the same price. For example, instead of time priority, alternative priority rules could be considered such as random matching, broker priority or size priority. Of course, any welfare analysis of whether there is overinvestment in fast technologies also needs to account for positive externalities such investments may have outside of securities markets.

A second reflection concerns the question of whether there is too much dark trading. The chapter proposes taking a broader perspective and including other forms of dark trading besides dark pools in the double-volume cap of the MiFID II regulation in Europe. Indeed, the effects of the introduction of the double-volume cap on overall dark trading have been minimal, as other substitutes have been used, such as frequent batch auctions, ‘large-in-scale’ orders, or internalisation of orders. One way to get internalisation on-exchange would be to adjust secondary allocation rules by stimulating price-broker-time priority as, for example, is in place on the Canadian and Nordic securities markets, and disallowing the creation of internalisation pools. This could stimulate intermediaries to also act as counterparties on-exchange. Another way to reduce off-exchange dark trading is to make hidden-order trading on-exchange more attractive. Degryse et al. (2021), for example, find that hidden order trading and dark trading are substitutes.

A final reflection relates to the vertical integration of the individual parts of the entire trading chain. Typically, we can distinguish three parts in the trading chain, which relate back to Figure 1 on the industrial organisation of the financial exchange industry: (1) listing/data, (2) trading and (3) clearing/settlement/custody. The academic literature has already convincingly shown that parts of the trading chain are interconnected. Ellul and Pagano (2006), for example, connect (1) and (2), as they show that underpricing of initial public offerings is related to the expected secondary market liquidity. Foucault and Parlour (2004) also link (1) and (2) by showing that exchanges can relax competition for listing by differentiating in transaction technologies. Also (2) and (3) are linked as settlement fees and their pricing structure determine liquidity and market fragmentation. However, there is a need to understand how the three parts of the trading chain interact with each other, as each of them exhibits many characteristics of two-sided markets. Supervision and competition authorities are complementary to each other in dealing with the functioning of the entire trading chain.

Concluding remarks

This excellent chapter provides a great overview of current issues in the industrial organisation of the financial trading industry. It shows that data (and how it trickles through the entire value chain of trading) is becoming an important topic for exchanges, its users, but also regulators and supervisors. It makes a number of valid policy
recommendations that are underpinned by academic research. One concluding thought – that goes beyond the focus of this chapter— is that regulation and supervision may need to take into account an integrated view of the entire trading chain of the financial exchange industry. The market microstructure literature shows that the devil might sometimes be in the detail and spill over to other dimensions of the trading chain. Integrated regulation and supervision is therefore important to ensure efficient securities markets that embrace technology and data and promote investor protection.

5.5 DISCUSSION OF CHAPTER 4, “TECHNOLOGY, DATA, AND TRADING IN SECURITIES MARKETS”, BY KHEIRA BENHAMI

Technology has profoundly changed the functioning of markets. This chapter provides an excellent overview of this evolution and consequences for market quality, and discusses related policy issues.

Among the consequences exposed in this chapter, electronification of markets, coupled with the end of the ‘concentration rule’ in Europe, has led to an increase in algorithmic and high-frequency trading. Moreover, favouring market competition, it has contributed to reductions in trading costs but has also fostered market fragmentation. Finally, it has raised demand for data, leading to an increase of market power for trading platforms.

Following its analysis, this chapter offers concrete recommendations for policymakers:

- Policymakers should push for a simplification of exchanges’ tariffs.
- A consolidated tape in EU capital markets is needed and its latency should be minimal.
- Regulation of dark trading should not specifically focus on dark pools and should pay equal attention to the growth of trading in dark pools and internalisation.
- Electronic trading makes markets more fragile. Regulators should identify ‘systematically important’ players, trading platforms operating markets for related assets should coordinate their circuit-breakers, and period batch auctions should be favoured in parallel with continuous markets.

I will focus this discussion of how regulators have addressed the identified developments and their consequences and on what remains to be done.
Algorithmic trading and high-frequency trading

Concerns relating to the rise of electronic trading, the widespread use of algorithms and the development of high-frequency trading have led regulators to take concrete measures to better regulate this trading mode. In particular, MiFID II takes into account the technical evolution of the markets by providing a specific regulatory framework for algorithmic and high-frequency trading, after having defined them.

This regulation, which entered into force in 2018, includes, among other measures:

- registration requirements for high-frequency traders (HFTs), with strengthened requirements for resilience and system control;
- new provisions for the platforms in terms of tariff structures, co-location and testing of algorithms (the goal being to limit their failures and their impact on the market);
- a ‘flagging’ of the algorithms so that HFTs have to identify the algorithm having launched an order, but also keeping these algorithms available to regulators; and
- measures to increase the viscosity of the market, in particular by imposing a harmonised minimum tick size regime to prevent HFTs benefitting unfairly from an overly thin tick size. An analysis on the impact of this measure indicates an overall improvement of market quality, with a significant increase in market depth at the best price and a decrease in the number of messages sent to the market, which becomes easier to understand. Moreover, this has not come at an expense of a decrease in traded volumes or an increase in market volatility.

However, as witnessed in various financial shocks experienced so far, financial markets are highly interconnected, meaning any shock can have potential major impacts for financial stability. We need shock absorbers and tools to stop or slow the transmission. As stated by the authors, circuit-breakers are key in that respect. Indeed, while MiFID II provisions require a regulated market to “be able to suspend or limit trading in the event of significant price movements of a financial instrument in that market” (Article 48), they do not provide any harmonisation at European level. These circuit-breaker mechanisms are now applied in different ways from one platform to the next, and no coordinated implementation is currently planned. Thus, the negotiation of the same instrument can be halted on one platform while being maintained on another. This phenomenon can be exacerbated by a race to market share and ultimately be detrimental to financial stability. Harmonised mechanisms that are triggered in a coordinated manner should be put in place to limit extreme price movements while maintaining a level playing field.

**Market transparency**

The primary objective of MiFID II was to bring greater robustness and transparency to European financial markets. But it has not fully achieved its objective of improving market transparency in Europe. While the implementation for the first time of post-trade transparency obligations was a first major step for non-equity markets, pre-trade transparency obligations – in particular, for equity markets – have not achieved the set goal. Moreover, as underlined in the chapter, fragmentation has increased and no data consolidation proposal has emerged yet in Europe. For this reason, the European Commission released a proposal to revise MiFID II along these two dimensions on November 2021 as part of its Capital Markets Union (CMU) action plan.  

*The current regulatory framework allows transactions on systematic internalisers (SIs) to be massively exempted from any form of pre-transparency.*

As an illustration, in the French market, SIs represent a total market of between 15% and 20%.

**FIGURE 1 MARKET SHARE BY PLACE OF EXECUTION**

**FRENCH MARKET, MARKET SHARE IN AMOUNTS TRADED**

Source: Refinitiv, securities within French competence.
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It nevertheless appears that the contribution of SIs to transparency, and hence to the process of price formation, remains highly marginal:

- Only half of these volumes contribute to price formation (between 8% and 10% of the total trading volumes in French equities).
- On average, most SIs propose a quote for a size representing between 15% and 40% of the standard market size, i.e., between €1,500 and €4,000. This may seem relatively marginal compared with the liquidity that is potentially accessible at the best price on Euronext during this period (€40,000 on the average).
- Finally, a large part of the activity of SIs is not subject to pre-trade transparency requirements: only 22% of the amounts traded via SIs during the continuous phase are subject to pre-trade transparency for liquid French stocks (i.e., 4% of the total amounts traded in the market during this phase on these same stocks).

Market rules have become more complex, with multiple possibilities for waivers and deferrals, and only understandable by the most sophisticated actors.

More than 1,000 waivers have been granted since 2017, one-third of which were for equity-type products and two-thirds for other types of products. An ESMA report of July 2020 showed that almost 60% of the total turnover in shares is still not subject to pre-trade transparency.

**FIGURE 2 MIFID II TRANSPARENCY REGIMES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Equity and equity-like instruments</th>
<th>Other instruments (non-equity)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>On platforms</td>
<td>Outside platforms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-trade transparency</td>
<td>YES with some exceptions</td>
<td>Only for SIs on liquid instruments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• reference price</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• negotiated orders</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• large sizes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• order management systems (stop orders, iceberg, etc.)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-trade transparency</td>
<td>YES, immediately, except deferred in case of</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• large sizes and proprietary trading for one of the counterparties</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ESMA (2020).
As suggested in the chapter, there is room for improvement. Fortunately, the MiFID revision proposal should tackle the issue. The Commission proposes to:

- increase the size above which SIs are no longer required to provide transparency to more than twice the standard market size (SMS);\(^{327}\)
- require that the prices made public correspond to twice the SMS (and no longer 10%);
- limit the reference price waiver to orders\(^ {328}\) higher than twice the SMS for equity; and
- simplify and harmonise post-trade negotiation deferrals for non-equity.

**The need to set up a consolidated tape**

The adoption of MiFID II in 2014 led to increased competition between trading platforms. However, this has led to market fragmentation and, as early as 2014, MiFID II provided for the establishment of a consolidated publication system to address this issue. However, no consolidated tapes have emerged. There are several alleged reasons for this: the high cost of the data that a potential consolidated tape would have had to purchase (in the absence of obligations imposed on data providers), lack of commercial attractiveness, and data quality issues.

Given the continuing fragmented structure of the markets and information asymmetries between players, the European Commission considered it essential to propose an effective framework for the establishment of a consolidated tape.\(^ {329}\) The Commission’s proposal provides that:

- ESMA will be in charge of organising a selection procedure to appoint a consolidated tape for five years for each asset class – equities, ETFs, bonds and derivatives (cleared) derivatives.
- The consolidated tape will disclose post-trade ‘core market data’ as close to real time as technically possible.
- Contributions of data from every venue will be mandatory above a certain level of market share (to avoid any barrier for new entrants or increase to the marginal cost of data).

---

327 SMS is the minimum number of shares that can be traded at a specific price, determined on the basis of the average value of transactions for each financial instrument.
328 MiFID defines this waiver as follows: “systems matching orders based on a trading methodology by which the price of the financial instrument is derived from the trading venue where that financial instrument was first admitted to trading or the most relevant market in terms of liquidity, where that reference price is widely published and is regarded by market participants as a reliable reference price”.
329 For a more detailed analysis, see European Commission (2020).
• A profit redistribution scheme will be considered (for equities only); contributing entities could be entitled to a share of the consolidated tape revenue depending on their contribution in terms of data.

• The CTP should take data quality into account.

Gamification of markets and retail investors

As a last point, I wish to focus on a more recent development that the report does not cover but which has been greatly enhanced by technology – so-called market ‘gamification’, which has an impact on market structure, market quality and investor protection. Retail investors are indeed becoming increasingly active on the stock market. The onset of the Covid-19 pandemic and the resulting lockdown saw a surge in retail stock market activity, which continues to be well above pre-crisis levels.³³⁰

This has led trading platforms to develop specific offers for retail investors such as targeted execution services and/or commission-free or zero-fee trading offers, which rely mainly on ‘payment for order flow’ (PFOF).³³¹

For example, in the French markets, Euronext Paris, through its Best of Book (BoB), offers a service outside the central order book that provides complementary liquidity to the order book and aims to offer more competitive prices, while Equiduct, with its Apex model, offers execution at the best prices available on 16 different trading venues, weighted by the volumes available on these venues, without any stock exchange fees.

One of the main criticisms of PFOF is that this arrangement creates a conflict of interest as brokers may be incentivised to route their clients’ orders to the highest bidder rather than to the market-maker or trading venue offering the best prices and/or fastest execution. Added to this is the fact that these developments affect market transparency, with a potentially negative effect on the efficiency of the price formation process.

While this practice is not currently prohibited, the current Commission proposal states that “investment firms acting on behalf of clients shall not receive any fee or commission or non-monetary benefits from any third party for forwarding client orders to such third party for their execution”.

As a conclusion, this chapter has appropriately highlighted the challenges faced by regulators. Some of these challenges are already being addressed. The ever-changing technological environment will undoubtedly continue to shape markets, and further research will therefore be needed to estimate the costs and benefits of these developments to help regulators act effectively.

³³⁰ AMF (2022).
³³¹ PFOF is a practice by which market-makers pay brokers to obtain the flow of their clients’ orders. Thus, the market-makers can profit from this flow which is not matched against the rest of the market, while clients benefit from a reduction in their transaction costs, because the fees charged by the brokers can be subsidised by the payments that they receive from the market maker. This practice, which has existed for a long time in the United States, has developed more recently in Europe among brokers not charging their clients fees.
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LIST OF CONFERENCE PARTICIPANTS
The fourth report in the series on The Future of Banking, part of the Banking Initiative from the IESE Business School, examines the growing impact of technology on financial markets and institutions and identifies the key challenges in three specific areas: payment systems, the use of big data and trading in markets.

Highlighted issues are the suitability of central bank digital currency, the trade-offs involved in the massive use of data in terms of efficiency, privacy and market power, and the changes induced by the electronification of financial markets.

The digitalisation of financial services presents formidable tests for incumbent financial intermediaries, firms, exchanges and regulators. Building a modern, efficient and stable financial system is crucial to harness the benefits of new digital technologies and alleviate current policy concerns.